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A CONTEST MODEL GLIDER

MAKING A SPRAY GUN

A CONDENSER TIME CLOCK AND SWITCH
YOUR CAMERA SHUTTER EXPLAINED

and many other interesting articles



If you want
sound
soldering

you've only

to say the word ..

3/

Say FLUXITE and you show yourself to be
someone who knows about soldering-knows
that nothing but FLUXITE will give the selfsame
high standard results, whatever the type of
soldering job you're doing. It's the one flux that
simplifies all soldering.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES

ALL
SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD.
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.I

G.M.86

Save
Hundreds of working hours in your Drawing Office, Workshop

Estimating Department, etc., by using

OMARO SLIDE RULES
Here are a few of our models:-

Side I Thread data for UNF and UNC threads.
Side 2 Tensile strength and dimensions of UN

bolts, normal and heavy series; dimensions
of nuts and lock -nuts.

limaromionmeminewmaerintri
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Ratios of Cutting Speeds, Diameters, Number
of Revolutions, Feeds, Time for Machining, etc.

NEW NowNow available

Kosine Civil Engineering Slide Chart
Side I Reinforced Concrete (Bending Calcula-

tions).
Side 2 Hydraulics.

Please write for special leaflet.

Electric Arc Welding
Side I, as illustrated. Scales giving quantities of
welding rods used and current consumption
according to size, type and total length of welds.
Side 2, Particulars relating to fillet and butt welds.

Side I Steel and Iron Sections (see Model P.I).
Side 2 Capacitor Calculator (see Model L.I I).

Capacity scales 200-15,000 cu. ft.
1,000-100,000 gallons.

FREE GIFT I

Model S.7
Price: 7/6d.

(post free)

Model L.2
Price: 7/6d.

(post free)

Model K.5
Price: fl 2 6d.

(post free)

Model W.2
Price: 7/6d.

(post free)

Model 19/P I

Price: 7/6d.

(post free)

with every order of six or more Omaro Technica
Charts or Kosine Slide Rules, we supply free of charge a complimentar
copy of our COCKTAIL SLIDE RULE (usual price 10/6) with 300 selecte
recipes. Please apply for your free copy when sending your order fo
Technical Charts and Slide Rules.

List of other models on application

KOSINE LIMITED, I BLENHEIM GROVE, PECKHAM, LONDON, S.E.
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"KLAXON" TYPE IKSYJI SYN-CHRONOUS INDUCTION
MOTORS, 230/240 'volts A.C., 50
cycles single phase. 1/40th h.p., 1,500
r.p.m. continuous rating, length 7in.,
diam., 4fin., spindle lfm. long, lin
thick, weight 131b., unused, in
original packing. £5/10/0 each.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, final speed
1 r.p.m. clockwise. Fitted "San-
gamo" Type 'A" motor. 200/250
volts A.C., 50 cycles, 21 watts.
Overall dimensions 21in. x 21in.,
depth Ifin. Output spindle fin. long.
fin. thick -ex -equipment. 25/- each.

VENNER SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
MOVEMENTS, 200/250 volts A.C.,
50 cycles, 3 watts, final speed 30
r.p.m., ideal for timers, etc. Special
quota eationch. for qu.ntities-store soiled.
16/6

"FRACMO" 200/250 -VOLT A.C./D.C.
UNIVERSAL MOTORS, 1/100th h.p.
Dimensions 31in. long, 21in. diam.
Spindle lin. long, fin, thick. Ideal
for projectors, mixers etc. Speed
3,000 r.p.m.-ex-equipment. 32/6
each.

LOW TENSION RECTIFIER 1UNIT,-
input 200/250 volts A.C., 50 cycles.
Output 32 to 36 volts D.C., 11
amps. Ideal unit for operating relays,
low voltage motors, etc. Overall
dimensions: 7in. x 31in. x 31in.
These Units are new and unused but
are not wired up. 22/6 each.

"PLESSEY" SELF -PRIMING MOTOR -
DRIVEN 24 -VOLT D.C. FUEL
PUMPS. Approx. 50 gallons per hour,
30 p.s.i. 10in. long, 21in. dia. Unused.
53/6. Inlet, outlet union, quarter E.S.P.

"STEWART WARNER" CAPILLARY
TYPE WATER TEMPERATURE
GAUGES, 30in. length capillary, 40
to 220 degrees Fahrenheit, 2fin. flush
mounting dial -new. 25/- each.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, in-
put 180/230 volts A.C., 50 cycles,
output 2 windings 4.2, 4.2 volts. 10
amps., ideal for soil heating, spot
welding, etc. 22/6 each.

NEW SOUND -POWERED TELE-
PHONE HANDSETS, G.P.O. pat-
tern, will make efficient two-way
intercom, no batteries required, in-
cluding 110yds. twin .0028 I.R.V.
telephone cable. 55/- per pair.

Telephone: MUSEUM 9594

H. FRAN KS 58-60 NEWLONDON, W.C.
OXFORD ST.

I

One min. from Tottenham Court Rd. Stn.

FUSE TESTERS, EX -AIR MINISTRY,
for testing continuity in pyrotechnic
fuses, but has many other uses, coo-
sists of generator and neon indicator,
housed in instrument box, size 7fin.
x 4in. x 31in.-ex-R.A.F. 15/- each.

"KLAXON" TYPE EK5DBI-W3
SHUNT-WOUND D.C., 170/190
VOLT GEARED MOTORS, final
speed 50 r.p.m., torque 7lbs. ins.,
rating continuous, overall length 7in.,
diam. 31in., spindle double ended
,tin. long, fin. thick, weight 6lbs.,
unused. 13/10/0 each.
Bridge Rectifiers to operate the above
Motor on 230/240 volts A.C.

21/10/0.
SOLENOID OPERATED MAGNETIC

RELAYS type "S," ref. 5CW/3944,
with 4 make 4 break 10 amp. con-
tacts D.C., coil resistance 160 ohms,
24 volts operation, housed in metal
screening cat, 21in. x 1 in. x 'fin.,
made by Pullin Ltd., Hendry Relays
Ltd., etc.-n,:w. 7/6 each.

CONTACTING FLOAT SWITCHES,
ref. 5CW/4642, comprising of float
in wire mesh container, 3in. diam.,
41in. long, operating make or break
sealed contact, ideal for all types of
non -corrosive liquids. 15/- each.

B.S.R. 2 -POLE TAPE -DECK MOTOR,
220/240 V.A.C., 50 C.P.S., fan
cooled, rotation anti -clockwise, over-
all size 3in. x 2fin. x 2in., spindle
fin. long, fin. thick -unused. 21/ -
each.

"PLESSEY" GEAR -PUMPS, will pump
250 g.p.m. when coupled to fth h.p.
motor. Input lin. diam., output fin.
diam. Overall length 7in., fitted with
relief valves, jet to 10 p.s.i.-store
soiled. 32/6 each.

EX -AIR MINISTRY 12 -VOLT D.C.'
DOUBLE-POLE MAKE 3 -AMP
CONTACTS RELAYS, Ref. 5CW/
4120, fitted dust cover and terminal
block, overall size of relay 2in. a
Ilin. approx., weight 61ozs.-new.
7/6 each.

D.C. RECTIFIER UNITS, type 19,
input 200/250 volts A.C. 50 C.P.S.,
output 12/24 volts D.C. 3 amps.,
continuous rating, fitted in metal case
I9in. x 6in. x 7in., with fuses, switch,
etc., to fit into standard 19in. rack-
ing, ideal for relay and bench work
telephones, etc. -store soiled. £4/17/6
each.

HORSTMAN GEAR CO. 8 -DAY
NINE -JEWELLED LEVER MASTER
CLOCKWORK MOVEMENTS,
Admiralty pattern A.3236, final speed
1 rev. in 3 mins. with contacting
point once per minute, in metal case
3fin. diam., 21in. deep. stop and
start device, with winding key -un-
used -ex -equipment. 65/- each.

HEAVY-DUTY CANTILEVER SOL-
ENOIDS, 24 volts D.C., Ref. 8A/
2128, diameter of coil unit 2fin.,
height 3in., weight 4lbs.-store
soiled. 22/6 each.

SOLENOID OPERATED OIL DILU-
TION VALVES, ref. 5U/3013, 24
volts, with terminal block, suitable
for air, oil, water, etc., maximum
air pressure 40Ibs. p.s.i., overall size
3 -fin. long, ,tin. diam. approx. 7/6
each.

"VENNER" CLOCKWORK DELAY
TIME SWITCHES, variable 10 to
30 secs., fitted 250 -volt A.C. 5 -amp.
and 24 -volt D.C. 5 -amp, contacts.
make or break, panel mounting, size
2in. diam., 2fin. long. 14/- each.

"BERCO" SLIDING RHEOSTATS,
twin former 26 ohm. 61 amps.,
length 14in., width 7in., ideal for
stage dimming, charging, etc. -new.
48/6 each.

G.E.C. L.T. RECTIFIER UNITS. In-
put 200/240 volts A.C. 50 C.P.S.
Output 24 volts D.C. 13 amps. Con-
tinuous rating. Built in perforated
metal case. Size 20in x 151in. x 10in.
In original packing, very useful
supply unit for laboratory and test
gear -condition new. £14 each.

156 PAGE ILLUSTRATED MAILING LIST

See it
at your
Tool Shop

Pat. No.
602155.

Automatic
HACKSAW

1/6 POST PAID 1

Precision made PERMANENT MAG-
NET 12/24 volt D.C. Motors, geared
output 500 r.p.m., approx. Overall
size 3in. x 11in. x lin. Weight 6fozs.
-ex-equipment. 20/- each.

"WESTERN ELECTRIC" U.S.A. 12/
24 -VOLT D.C. MOTOR BLOWER.
Intake 3in. diam. Outlet 21in. diam.
Aluminium fan housing mounted on
metal bracket. Overall dimensions
7in. x 6fin. x 51in. approx. Ideal
for car heaters, ventilating ducts, etc.
-unused. 46/- each.

PUISOMETER MOTOR -DRIVEN 24 -
VOLT D.C. BOOST PUMPS. Ref.
SUE/5356. Overall length 8in., diam.
4fin., pumps 250 g.p.m. at 10 p.s.i.
suitable for water or oil, weight
7flbs. Ideal as circulating pump or
for reserve tank supply system -
unused. 65/- each.

SMALL 9 /12 -VOLT A.C./D.C.
MOTORS, made by Laboratories
Inc., U.S.A., coupled to gear -box,
final speed approximately 100 r.p.m.,
fin. diam. spindle, overall size 31in.
x 2in. x llin.-store soiled. 15/- each.

AIR TEMPERATURE GAUGES, ref.
No. 6A/510, fitted Mercury in Steel
Capillary Tube Transmitting type.
Reading -30/0/50+ Centrigrade. Suit-
able for greenhouses, etc. -store
soiled. 18/6 each.

CAPILLARY RADIATOR THERMO-
METERS, with 20, 30 or 50ft. length
of capillary tube, ref. 6A/1313,
scaled 40/140 degrees Centigrade -
store soiled. 27/6 each.

U.S.A. AIR FORCE 12/24 -VOLT
BLOWER MOTORS, size of motor
3in. long, ,fin. diam., size of fan
housing, which is made of bakelite.
3m. diam., 11in. deep, outlet fin.
diam., intake Ifin. diam.-27/6 each.

"ZENITH" SEMI -FIXED WIRE -
ROUND RESISTANCE. 25 ohms.,
4 amps. Length 10fin., diam. 21in.
-new 15/- each.

SANGAMO MOTOR UNITS. Model 7
final speed one rev. per seven days,
200/250 V.A.C., 50 cycles -new. 30/ -
each.

"BENDIX" RADIO, 28 -VOLT RE-
VERSIBLE MOTOR coupled to
geared switch box. Normally used for
automatic switching of wave -bands
on radio -receiver --new. 24/- each.

54

Cuts through
THICK and THIN
Revolutionary in design, robust
in construction. Does many jobs
an ordinary hacksaw cannot do.
Will saw through any thickness
without being restricted by the
usual hacksaw frame. It's easy
and a pleasure to use. An
enclosed spring automatically
returns the blade after every
forward stroke. Blades don't
break. No holding pins to get
bent or broken. Made for the
craftsman -good
for a lifetime. 28'-

Write for illustrated
FREEcatalogue of complete
range of "Leytools"

LEYTONSTONE JIG & TOOL CO. LTD.
LEYTOOL WORKS  HIGH ROAD  LEYTON  LONDON E. I0

Telephone: LEYtonstone 5022-3-4

ENDO-IT-YOURSELF
PRINTING OUTFIT

£I.17.6
COMPLETE

Everything you need to print your own snaps.
Combined safe light and exposing light. Three i
plate dishes (orange, white and grey). Printing frame
with masks. Two graduated measures. Two forceps.
Thermometer with case. Con -Sol developer. Acid
Fixing powder and full instructions.

JOH NSONS 1
OF HE NOON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE
IN PHOTOGRAPHY
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THAT

66fr
,p7(,frcg

YOU WANT IS
WAITING FOR YOU
IN THIS BOX ... No. 1217. One gross

Assorted Springs. A complete
Garage Service Kit. 42/- each.

If not, try another box in the Terry Assorted Springs range

No. 1200
Three dozen Assorted
Light Expansion Springs,
suitable for carburettor
control, etc. 13/6.

No. 760
Three dozen Assorted
Light Compression
Springs. 1" to 4" long,
22 to 18 S.W.G., 5" to
1" diam. 6/6.

No. 98A
Three dozen Assorted I'
to 4" long, r to 5" diam.,
I9G to 15G. 5/6.

No. 757
Extra Light Compression,
1 gross Assorted, 5" to

diam., if" to 21" long,
27 to 19 S.W.G. 15/,

No. 753
Three dozen Assorted
Light Expansion r to r
diam., 2" to 6" long, 22 to
18 S.W.G. 10/6.

No. 758
Fine Expansion Springs.
1 gross Assorted ir to r
diem., r to 2" long, 27 to
20 S.W.G. 15/-.

Cut production costs with
Terry's Wire Circlips. We
can supply immediately
from stock -from if" to r.

Looking for good Hose
Clips? Send for a Sample
of Terry's Security Worm
Drive Hose Clip and
price list.

We know exactly how difficult it is
to find springs for experimental
work . . . we've been making quality
springs for over 100 years. So, we
confidently offer you our excellent
range of small boxed assortments
which covers a very wide range.
We can only show a few boxes. Send
us a p.c. for our full list. If ever you
are stuck with a spring problem let
our Research Department put their
long experience at your disposal.

Have you a presswork problem ?

If so, the help of our Design Staff is
yours for the asking.

TERRY'S
for SPRINGS

Really interested in Springs?"Spring
Design and Calculations" 9th
Edition tells all -post free 12/6.

HERBERT TERRY& SONS LTD.
Redditch, Worcs.
(Makers of Quality Springs, Wireforms
and Presswork for over 100 years)

GAMAGES
for the FINEST TOOL VALUES
The tSimpla' AD -Steel

SHELF
KIT

Just right for Workshop, Garage.
Greenhouse, Conservatory, etc. Easy
to fit. Kit consists of two 24 in. uprights
with slots every 1 in.; three 28 x 51 in.
shelves; three prs. Brackets. Fully adjust-
able and will support approximately
15 cwt. Complete Kit 30/ -Post & Pkg. Free

TOOL and
MOTOR ACCESSORY LIST FREE

The 'Rolls' HAND VICE
Made of strong lightweight
alloy. Very durable and ver-
satile. 11 in. jaws ()locoing
to 11 in. Supplied with two
pairs vice jaw covers (steel
and plastic) for protection
of work gripped. A really
useful tool for the Hobby-
ist, Toolmaker, Radio
Mechanic, Fitter, etc. /6

complete U/
If outside our van area,

Post & Pkg. 1/6

The 6 Rolls' Three -Way
PAD SAW

Complete with 2 blades, one for
wood etc., the other for metal.
A most useful and versatile tool
for Tradesmen and Handymen. Can be used
for a great many jobs -including
those in hard -to -get -at positions. 7/6
1/ cuiskle our van area, Post & Pkg. 1/6

GAMAGE SPECIAL SCREWCUTTI NG 31 x !Ai in. BACK GEARED
PRECISION LATHE

Today's Finest Value !

£33
66/- Deposit
& 18 Monthly
Payments of 3516

Oft outside our van area parr Carr. & Pkg.
12/6 G.B. Dios 20/- for Crate, returnable.

SPECIFICATION: 35 in. approx. centre Phosphor Bronze Parallel Split Bushes.
height. 161 in. approx. between centres. Change Wheels: 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45,
Swing -in Gap 85 in. Diameter of lead- 50, 55 and 60 teeth. Vee-belt pulleys.
screw, 8 T.P.I., 5 in. Diameters of Standard Equipment includes: Faceplate,
Nose. Mandrel and 'Tailstock Barrel, 1 in. Catchplate, and extra Backplate in rough
Clearance through Head and Tailstock screwed to fit Mandrel nose. Requires 5-5
5 in. Tee -slotted Saddle Cross -slide. h.p. motor to drive. Leaflet on request.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. HOLborn 8484 Open Thursdays 7p.m.

TRANSFORMERS, 230/50 v. with Rectifier -Output 30 v. 2 a.,33/6.
OUR WELL-KNOWN TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output tapped 3 to
30 volts 2 amps., or tapped 5.11.17 volts 5 amps. 24/6 each. P.P.
F. W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a., 7/6.3 a., 13/6. 4 a., 17/6.6 a., 27/6. 24 v.2 a.,23/6.
RELAYS. We have large stocks of assorted types from 3/-.
KEY SWITCHES from 3/-. TOGGLE SWITCHES. DPDT, 3/6. MICRO
SWITCHES, M and B. 5/6.
NICKEL NIFE BATTERIES, 1.2 v. 2.5 a., 6/-. P.P. Size 3 X 25 x lin. 2 for 11/6.
3 for 16/-. 4 for 21/-. Practically everlasting.
MAINS TRANSFORMER AND RECTIFIER, Output 12 v., I a., 19/6. P.P.
W/W RHEOSTATS. 12 v. 5 a., 10/6. 12 v. I a., 2/6. P.P.
SET OF 7 H/S FULL SIZE TWIST DRILLS, in wallet, is to fin., 6/-. Smaller
size, 4/, TUBULAR HACK SAWS, 11/6. (Eclipse Patt.).
Sin. SIDE CUTTERS, 5/6. Sin. PLATED ROUND NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 5/,
Tin. PLATED FLAT NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 8/6.
Bin. STEEL BLOCK PLANES, 15M. Cutter Blade, 10/6.
SET OF 6 PLATED WHIT. OPEN END SPANNERS.* to lin., 13/6.
POCKET NEON TESTER with retractable screwdriver, 5/..
SPECIAL OFFER 6 or 12 v. relays with 4 make contacts, 6/, 2 for 11/6. 3 for 16/..
4 for 21/-. SMALL 12/24 volt D.C. Geared Motor very powerful Sin. x l5in., 16/6. P.P.
Sin. VERNIER CALIPERS with depth gauge, 9/-.
PAXOLIN PANELS, I2in. x 6in. x lin. 3/6. PAXOLIN TUBING, If x
x 72in., 17/6.
SET 6 WOOD BORING BITS. fin. shank. 5-lin. I2/-. SET 5 DITTO 5 -fin. 10/-.

ALL POST PAID. Post order only to:
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART

29, STATION APPROACH, SUDBURY TOWN, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

REPLACEMENT 121 in. TUBE L8.10.0. xi allowed on
117 in. TUBE L7.10.0. F.A. old Tube

REBUILT
I 12 14,15 in.TUBES t allowed on

T V TUBES I' L5.10.0 L. I old Tube
Carr. & Ins. !TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 20 WEEKS

15/6 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

DE -LUXE

TAPE

RECORDER

CABINET

Beautifully
made Tape
R e cording
Cabinet. Size
13" x 105" x
7". Covered
in two tone
coloured rex-
ine cloth.

ONLY Stylish design.Carrying
handle with
detachable lid.
Easily adapted
to Record

Player Cabinet. Exceptional
value at this very low price.

for a Free Catalogue. P. & P. 4/6.

29/9

SUPER CHASSIS
79/9 OR TERMS

Five valve superhet
chassis incl. 8in. P.M.
Speaker, and valves.
Four control knobs.
4 wavebands, position
for gram. P.U. and
Extn. Speaker. P. &
P. 3 / 6.

DUKE & CO.
(LONDON) LTD.

621/3 Romford Road,
Manor Park.

ILF 6001/3
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...YOUR CAREER

FOR YOUR OWN BUSINESS

.AN ABSORBING HOBBY

NEXPRACT/CAL WAY
of UNDERSTAND/A10

RADIO TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS

Including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi-Fi equipment; Computors;
Servo -meths; Test Instruments; Photo-electrics; Nucleonics,
etc.

Radiostructor-an organisation specialising in electronic training
systems-offers a new self -instructional method using specially
designed equipment on a " do-it-yourself " basis. You learn by
building actual equipment with the big kits of components which
we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole series of interesting
and instructive experiments-with no complicated mathematics!
Instructional manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and interesting way-in
fact, you really have fun whilst learning! Fill in the coupon below,
for full particulars:

RADIOSTRUCTOR

POST NOW To RADDepOSTRPlease

send brochure, without obligation, to:

*NAME

ADDRESS

ICTOR
t. (G.2U8)

READING, BERKS.

*BLOCK

CAPS

PLEASE
LEADS THE WORLD
IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING (We do not employ representatives)

Capacity 36in. wide . I8 -gauge mi Id steel. Forms channels and angles down to 45 deg.
which can be flattened to give safe edge. Depth of fold according to height of bench.
Will form flanges.
Weight approximately 2 ewes. Price f 17 15s. Od.. carr. free. Also the well-known vice
models of:
36in. >t 18 -gauge capacity E8 10 0

24in. x IS -gauge capacity ES 5 6

18in. 16 -gauge capacity E5 5 6

* One year's guarantee. Money refunded withoor question if not satisfied. Send for details.

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works,
Wellington St., BATLEY, Yorks. Tel.: 426

SEND/NE RA F /2 VOLT BATTERIES

"'TOP GRADE
TOP MAKES EXIOE OLDHAM En
ONLY r I A riFILa fan-

tastic 'never
again' offer:must be

g:g4/0"f' worth E12
at least.

TOP GRADE-highest
quality post-war stock

in original manufacturer's sealed crates.
New seals .mbroken, ' NOT rejects. A
snappy burst into action on coldest morn-
ings. Size, suitable for most cars. 10"
long x 5" wide x 83," high approx. Un-
spillable tiller caps. Unbreakable plastic
body. Plastic dustproof terminal caps.
Detachable carrying handle. Ready for
charging and filling. Only S9/6, cam. 10/-.
or sent for £1 dep. plus 10/- carr. and
crate, bal. 6 mthly payments. 7/6. Money
back guarantee. Lists tents. Clothing.

59 6

OFFICERS & O.R.'s 4 in I

KAPOK FILLED LINING
RILL LENGTH

STORM COAT
Issued, short periods in
Arctic Convoy Transport
Conditions. Full-length
Fawn Duck Stormproof
Coats. Specification: 1.
Outer Coat. 2. Separate
inner proofing. 3. Woollen
material part lining, plus. Post4.

Kapok filled lining 39'11 Ott
quilted for complete heat 117

insulation. Double
breasted, waterproof protection in rain,
wind and cold. Neat, not bulky. High
storm collar is wool cloth lined. Front
double thickness, windproof cuff -sleeves,
two large pockets. Ideal motorists, outdoor
workers, motor cyclists, town or county.
Reduced price 34 to 40, 39/11, 42, 5/ -
extra. 44, 10/- extra. Special 46" 63/-. Post
3/7. Less than a quarter of cost!

H EADQUARTER and G ENERAL SUPPLIES-tTD.
(Dept. PMC(59.) 196 -zoo, Coldharbour Lane, London, S.E.5.

Open all day Saturday, 1 p.rn. IVednesday. :: Callers welcome at store,

II

e ori,y role Wreirich
On the car, in the house-everywhere I find this " third hand "
of mine invaluable for a sure grip on all sorts of jobs, locking
on to leave both my hands free. Using the Mole Wrench as
wish-super pliers, clamp, hand-vice-I'll never find a more
versatile tool for so many everyday tasks. The 7 in. is 12/6,
the 10 in. 15/- from ironmongers, motor and motorcycle
accessory dealers everywhere.
Make sure you get a genuine Mole
Wrench-look for the name on it.

If in difficulty write to:
M. MOLE & SON LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3

MOLETRADE MARK
SELF -GRIP

WRENCH
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

fREEENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
sh ib-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing - Production Eng. -
Jig & Tool Design - Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration - Metallurgy.
AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERING
Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Maintenance & Repairs-
High Speed Diesel-
Garage Management,

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Dec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec
Technology - Installations
-Draughtsmanship-Sap.
ply - Maintenance -
Design.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation - Architecture
Draughtsmanship - Sur.
veying-Clerk of Works-
Carpentry and joinery-
Quantities - Valuations.

RADIO &
ELECTRONICS

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions-Electronic Eng.-
Automation-Digital Com-
putors - Analogue Com-
p utors-Data Processing-
Instrumentation-

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gen. Civ. Eng. - Sanitary
Eng. - Structural Eng.
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete - Geology.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
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FAIR COMMENT
THE NEW PRACTICAL MECHANICS

STARTING next month PRACTICAL MECHANICS will appear in an entirely new
and improved form. For convenience in reading and handling and to meet
certain production problems, the page size is being reduced to approxi-

mately the same as that of our companion Journals Practical Wireless and Practical
Television. This smart new easy -to -read version will be further enhanced by the
addition of more pages and a cover in full colour. The additional pages will include
an increased variety of subject material as comprehensive and informative as before;
indeed, by making greater use of short features, we hope it will be wider in its scope
than at any time in the past.

A Free 3 -in -x Blueprint
Revolutionary as the new issue is, this is not the end of the good news for PitacricaL

MECHANICS readers. To mark the launching of the new modern PRACTICAL
MECHANICS we are giving away a I2S. 6d. two-sided diagram sheet measuring
3zin. X 24in. and containing diagrams relating not to one subject but to THREE!

The first of these subjects will appeal to the motorist and especially to the modern
teenager who likes to carry his favourite " pop " records wherever he goes. It
describes the construction of a battery -operated record player which will produce a
really significant volume of sound when coupled up to the car battery. It is just
the thing for a picnic or beach party. Those who spend their summer holidays in a
beach chalet or caravan will appreciate this unique luxury. Incidentally we are
also describing a battery/mains version.

The second subject on this sheet is a sailing canoe. This is a family craft;
really solidly constructed and stable. It is simple to make, being well within the
scope of anyone with average ability as a carpenter.

Subject number three is a synchronous skeleton electric clock. The chief feature
of this design is its simplicity, most of the parts being available from an old disused
clock and from a toy construction kit. Actual construction work is kept to a
minimum and only a few handtools are required.

As mentioned previously all this detailed information, which would normally
cost 12s. 6d. and which will be available at that price after the publication of the
October issue, is being given away free to purchasers of the October number.

Following this announcement and considerable press publicity in the national
newspapers, we anticipate a considerably increased demand for the issue and would
take this opportunity of advising you to give your order to your newsagent early to
avoid disappointment. The price of the new issue will be is. 6d.

THE MAIN TASK OF JODRELL BANK
The radio telescope, with its supporting lattice work of steel must be familiar to

almost everyone, due to the great prominence given to its role in tracking Sputniks
and the American range of satellites, probes, etc. The importance of this task has
not been exaggerated and we, the British people, are justly proud that both America
and the U.S.S.R. have come to us for help in tracking their space vehicles. The
prestige value of Jodrell Bank is the only credit Britain has in this great age of
exploration and it comes as something as a surprise when one is told that tracking
satellites is very much a secondary task of the telescope. In fact of the several
thousand hours during which the radio telescope has been operating in the past
three years, only to per cent. of the time has been devoted to satellite tracking.

It is ironic that so much publicity should have been given to aspects of the tele-
scope's work which are subsidiary to its main purpose of pure research. The
results of this fascinating study of the stars in limitless space (which are being
observed, not as they are now but as they appeared many thousands of light years
ago) have never been published in any newspaper-in fact they have yet to be
published at all, even in the most technical of scientific journals!

)»)
No. 317

The October, 1960, issue will be published on September 30th. Order it now !
IMO MM.
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Build this CONTEST
MODEL GLIDER

Fig. 1.-Positioning the fuselage outside strips.

Fig. 2.-Building the second side.

Fig. 3.-Marking out the nose panels.

Fig. 4.-Spring the frames together until the cement has set.

Fig. 5.-Cutting wing support slots.

Building is simplicity itself if you
follow our step by step instructions

QUITE apart from the fascination of making this type of model,
flying the finished aircraft will give hours of enjoyment. It has
been so designed that when it is launched from a long nylon

tow -line it will take advantage of rising currents of warm air
(" thermals " to use gliding jargon) and fly for several minutes in
soaring flight. In fact it is an excellent model for entry in many
national model flying rallies organised up and down the country
during the spring and summer months.

Scaling up Drawing
First draw out full size the shape of the fuselage in side view and top

view (see Fig. io). Draw accurate tin. squares on a piece of cartridge
paper or buy a large piece of graph paper which is already divided.
Pin this down to a flat board and plot the outside shape of the fuselage
side view and top view, using the squared drawing opposite as a guide.
Mark the points where the fuselage curves (which are the same on each
side and top and bottom) cut the vertical and horizontal lines of the
various squares. Join up the points with a smooth continuous line,
using a piece of springy wood. Mark the thickness of the fuselage
outside strips (Win.) and draw in the lines. Follow this by drawing
vertical parallel lines Win. apart to represent the spacers positioned as
indicated. At the junction of spacers with outside strips rub the draw-
ing with a candle to prevent the eventual cement joints from tearing
the paper.

Building the Fuselage
At alternate intervals of about I Win. push straight pins into the lines

representing the fuselage outside strips, and between them slide strips
of Win. square hard balsa (Fig. t). Now cut off the various spacers to
length and at the correct angles at their ends, and fix them in place
with balsa cement.

Build a second side in exactly the same way directly on top of the
first but place pieces of wax paper between the two frames (Fig. 2).
Cut protruding ends and separate the frames. Mark shape of nose
panels (Fig. 3) on Win. sheet balsa, cut them out and cement in place
flush with the outsides of the frames.

Fix pins on top view as before but only on the straight portions-not
on the curves and erect the two side frames between them. Working
from the back, cement the cross braces in place in pairs and make sure
the structure is kept square with a setsquare.

At the point where the frames begin to curve, remove the frames and
cement the remaining nose spacers (which are cut in pairs directly
over the drawing to ascertain correct lengths and angles of ends) by
springing the frames together at the nose until the cement has set
(Fig. 4). Then fill in the top and bottom nose panel with Win. sheet.

Fig. 8.-Positioning the wing supports.

Fig. 7.-Covering the fuselage. Fig. 9.-Trimming the nose block.
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2

Fig. IL-Dihedral angle details.

uselage

Tailplane Support
Cut a paper pattern of the tailplane support, temporarily gum

it to a piece of hard tin. sheet balsa and cut the shape out.
Remove paper and round off the front and rear edges with fine
glasspaper. Glue the two small pegs in place as shown. Cut out the
millimeter plywood platform and cement this to the support at right
angles as shown. Use plenty of cement to form a fillet at each side.
Cement the unit to the body between the rear two spacers of the
fuselage and make sure it is upright. Then fill in with kin. sheet at the
sides of the support (Fig. 6).

The two wing supports fit in slots in sheeting cemented flush with
the frame at the top of the fuselage. Fix a single piece of tin. sheet
(Fig. 5) and then cut the two slots with a trimming knife.

Covering the Fuselage
Four separate pieces of fine model tissue are used-one for each side.

Fix each piece in place with photo -mounting paste, starting at the
front and working a few inches at a time towards the back (Fig. 7).
Trim the surplus away with a razor blade after each side is covered.
When the paste is thoroughly set, spray the tissue evenly with cold
water. Do this with a garden syringe held about 'ft. away. Leave to
dry in a fairly warm atmosphere. After the tissue has shrunk and
become taut, apply two coats of clear cellulose model dope or banana
oil.

Cut and cement in place the wing supports in the same way as the
tailplane support (Fig. 8).

Nose Block
Cut a pattern of the side view of the nose block and gum this to a

laminated block of balsa consisting of sheets of tin. balsa cemented
together with the grains crossing (Fig. 9). Trim to shape. Do the

Leading edge 1/6"x 1/4"-\

Tailplane

same with the top view and trim again. Round off the front
edges with glasspaper. Cement a piece of Win. sheet, which fits
neatly in the opening in the nose of the fuselage, to the back
of the block which serves to locate the block in the fuselage.

The Wing
The shape of the wing ribs is shown in Fig. so half full size. Scale

this drawing up and then cut out and shape all wing ribs from 116 -in.
sheet balsa. Cut the trailing edge pieces from lin. x fin. balsa. At
sin. intervals on the trailing edge mark and cut slots kin. X fin. for
the ribs. Pin the trailing edge down to the building board and glue the
ribs in place, making sure that they are all square with the exception
of the inner and outer ribs.

The leading edge pieces are cut from fin. X }in. strip balsa and
glued in place. Do not glue the inner and outer ribs yet. Make up two
templates, one angled at 3 deg. and the other at sof deg. Cut from
imm. plywood 15 dihedral keepers (see Fig. so). These should be
glued in place as shown. Glue the upper spars in place-each spar to
be a little oversize. Glue the inner ribs, checking with the 3 deg.
template. Make sure that these ribs are square with the trailing edge.
Insert the top three dihedral keepers and glue together with spars. The
outer ribs of the centre section should now be glued in place using the
same procedure as for the inner ribs. Check with the sof deg.
template.

Remove the wing from the building board, turn it over and glue the
two lower spars in place together with the dihedral keepers.

The two centre sections can now be glued together. Lay one half
flat on the building board and jig at 6 deg. The correct dihedral is
shown in Fig. s t.
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(Concluded on page 546)
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FOR those readers who possess a centre lathe and wish to undertake the construction of a
piece of equipment which will eventually prove of considerable use in the workshop or
garage, the spray gun illustrated at Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 is not a difficult article to undertake,

and if the main parts are machined from aluminium as a means of promoting a light assembly,
with various bushes at the positions where wear is likely to occur, there is every reason to
anticipate the gun will give long and trouble -free service.

A
Spray
Gun

A useful accessory for the workshop or garage
By J. A. Waller

The design follows orthodox lines, but it is emphasised that too large a tank capacity ob-
viously causes fatigue on the wrist and soon makes the work of spraying a large object a tiresome
operation. The paint tank portrayed here is about the largest which can be comfortably handled,
and will cover a considerable area of a car wing that may have been damaged.

The following detailed drawings show sizes which the reader can initially use for making
the parts, but once they are made it should be appreciated that some further weight is easily
taken off the gun by filing, grinding or milling away unwanted areas where the metal is still
a little too thick for the work the assembly has to do. There is no point in complicating the
drawings at this stage by giving cross sections where this metal removal can occur as this gives
the impression the gun is much more difficult to make than it really is, and an actual examina-
tion of a finished product will show how much and where the metal is best removed.

Main Body
Fig. 2 portrays the main body-a large piece of circular aluminium or a length from a rect-

angular bar is suitable because if a casting is preferred then the complete gun with the handle
should be made in this manner. Using bar material reduces costs and means that every
reader can undertake the construction with average tools. The first operation is to clean up one
surface and then machine another perfectly square to this facing-this is an important and
essential process because it then permits the machining of other faces and holes in relation to
each other with the assurance that accuracy between them is achieved.

One difficulty arises during the boring of the holes in this body member-the inside threaded
hole is likely to provide an awkward operation if screwcutting is attempted as the overhang
of the tool is so great, and special long taps are needed if this process is followed. While the
latter tools are not difficult to make (shanks are brazed on existing standard taps), it is felt
that an alternative method of manufacture whereby the body is made in two parts, effects a
solution and one which most constructors will prefer. The next drawing at Fig. 3 illustrates
how the body becomes a two-part detail with side plates and fitting bolts provided to align the
pieces when they are assembled together. Remember the two sections are square formed, the
centre clearing hole cut and then both are held together while the holes for the bolts are drilled
and reamed. Both ends are now threaded-the two-part detail is now virtually a solid block
while this operation is proceeding, and then having removed the side plates and bolts to free
them, the final operation of threading the inner hole is undertaken with the assurance that on
re -assembly the blocks and plates will yet again assemble correctly.

In order to ensure that the needle slides properly and without any suggestion of stickiness,
both the front jet " D " and the rear needle pilot " F " are turned with a register that fits
closely into a corresponding recess in the body detail. If these latter diameters are used as
locations during later machining operations-the threading of the inner diameter mentioned
above is a typical instance where correct alignment is necessary to make sure the needle operates
easily, the parts will subsequently assemble and there is no suggestion of mis-alignment.

Air Hole
The long tin. dia. holes which bring the air from the handle to the nozzle require careful

drilling as any attempt to rush this work usually results in a hole running off centre; if they do

Fig. r.-The
finished gun

in use.
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not meet the vertical drilling or only half a hole
is apparent when the break through comes,
obviously there is a severe restriction in
the air supply thus creating a situation
which is difficult if not impossible to remedy
satisfactorily.

Drill through the aluminium slowly run-
ning the lathe at the fastest speed, taking care
to withdraw the drill after piercing the work
for an *in. or so and then both holes will
intersect the vertical hole exactly on the centre
line. Drill this vertical hole first of course.

The hole into which the paint container
screws is initially marked out in order to
bring it in the centre of the boss, and the
lower hole through which the paint emerges
should break into the centre bore if a reason-
able degree of accuracy has been observed
during the marking out stage.

Another hole which requires reaming is
the linkage pin hole about which the link
" K " pivots-again an easy fit is desirable
otherwise the gun will need considerable
effort to operate, but a slack fit is best
avoided as this gives the assembly a ram-
shackle appearance. Incidentally when oper-
ating on aluminium you will find that a
touch of paraffin produces an excellent finish
to the surfaces and for such operations as
reaming it is essential to use it.

The Handle
Fig. 4 portrays detailed drawings of the

remaining parts, chief among them being
the large handle " B " which is again made
of aluminium if it is available. This is
an ideal detail where a reduction in weight
is not difficult to accomplish by drilling a
series of holes into the butt for a certain
depth but not, of course, breaking into the
air inlet hole.

In making this handle the best procedure
is to square form the block of material dis-
regarding the shape of the handgrip as this is
easily added after the major operation of
boring the inlet hole at the top and adding
the fitting bolt holes has been carried out.
The spring plunger bore is not of great im;
portance on this occasion as this detail is
merely used, as the assembly drawing indi-
cates, to return the trigger mechanism to the
starting position, but it is advisable to machine
the surface against which the washer " T "
contacts carefully as this overcomes an
escape of air at this point. While the latter is
not particularly serious, it does in time cause
annoyance to hear air continually escaping
despite the fact it only makes a gentle hiss.
However as this plunger is not so important
as the long detail " G," no attempt has been
made to provide the glands with location
diameters, but it should slide back and forth
with ease. Cut the threads in the lathe using
one as a pilot while machining the other,
then true insertion of the glands is possible.

Glands and Jet
The best material for the glands and jet --

details " D," " E," " G," " N " and " P " is
phosphor bronze as the wearing qualities of
this metal result in long life. There is really
little wear on parts of this nature other than
the slight tendency of the hole to become
oversize, so a set of parts made from this
bronze should last several years with average
use. The importance of drilling the jet hole

Fig. 2.-Details of the main body.

Fig. 3.-Further details of the body, show-
ing how it becomes a two part detail.

Fig. 4.-Constructional details of the
handle, etc.

Fig. 5.-Dimensions for making the tank
and soldering to gun.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

concentric with the pilot diameter cannot be
overstressed as a drilling offset can cause
trouble. Here again, the hole is preferably
drilled after the larger diameter has been
turned, and continued withdrawal of the drill
will prevent it running off centre.

The Tank
The construction of the tank may present

a problem to some readers as they will
undoubtedly find it almost impossible to
secure a piece of aluminium tube as large as
this. Aluminium is specified for obvious
reasons, but there is no reason to despair
because rolling up a flat piece of this material
approximately of the same thickness is not a
difficult task, as the metal bends easily. For
a former round which to bend the sheet, use
a beer or lemonade bottle-the actual diameter
does not matter, but remember to calculate
the required length of strip, multiply the
diameter of the bottle by 3-14. Add an fin.
for overlap and solder both ends together.
The joint is eased away by a file until the
surfaces blend, and you can add the bottom
end cap by simply knocking over the edge of
a circular disc to fit tightly on to the tank.
The former for this cap is turned up from a
piece of timber-hard wood for preference,
which is made the same diameter as the out-
side diameter of the the tank. If the operation
is carefully done and the tank offered two or
three times during the turning over process,
a tight floor is secured which you can solder
into place. Details of this tank are depicted
at Fig. 5.

The soldering of aluminium calls for
specialised technique-the orthodox methods
of applying a flux does not remove the oxide
skin formed on the metal, so the latter is
removed mechanically during the course of
the soldering operation. The aluminium
solder is melted on the
metal and the surface,
is then scraped with
the aid of a broken

V Alummium Paint
Container

A Body

J Aluminium
Locknut

N Nozzle

E Gland Nut
D Jet Assembly

L Trigger Mechanism

Fig. 6.-A detailed
sketch of the gun.

II Trigger
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hacksaw blade. Fryal is a good material
to apply for this work, and once a surface
is sufficiently tinned, the joint is then easily
made with tinsmith's solder and the tem-
perature for this work is about 25o degrees C.

Threaded Top Cap
If a threaded top cap is desired, this is

much better than the simple push -on
member, a thickening of the container is
essential as a very fine thread is difficult to
locate especially if small quantities of paint
remain in the threads. Roll up a narrow
piece of aluminium using the former for the
bottom detail, and solder this to the con-
tainer as depicted at Fig. 5. A somewhat
thicker material is preferable as this allows
the cutting of a coarse thread without fear
the root diameter will meet the outside dia-
meter of the container; in other words the
collar is not cut completely away. Run a
generous fillet of solder where shown on this
sketch and the thread is then ready for
cutting. Finally the screwed cap is made in
a similar manner-the cylinder portion is
rolled up and set approximately true on the
previously cut disc which creates the grip.
Once the container is made the lower tapered
detail is turned and soldered to the floor-
there is no point in making this from sheet
material as it takes longer than turning from
bar and, as the latter is best and easiest for
the threaded end, the work is completed in
a matter of an hour.

Another detail which is easily built-up
from strip material is the trigger assembly,
and the first member to make is the " U "
frame seen at " L." This is merely a narrow
bridge which holds apart two side strips-
the latter are marked out and filed from bright
strip using one as a jig for the other. If both
are held together with the aid of a simple

clamp during the drilling
and reaming stage, both
holes are correctly align-
ed and the trigger should
(Concluded on page 549)
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through in a second or so before the boat
responds.

The degree of turn can be initially adjusted
by changing the distance between pivot and
link pin. The escapement sometimes controls
a wheel with four or more teeth. The rudder
can then be brought to rest in half -to -star-
board and half -to -port positions, as well as
turning the boat sharply when required.

It will be seen that there will always be two
positions where the rudder is straight. If a
small cam on the spindle opens two contacts
at one of these positions, this will allow the
driving motor to be switched off. The four
positions will then give port, straight, and
starboard steering, in addition to stopping
the model when necessary (rudder straight).

With a four -toothed wheel, additional
positions may be used to bring in a resistor,
for half -speed sailing; or sailing astern may
be arranged by using a reversing relay. Such
a relay has double -pole double -throw con-
tacts, so as to reverse the polarity to the
motor, which must be a permanent -magnet
type, for sailing astern.

With many steering mechanisms it is help-
ful to fit red and green sailing lights on the
model, with contacts on the steering unit
wired to these bulbs. It will then be at once
clear which way the rudder is, before the
model responds. A central white bulb can
indicate straight ahead, with motor on.

STEERING BY RADIO CONTROL
F. G. Rayer describes various types of steering gear

THERE are many different methods of
steering a model boat by radio control,
and each has particular advantages.

Some are very realistic; others are very
simple, or occupy little space so that the
mechanism can be fitted in small boats. In
general, the actual constructional details of
such mechanisms are not very critical, and
dimensions, etc., can be modified to suit
parts to hand.

The advantages and limitations of some of
the best and most reliable systems will
become clear from the details
given here, which will allow
the items of equipment re-
quired to be made up. For
many small mechanisms of
this type, constructional toy
gears, wheels, and axles will
be ideal, being easy to
assemble, and available in
various sizes.

With the exception of the
tuned reed control system,
any of the steering devices
shown here may be worked
with any ordinary carrier
wave transmitter and re-
ceiver. The transmitter
power, and use of a transistor or valve receiver,
depend on the range over which control is
wanted, and do not influence the steering
unit, the choice of which depends more on the

Light
belt

Worm

Miniature motor Gear

Fig. 2.- Variable steering by motor.

Link
to

Rudder

size of model, and degree of realism to be
achieved.

Escapement Control
This method is used in many commercially

manufactured and home built models of all
sizes. The receiver relay contacts are wired
to a magnet and battery, as in Fig. 1. An
armature, or escapement catch engages with
an arm fitted to a spindle, which can be
rotated in the direction of the arrow. To

---=1IiIuIf
1164 is I

Relay 1:,114!Relay
1:,11 4!

11
,

Fig. i.-Escapement control of rudder.

obtain turning power, this spindle can be the
shaft of a small clockwork motor. In light
models, twisted elastic is sometimes used
instead.

With the unit set as in Fig. x , the rudder
is straight. When the transmitter is keyed,
the receiver relay closes and the armature
is drawn to the magnet. The arm then
turns go deg. engaging with the second
end of the escapement. The link moves
the rudder, so that the model turns to
the right. When the transmitter is keyed
again, the arm turns a further go deg.
restoring the rudder to a straight -ahead
position. Keying the transmitter again
moves the rudder the other way.

By keying the transmitter, the rudder
can thus be made to take up, at once,
such a position as will give straight
sailing, or turn the boat either way.
Unrequired settings can be flicked

Relay 1 Relay ?

Fig. 3.-Reversing the steering motor.

Infinitely Variable Steering
For very realistic sailing of a large model, a

mechanism like that in Fig. z will allow the
rudder to be moved to any position. The
miniature motor speed can be reduced, if
necessary, by using a low voltage, or series
resistor. However, a fairly high reduction
ratio should be provided, so that a complete
side -to -side movement of the rudder takes at
least 15 sec. A white straight -ahead signal
bulb on the model, lit when the rudder is
straight, is useful.

If the receiver relay controls the motor
Solenoid

with
ho/low
core

Rudder

Fig. 4 -Space and mark steering unit.
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Drum contact

Driven
by

Motor

Swinging
contact

Control box
Tiller

Carrier
Wave

Positions
1

On toff
2

To
Transmitter

- -
Fig. 5.-Mechanical space/mark keyer.

direct, it has to be run in one direction only
to bring the rudder to the required position.
This may mean that it is sometimes necessary
to pass through an unrequired position. In
practice, this is not of much importance.

If it is desired to reverse the steering motor,
for maximum possible realism and fine con-
trol, a double -pole relay, wired as mentioned
for reverse sailing, will do this. Another
method, needing no relay, is shown in Fig. 3,
and makes use of an extra battery. Small dry
batteries suffice, because current is only taken
when moving the rudder. To reverse the
steering motor it is necessary to have control
over two relays or sets of contacts. Such
two -channel circuits are dealt with later.

Space and Mark Steering
With this method, the transmitter space

and mark generator or keyer forms an addi-
tional item which has to be built, but the boat
itself can have an extremely small, light and
simple steering unit. It is necessary that the
receiver be well adjusted, with a high-speed

Rucker

pin

Solenoid

Fig. 6.-Two-channel steering.

relay such as the popular 5700 Q twin coil
type with light armature.

The simplest form of boat unit is shown in
Fig. 4. An iron core moves freely in the
solenoid. When no current flows through the
windings, the light spring draws the core out,
so that the model turns to the right. When
current flows continuously through the
solenoid, the core slides fully in, turning the
model to the left. For straight sailing, with
the rudder and core as in Fig. 4, the magnetic
power of the solenoid is such that it just
overcomes the spring.

The way in which this is achieved is best
understood by reference to the space/mark
keyer in Fig. 5. For a mechanical keyer, a
wooden drum about tin. in dia. and 4in
long will be satisfactory. A contact, cut from
thin metal and shaped to fit the drum, fully
encircles the drum at one end, and is reduced
to a point at the other end of the drum. At
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the centre of the drum, this contact covers
about 18o deg. of the drum. A swinging
contact bears on the drum, the position of this
contact being controlled by a fairly large
tiller. The drum is rotated at about goo
r.p.m. by means of an electric motor in the
control box.

With the swinging contact at position
the carrier wave will be on and off for equal
intervals. The iron core controlling the
rudder of the model cannot move in and out
with such rapidity, so it takes up a central
position, for straight sailing. With the con-
tact moved to position a, the transmitter
carrier is on continuously, or nearly so, and
the core is drawn fully in. With position 3,
the carrier is completely off, or nearly so, and
the core controlling the rudder is fully out.

When correctly adjusted, the rudder in the
model will follow movements of the tiller on
the control box, which may thus be used to
steer the boat about in a realistic manner. It is
best to test the equipment initially by wiring
the mechanical space/mark keyer directly to
the boat, with the appropriate battery. The
spring tension, etc., can then
be adjusted so that the rudder
is straight with the control
box tiller and swinging con-
tact placed as in Fig. 5.
Vibration of the rudder shows
that the keying speed is too
low. But unnecessarily high
keying speeds are best avoided
because adjustment of the
receiver relay will be more
difficult. A variable resist-
ance in series with the drum
driving motor will allow its
speed to be modified. A
reduction ratio of about 6 :
or so between motor and
drum will be suitable.

Middle
Frequency reed

High
Frequency reed

Two -Channel Steering
When the required transmitting equipment

and receiver can be provided, two -channel
steering can be extremely easy to fix up in
the model. Fig. 6 shows a system which can
be accommodated in very small, light boats.

The thin elastic normally holds the rudder
straight. When one solenoid is energised, it
draws the core in, turning the rudder. The
other solenoid moves the core the other way.
With both solenoids inactive, the rudder
again becomes straight.

Each channel circuit consists of the con-
tacts of a relay. If the model is used at fairly
short range, with a powerful transmitter, a
simple transistor receiver will suffice. The
use of two receivers, tuned to slightly different
frequencies (but both in the Model Control
band) is then feasible. To avoid using
two transmitters, a low -loss
switch may bring in
pre-set tuning, or an arm
may be fitted to the trans-
mitter tuning condenser, with
stops fixed to allow only a
slight change of frequency.
Whatever method is used,
one frequency gives port, and
the other frequency gives
starboard sailing. With the
transmitter off, the model
sails straight. A simplified
form of tiller at the trans-
mitter can be used for right,
left, and centre steering, the
central position being off."

With a transmitter fixed on
one frequency, and a single
receiver, two channels may
be obtained by employing an
escapement as shown in Fig.
x, with contacts on the spindle
to close either the left- or
right-hand solenoid. This
may sometimes allow a more
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convenient layout, as no rudder link wire
is needed from the escapement arm.

Another method of obtaining two -channel
operation is to use two relays, one adjusted
for maximum sensitivity, and the other for
half -current operation. Control is then
achieved by keying the transmitter at half or
full power as required ; or by using a space/
mark keyer. Such a system tends to be
influenced by the distance between model and
transmitter, but it can be satisfactory over a
limited range.

Tuned Reed Circuits
It will be seen that it is often convenient to

have two or more separate channels, corres-
ponding to the use of two or three separate
transmitters and receivers. The tuned reed
system often provides three channels, with
one receiver.

For this method of control, the receiver
needs to provide a good signal, not a current
change as used to operate a relay. Some three
valves (detector and two A.F. amplifiers) will
normally do. The final anode circuit has

Low
Frequency reed

To Battery Peed contacts

Fig. 7.-A tuned reed relay.

tuned reed relay like that in Fig. 7. The
longest reed may be tuned to several hundred
cycles; the middle reed responds to a few
thousand cycles tone; the short reed is for
the highest frequency of all, vibrating only
when the signal is of several thousand cycles
per sec.

The simple carrier wave type of trans-
mitter cannot be used, as it stands, because
the carrier wave has to be modulated with the
control tone. The modulator consists of an
audio -frequency oscillator, such as that in
Fig. 8. Any large power pentodes or triodes
will do. Cs and C2 will be about oo5 µF, and
RI can be about 50K Q. The three -tone
control of pitch frequency potentiometers are
between about toK Q and 5oK S2. The actual

(Concluded on page 562)
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Fig. 8.-Modulator for tuned reed control.
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Here It Is-
Your Completed

MECHANIKART
In response to readers'
requests we show here
the completed MechaniKart
built in our Tower House Workshop
together with some of the details

SINCE the completion of our short series
of articles describing the construction of
the MechaniKart in our April, May,

June and July issues, we have, in addition to a
number of letters congratulating us on the
design, received some queries about prices and
also a number of requests for some more
pictures of the completed Kart. This page is
designed to satisfy all those requests. A close
study of all the photographs should give
potential constructors a good idea of the
appearance of the completed Kart and below
we are printing a price list prepared by Messrs.
H. A. Wills Ltd., Pyle Street, Newport,
Isle of Wight, listing all the parts they supply
and the prices. All queries regarding these
materials should be addressed to Messrs.
H. A. Wills and not to PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

THE MECHANIKART
Price List of Parts

Side Members, sin. x tiin. x
s.w.g. Channel .. (per pair) 16 6

Front Member, 3M. x ifin. x
s.w.g. Channel .. 7 6

Front Member complete with Stub
Axle Assemblies .. £2 12 6

Rear Member, Sin. x Ilin. x io
s.w.g. Channel .. 7 6

Front Stub Axle Assembly (per pair) £2 3 4
Rear Stub Axle .. (per pair) L2 2 6
Set Sheet Metal Parts for Chassis

(per set) £10 0 0
Avon Tyred Connolly Wheels for

Single -Drive use, complete with
Ball -Race Hubs .. (set of 4) £20 4 4

Handle Bar Assembly .. Li 2 0
Set of nuts, bolts, washers, including

self -aligning Ball -joints for Steer-
ing Drag Links La 5 o

Engine, J.A.P. S.So Li6 15 t
Engine, Clinton A.4.90 Lai 14
Engine, Clinton E.65 44 7 6
Chain Guard for Clinton 5 2
Chain Guard for J.A.P. 5 a
Also available is a Welded Steel

Chassis of slightly different design
but which is dimensionally the
same, complete with Stub Axles
and Seat .. £16 io 3

All prices are ex -works, Newport.
Goods are normally despatched carriage forward

via British Road Services.
TERMS: Nett Cash with Order.

DELIVERY: 10-14 days ex -works.
Special Kart Parts made to order.

KEY TO PHOTOGRAPHS
Fig. z.-Front end showing steering pylon and

handlebars.
Fig. 2.-Rear wheel, showing band brake.
Fig. 3.-Front wheel, track rods and accelerator

pedal.
Fig. 4.-Further view of the rear wheel, showing

braking arrangement mounted on sprocket.
Figs. 5 and 6.-Two views of the engine mount-

ing, showing chain cover and starting cord.

The completed Kart photographed
just after painting.
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A CONDENSER TIME
CLOCK AND SWITCH

E. V. King describes a
further unit in this series.

THE idea of a varying capacitance being
made to cause either commencement
or cessation of oscillations in a valve

circuit is not new and the author does not
Haim to have originated a new circuit. How-
ever, the author believes the idea of making
the hand of a clock one part of a variable
condenser to be quite novel.

A small light metal plate is soldered to the
hour hand. When this passes beneath a plate
fixed on the outside of the glass a relay pulls in
and circuit is made. The outside plate may
take the form of many plates to control lights,
etc., at varying times.

Great care must be taken with this unit to
verify that no interference is being caused to
radio reception of nearby neighbours. Details
about this are given later.

The Clock Modifications
Any clock will do. The prototype used an

old type alarm clock, but an electric clock
would be better in all respects.

The clock must be dismantled enough to
solder a small piece of brass shimming (from
the local garage) about the size of a postage
stamp and ooo tin. thick to the hour hand.
The minute hand is removed. The hour hand
is then bent upwards slightly so as to bring
the metal plate as near to the glass as possible
without touching it. The clock is then tried
out to make sure the added weight does not
quicken it up between z and 4 and slow it
down between 8 and a o. A counterbalance
will need to be fitted if it does, the counter-
balance must project backwards from the
hand and should be made of lead as its surface
area must be small. The author found no
balancing was necessary. See Figs. 6z and 63.

The Fixed Condenser Plate/s
The plate may take the form of metal foil

stuck on the glass or of a metal plate held on
the glass by stiff copper wire attached to a
small wooden strip held down by suction
discs such as are used on toy " arrows " etc.
These devices are shown in Figs. 6z and 63
and should require little explanation. The
co -ax. connections should be with air spaced
television cable, the outer metal being soldered
to the metal clock casing and the inner to the
faxed plate.

Another type of controlled fixed plate could
be arranged on much the same lines as the
moving centre contact of Fig. so in the car
clock conversion.

For temporary fixing, the plates may be
stuck on with H.M.P. grease obtainable from
any garage. Any number of plates may be
fixed around the dial, all being wired to the
centre lead of the co -axial cable.

Surplus 24 -hour Motors
If a motor which gives one revolution in

24 hours is used then a plywood, hardboard or
Perspex disc must be attached and the moving
plate fixed to it. If a thin disc is used the

Fig. 54. -The completed unit.

PARTS REQUIRED

Relay: P.O. type 3000, two pairs of c/o contacts.
2o,000f2 or greater up to iooKQ.
Prototype used No. 220 from Messrs. Sallis of
Brighton. Any relay working on 8 to so m/A
will suit. If pilot lamps are omitted a single
make type is quite suitable.

Coil: Wearite P.A. 2 or other similar long wave
coil.

Terminal Block: 2 or 3 way insulated.
Valves: 3, 4, and 5 all E.F. so's with B9G bases to

suit. Surplus valves will suit, most high slope
pentodes could be used. A thermionic diode
will do for V4. A small triode would do for
V3. Non -technical readers should keep to
specification.

Transformer: 6.3V. filament to suit A.C. mains.
Prototype uses surplus speaker transformer.

Chassis: A cake tin from a walk round store, 4in.
x 5iin. x ifin. high with the bottom
soldered in.

Switch: On/off, throw over two pole toggle with
insulated lever or two pole two way rotary
with insulated knob as on prototype.

Condensers:
C8. ooi itF z000V. working. Not required

for power pack model.
C9. Electrolytic, aooV., 32µF approx. Not

required unless very fine adjustment is used
and relay chatters. Not shown on proto-
type.

Cut. Electrolytic, 3ooV., 8nF.
Cat. trotaF, r000V. working. Not required

unless interference to radios is caused.
Ct3. As for Cit.
C7. As for Cit.
Cat. As for Cta.
C14. trot t000V. working.
C15. trot ftF, i000V. working. Not required

on power pack model.
CA. See text. May not be required, in first

instance leave out completely, or use very
small value say 5opF.

C17. soo pF. See text.
Resistors:
All 1W. unless stated.
R13. iMQ.
R14. 47KQ.
R 5. too
R16. looK
R17. 470
R18. 47.Q.

Rectifier:
All metal rectifier for 3o m/A or more at x5oV.

will do.
Plugs and Socket. Normal TV aerial type will do.
Co -axial cable (a8in.). Wood for cabinet and

metal foil (optional) to line the inside. Perspex
paxolin, etc.

Neons: Three required, Arcolectric SLt6o,
15o/300 volts. Red.

Variable Condensers:
Vc2. This is a 3oopF trimmer, insulated from

chassis.
Vc3. A short wave 5opF rotary condenser. It is

possible to do without it, see text.
Coupling shaft such as Bulgin E.H. 16 is required.
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moving and fixed plates may be on opposite
sides and no glass is necessary if a_good
insulator such as Perspex is used.

The Condenser Switch Unit
Briefly this is a unit which pulls in a relay

when a very small capacity (i.e. condenser
vanes on clock) is applied to it. Other uses
could be:

a. A burglar alarm. A plate (about a 8in. X
18in.) would be fixed say behind a
mirror, but well insulated. The in-
truder himself would be the other plate.
This will work up to 3ft. away.

2. Switching on lights, etc., as a person
passes a certain place.

3. Novelty toys. I.e., a box that rings a
bell when anyone's hand approaches
within 6in. of it.

The Chassis and Layout
A baking tin measuring sin. X 4in. X

akin. high approx. is suitable. The valves are
mo'inted as shown in Fig. 55. The filament

transformer is mounted on top as
shown and the relay is fixed by
bolting through the chassis and
using suitable hardboard packing
so that the relay coil connections

do not short to chassis. Alternatively holes
may be cut so that the coil tags are clear of all
metal. If necessary cut the coil tags off *in.
long as on prototype.

The small trimmer VC2 is mounted on the
back, and if the two plates of it are not isolated
from chassis it must be mounted on Perspex,
etc. This is very important. Likewise the
complete co -axial socket must also be insulated
from chassis on Perspex or paxolin. (See Fig.
56b.) The small terminal block may have two
or three terminals and change -over switching
arranged. C8 is soldered between the chassis
and the outside of the co -axial plug.

The inside layout is shown in Fig. 64. If
a different length of rectifier is used a bracket
rhay be necessary. Most components are held
in the wiring, but particular care is necessary
over the variable condenser. This must be
insulated from the chassis by mounting as
shown in Fig. $6b. The variable condenser
must be insulated completely from the chassis
(Fig. 56a). The shaft must be insulated by
using a flexible coupler, see Fig. 64.

Condenser VC3 can be omitted, this will
make the setting of the instrument somewhat
tricky as fine adjustment of the screw on VC2
is difficult and inconvenient.

Wiring the Unit
The wiring of the unit is shown in Figs. 6o

and 65 and should present no difficulty. The
condensers starred in Fig. 69 may be omitted,
and are safety devices in case the mains is
connected wrongly.

Inexperienced readers should leave all relay
contacts and neons unconnected at first until
the unit is tested.

Key to illustrations:
Fig. 55. -HOW to mount the valves.
Fig. 56.-(a) Insulating mount for Vc3. (b)

Insulating co -ax socket from chassis.
Fig. 57. -Valve connections and base viewed

from underneath.
Fig. 58. -Tap view of the unit.
Fig. 59.-Pdot neon connections.
Fig. 6o. -Details of relay contacts and signal

lamps.
Fig. 6a. -Case to hold unit with large clock.
Fig. 62. -Fixed plate stuck in position

between 6.3o and a a p.m.
Fig. 63. -Alternative suction fixing plate.
Fig. 64. -Layout for the inside of the chassis.

Also wiring diagram with a few components
moved to clarify connections. Earth to chassis.
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Testing the Unit

Plug in to mains, switch on and wait five
minutes. Screw VC2 in or out until the relay
is released if it has pulled in. With a piece of
wire short A to D of the coil. The relay
should then pull in. If not a fault is present
and must be rectified first. Check particularly
the coil connections with Fig. 64, making sure
A is red.

Having tested the unit in this manner set
VC3 to its mid position (plates half in). Now
adjust VC2 so that the relay just does NOT
pull in normally. Touch Pin 7 of V3 with a
small screwdriver and touch the metal of it
with the finger. The relay should pull in.
Make sure mains are connected correctly in
this test.

Now plug in the clock unit using one foot of
air spaced television co -axial cable for the
coupling. Set VC3 and VC2 as before and
finally reset VC3 accurately. Bring your hand
near the fixed plate on the clock. The relay
should pull in. Now turn the hour hand of the
clock and as it passes under the fixed plate the
relay should pull in, and as it passes fall out.
Modifications

Any departure from plan, lead lengths, etc.
may involve some experiment with value of
C16. In the prototype layout no condenser Ci6
was necessary. Where large plates are used for
burglar alarms, etc, slight experiment may be
necessary and R13 may be increased also up
to about 3MQ.

Radio Interference
As designed the unit oscillates outside

broadcast bands at 120 Kc/s. The random
radiation is very small indeed; much less than
many TV sets, but readers must satisfy
themselves that no interference is being caused
to radio reception. The best way to do this
is to enclose the whole unit in a suitable case
lined with tin foil suitably earthed directly or
via C13 if the live chassis version described is
built. Cti will prevent radiation back into
the mains. These items and others which are
optional are starred in Fig. 6o, and more
information is given under the components
list.
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A Suitable Case
Fig. 61 shows a suitable case made of wood

and hardboard with a lay down lid, for easy
access to the time clock which is housed within.
When the lid is up, if the unit is " silver
paper " screened, all radiation is trapped. If
the screening is done inside, it should be
covered in card so that the chassis does not
touch it.

11111111111

if
6"+

Insulators

\4.
11111111111

A -T. -Insulating material

0
Silver paper, etc

To co -ax socket, short lead
necessary. Bell in relay
circuit of unit.

Plate
insulated

inside bear,or
use metal doll

insulated
from earth

Keep away from me
Keep away from me
Ke

gje, (Hidden
speaker

To motor switch
of ta e recorder

eat 05

+Condenser
switch -

Coax
input

tx
Mains

Fig. 65.-This may be adapted
motors, etc.

to work lights,

Fig. 66.-This can be used to warn people away
from dangerous apparatus.
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The Zero Setting Lamps

Three small Arcolectric Neons (SL i6o's)
are wired one side of each direct to mains, see
Figs. 55 and 59, on the live chassis version this
means a chassis connection.

No. t is wired directly to unit side of on/off
switch or the transformer, see Fig. 55. This
gives simple warning if the unit is switched
on.

Nos. 2 and 3 are wired to each side of one
set of c/o contacts. The centre contact
joining the mains switch of transformer lead.

Using the Lamps
Switch on. Lamp r verifies this action.

Adjust VC2 with VC3 in mid position for
change over from lamp 3 to lamp 2. Adjust
Vc3 finely for this change over of illumination
on No. 2 and 3. The unit is then set. Any
alteration of the leads, etc., or plugging in the
clock afterwards will entail resetting.

If two settings are possible, which will only
occur on some models, only one setting will be
suitable. Bring your hand near the " plate,"
if the lamps change over all is well, if not the
other position is required.

Other Uses
Some ideas about other uses are given in

Figs. 65 and 66. Readers must be prepared to
experiment if they fix these up as the length of
wire and standing capacity to earth effect
operation. The unit is very critical to stray
capacity, but is very sensitive once set up.

Fig. 65 may be adapted to work lights,
motors, visual or oral indicators, etc., or to
count people calling at a house or walking
down a passage if a P.O. counter is fitted.
Details of counters will be given later.

Fig. 66 may be adapted to tell people to
keep away from some dangerous apparatus,
bee hives, etc. It is possible to use one round
length of tape or wire in the recording system.
Such a system was used at a parents " Open
day " at a Surrey School. As parents entered
the Science Laboratory a speaker said
" Welcome to school " whenever a
parent passed the " plate."

Polluted Air
IT was stated recently at a conference in

New York, that urban air is so polluted
that in the case of an air conditioned building,
it would be far better to clean and recycle
indoor air, in preference to bringing in "dirty"
outdoor air.

Star Projector
THE Science Museum at South Kensington

has recently brought into operation a
star projector to demonstrate the daily motion
of the stars and their appearance at different
parts of the world and at different times of the
year.

The stars are projected on the inside sur-
face of a hemispherical plaster dome zoft. in
diameter.

Tougher Road Surfaces
WHEN z per cent. or 3 per cent. asbestos

fibre is added to asphalt, it has been
found that rougher road surfaces result. Tests
recently carried out in America have shown
that asbestos -asphalt mixes give increased
resistance to indentation under heavy traffic
and also to cracks resulting from exposure to
the elements. There are also many more
advantages in using this combination.

New Transatlantic Cable
ANEW Transatlantic telephone cable-

the largest oceanic cable yet-will come
into operation in 1963. It will carry 128
telephone circuits between the United
Kingdom and the United States, and will
provide for the increasing telephone traffic
between the two countries.

This news was given recently with the
publication of an agreement between the
British Post Office and the American Telee
phone and Telegraph Company to lay the
new cable, which will be known as TAT 3.
The signed agreement needs to be approved
by a Resolution of the House of Commons
before it can become effective.

The New " Bluebird "

The photographs show Donald Camp-
bell's new Bluebird -car, with which he will
make an attempt on the world's land speed
record on the Bonneville Salt Flat, Utah,
some time this month. The car is powered
by a Proteus gas turbine engine and has
4ft. 4in. dia. wheels. The present record
stands at 394 m.p.h. and was set up by
John Cobb. It is estimated that the car
cost k ,000,000 to develop.
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OUT ICc3-.

THE camera shutter regulates the period of
time for which the light is allowed to
fall upon the film. In the early days of

photography the film was exposed by re-
moving the lens cap for the requisite time and
then replacing. Many superbly equipped
workers still use shutterless " technical "
cameras for studies of inanimate objects,
portraiture and interior architectural work.
For this type of exposure a rigid support is
essential.

The Roller Blind Shutter
One of the earliest mechanical shutters was

the roller blind type (Fig. I), usually mounted
behind the lens. The blind, in which a square
aperture was cut, was mounted on a pair of
rollers with a spring drive. When the spring
roller was released, often by a tasselled cord,
the blind raced across the surface of the lens
and light was admitted through the aperture.
Some slight variation of speeds as well as
" brief " and " time " exposures were pos-
sible, but high shutter speeds were not a
feature of the roller blind shutter.

The Rotary Shutter
Box cameras are almost invariably fitted

with a rotary shutter. A disc of metal is
pivoted close to the lens. At rest, the disc
covers the lens. In action, the disc partly
rotates and an elongated slot or cutaway
section in the disc passes behind the lens,
admitting light. The rotation of the disc is
restricted by projecting tabs.

The motive power of this type of shutter is
invariably a spring. Tension is applied to the
spring by pressure on the release lever. As
the tension is built up the disc is released,
and the spring is usually so arranged that, as
the shutter comes to rest, tension on the
release is removed. The disc remains at rest,
and the lever returns to inactive position. In
the following exposure the disc rotates in the
opposite direction.

Provision is normally made for " brief
time " exposures. A slide is brought into play
which checks the travel of the disc when the
lens is fully uncovered. The lens remains
" open " until the release lever is allowed to
return to the inactive position.

The actual time of exposure on " Instan-
taneous " is nominally 1/25 sec.

Blade Shutters
The single blade shutter is similar in

construction and design to the rotary. A
single leaf of metal covers the lens, and is
flicked aside, by spring power, to give
Instantaneous exposure.

In order that the user may be offered a
wider range of speeds, the multi -bladed
shutter is fitted. Two or more leaves of very
fine, blackened metal, when at rest, cover the
lens. These blades are normally situated
between the elements of a compound lens,

Actuating co

spring

Time setting
lever

Lug

Common
pivot Individual

pivot

Fig. 2.-The " Vario " two -blade, three -speed,
B and T " everset " shutter. When the time
setting lever is moved, the pivot Si bears on
the actuating spring, adjusting tension for
various speeds. The actuating spring is tensioned
and tripped by movement of the arm B, actuated

in turn by the trigger mechanism.

[Erqcpc9,_
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Basic principles of the various types are discussed
by J. C. Lowden

and are therefore referred to as " between -
lens " shutters.

One drawback of this type of shutter is that
it is not practicable to use it with inter-
changeable lenses. In action, the blades fly
aside, remain at rest for a controlled period of
time, and then return to closed position.

The great majority of cameras sold for
general-purpose use today are fitted with

Wooden housing

Spring
drive

Fig. 1.-A typical roller
blind shutter

Pivot S1
Arm B
Trigger mechanism

External rigger

Release
socket

Overlappin
blade

between -lens shutters. These shutters fall
into two main types, the " everset " and the
" preset."

Everset Shutters
This type of shutter is usually fitted with

two blades, as in Fig. z, or in some cases three.
The motive power is normally a straight
(non -spiral) spring. Pressure on the external
release lever tensions this spring until a point
is reached where the shutter is " tripped."
The blades then part, remain open for the set
time, and return to closed position. The
release lever then moves into position for the
next action. To increase the speed of the
shutter-i.e. to decrease the " open " period-
the setting lever is moved. This movement
adjusts the tripping tension of the actuating
spring. The inexpensive " everset " shutter
is normally offered with a maximum speed of

/ oo sec. The usual range of speeds covered
is:

T (Time), B (Brief Time), 1/25, 1/5o,
/ oo sec. On some better -class everset

shutters slow speeds down to sec. may be
provided.

Preset Shutters
Good class between -lens shutters work on

a different principle. Most of them offer a
range of eight or nine speeds,from r sec. to
1/500 sec.

The actuating springs of this type of shutter
work at a much higher tension, and have to be

tensioned before use by a lever.
Very often this tension is applied by
the user in the act of winding on
the film for the next exposure. This
ingenious device eliminates one
action, and makes accidental double
exposure impossible.

Once the actuating spring is fully
wound it is released by a separate
triggering lever. This, of course,
need have only a " hair-trigger "
action.

In a good preset shutter there
may be four or five blades, each
connected to an outer travel ring.
As the ring rotates, the blades open.
As the rotation is reversed, they
close. The interval between open-
ing and closing is regulated by
the complex internal mechanism
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(Figs. 3 and 4). When slow speeds, from

to IR° sec., are selected, an escapement
mechanism is brought into play to delay
closure of the blades. For the higher ranges
of speeds, the variations are obtained by the
gearing mechanism. Where a super -high
speed of I/500 sec. is offered, a very powerful
auxiliary spring is brought into play. Most
shutters are very consistent in their action,
but their actual speed of opening and closing

Synchronising
setting

Flash nipple

Release

Cocking lever

Aperture control
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not merely a delay, but to give accurately
timed slow exposures from j sec. to several
seconds. This last device is an extremely
useful extension to the range of speeds as
usually found on " everset " shutters.

Even without these mechanical aids, one
need only secure an end of strong thread to
the release lever (most levers are drilled -for
this very purpose) pass the thread under a
stone on the ground, directly below the

Drive to open blades
Synchronising

setting

Flash nipple

Synchronising
mechanism

Release

Cocking lever

Overlappin Escapementg
blades A delayed

action mechanism
Aperture control

Fig. 3.-The intricate mechanism of the Synchro Compur shutter.

cannot correspond precisely to their set speed.
Some fraction of time must be occupied by
the opening and closing of the blades.

Cable Releases
Most good between -lens shutters are fitted

with a taper -threaded socket in which can be
screwed a standard cable release.

The cable release (Fig. 5) is a spiral covered
with braided silk. Pressure applied to the
finger stud drives forward a plunger. The
plunger enters the shutter through the
socket and releases the action from inside.
The advantages are twofold. The operator
is enabled to work in a more relaxed posture,
and, since the action is inside the shutter, and
no contact is made by the operator, there is
far less risk of movement. This is particularly
important when working at slow speeds on a
tripod.

Delayed Action
Most good preset shutters are provided

with a D/A. mechanism, for the purpose of
allowing the photographer to include himself
in the picture.

In the earlier models a small lever, usually
marked with a red spot, is used to wind up an
internal spring mechanism. After this is
wound up, the normal release is operated, and
the spring runs down, with an audible whirr,
giving about Io secs. delay. After ex-
posure, the D/A. action is then inoperative
until it is rewound.

In the more up-to-date models, delayed
action is obtained by setting a datum lever to
" V " setting. Operation is as before, but
with many shutters this " V " setting is
effective until the setting is returned to
normal.

Any shutter fitted with a cable release can
be used as a D/A. if the "Autoknips " or
" Gitza " releases are used. These are neat
little mechanisms which screw into the
release socket. The mechanism is wound by
finger pressure, and released. Audible and
visual warnings are given for the delay
of some ten seconds. The more advanced
model of Autoknips can be adjusted to give
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shutter (NOT under one leg of the tripod)
and then join the group, holding the thread.
A gentle pull will set off the shutter.

Focal Plane Shutters
A very important minority of really high-

class cameras have focal plane shutters.
In action and design, this shutter bears

some resemblance to the roller blind, but it
differs immensely in many important respects.
The shutter is a blind of rubberised fabric, or
in some cases, very fine metal slats. The
blind is situated as closely as possible to the
emulsion surface of the negative, i.e. as
nearly as possible to the focal plane.

The ends' of the blind are mounted upon
spring -driven spindles. When the drive is
operated, the blind is drawn across the focal
plane at a uniform speed. The vital feature o&
the blind is a slit in the fabric. During the
travel of the blind across the face of the
emulsion, light passes through the slit,
exposing the film strip by strip. Exposure time is
the time which the slit takes to cross any single
point upon the face of the film. Thus ex-
posure time is governed by the width of slit
and the speed the blind travels. Where both
are adjustable, the range of speeds available is
very wide indeed.

Most good F/P. shutters can work at an

Fig. 4 (left).-An
exploded view of theProntor.SVSshutter.

Fig. 5 (right). -A
typical cable release.

Fig. 6 (below).-Prin-
ciples of the focal plane

shutter.

Torsion spring
driven drums
advance blinds

Second blind
release pawl

Second blind
cat

Pressure top

Spiral covered withsilk braid

Compur tapered thread

Firing point

)

Striker knob
releasing second blind

Second
ban

Shutter
release tad

Part of film
First blind advance
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exposure of /i,000 sec., and the top -class
" Press jobs " are sometimes scaled as high as
1/1,5oo or even 1 / 2,000 sec.

Up to now, the blind has, for the sake of
clarity, been described as a single screen.
Many good shutters actually employ two
blinds, and the slit is formed by the gap
between them (Fig. 6).

Interchangeable lenses may readily be used
with the F/P. shutter. In common with the
preset types of shutter, focal plane shutters
must be rewound after each " take." During
this action the blind is drawn back across the
focal plane. Modern shutters incorporate
two blinds, the ends of which overlap as they
are rewound, thus protecting the negative.
This action, known as " self -capping," is
essential with roll film or 35mm. material,
unless the lens were to be capped by hand at
each rewinding. With older non -self -capping
F/P. shutters rewind first, then insert the
plate.

Focal plane shutters should never be left
fully wound for long periods, or the drive
mechanism will suffer.

Louvre Shutters
Louvre shutters resemble in appearance

the domestic Venetian blind, the slats being
made of very fine metal. In action, these open
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and close momentarily to give exposure.
These shutters are fast, accurate, and very
robust. They are normally fitted only to
Service cameras, especially for aerial use.

" Freezing " the Target
So far the shutter has been discussed more

as regulating the time for which light is
allowed to reach the film so as to form an
image of the correct density. Like most of the
other components of a camera, the shutter has
a dual duty. The second half is the apparent
stoppage of movement.

Camera Shake
The movement may be of

two varieties, the most per-
nicious being movement of the
camera. If any degree of move-
ment of the camera, however
small, is permitted, the entire
scene photographed will be
blurred. The remedy is clear;
always use the highest shutter
speed compatible with adequate
exposure.

Subject Movement
In a long exposure any

moving object will travel an

Fig. 7.-Two examples of the results possible with" panning" technique.
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ready focused camera is pointed towards
the approaching target. It is placed centrally,
and kept there by a smooth swing of the
camera. As the target comes opposite,
the shutter is released with the camera in
motion. The swing MUST be followed
through. A " panned " picture can always be
recognised by a sharp central figure and a
blurred background; the blurring heightens
the impression of speed, see Fig. 7.

In many rhythmic actions there is a fraction
of time when the subject is momentarily at
rest, when the action may be captured with

8.-Taking advantage of the "moment of rest."

appreciable dist-
ance, giving a blur-
red image. The
faster the shutter
speed, the less the
blur, until it is so
reduced that it is
indistinguishable.

Shots of objects
moving at high
speed require a
high-speed shutter.
There are, however,one or two
" dodges " which
can be used. One
is narrowing the
angle of approach of
the target. Head
on, there is no
apparent move-
ment, and quit a
slow shutter speed
will give a sharp
image.

Another favour-
ite dodge for
shooting a moving
target proceeding
laterally across the
plane of focus is

panning," Using
an open sight, the

even quite a slow shutter speed. See Fig. 8.

Care of Shutters
The biggest enemy of any shutter is grit.

Especially by the seaside, keep your shutter
protected. Avoid knocks and water, especially
sea -water. Keep your camera in a dry, warm
atmosphere, and preferably in a leather case.

Most books tell you never to clean or main-
tain your shutter yourself. This is good
advice to the non -mechanical, but a worker
who is careful can maintain his shutter very
well indeed if he follows a few simple rules.

Like all movements, shutters need lubrica-
tion. Never, under any circumstances, allow
oil to touch the blades; it will gather grit.
Blades may be cleaned, if dirty, with a trace
of carbon tetrachloride, applied with a brush.
Essential lubrication may possibly be given in
extreme cases with graphite powder scraped
from a very soft pencil. Every trace of loose
graphite must be brushed away.

The pivots and moving parts may be oiled
with the special oil used for watches, and no
other oil. The oil should be applied with a
very fine brush, which has been dipped in it
and then drawn across clean blotting paper
to remove all but the merest traces. Foreign
bodies obstructing the mechanism should be
removed either by brushing or with watch-
maker's forceps. Components should never
be handled, forceps only being used. Major
repairs must be handled by experts.
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MAKING A BLOCK PUZZLE
This novelty will amuse you for hours

THE puzzle is made in wood with Perspex
blocks, the " key " (No. 3) block being a
different colour to the remainder. The

base was made from /in. thick plywood
511cin X 4 lg in. and covered with green
baize, stuck down. The sides, which project
kin. above the base, were made from *in.
thick hardwood strips, pinned and glued to
the base. All edges were rounded off, sanded,
ebonised and wax polished (though they can
be left plain or stained and polished).

The blocks were made from *in. thick

By

A. C. Ai rey

Perspex, with edges slightly
bevelled and corners rounded.
A unit of sin. square was
adopted which made the sizes
of the blocks as follows:

4 small blocks sin. x sin.
5 blocks tin. x sin.
Key block ain. x

The blocks were cut to shape with an old
tenon saw, edges and corners smooth filed,
sanded and finally polished with metal polish
(not the faces), which brings up the smooth
surface of Perspex.

The puzzle is to slide the blocks (without
lifting of course) until the " key " (No. 3)
block is in the final position shown. Each
individual movement is counted as a move.
The least number of moves in which the
writer has done it or seen it done is 8s.
Perhaps it can be done in less !

Solution to the Puzzle

1 2 3
Start as
shown here.

4 5 6

9

xst Stage: Blocks s, 2 and 3
Move

7, 8, 5 & 6
4

9, Io
7

ro
4
6
5
o
7
9
4

I0
8

1o, 6, 5
4

unmoved.
No.

4
I

I
I
I

I
I
2

3

23
The blocks should then appear as above right.

down one square each
across two squares to right
up one square each
across two squares to left
down one square
across one square to left
up one square
across one square to right
ditto
ditto and up one square
down one square
across one square to left
up one square
across two squares to left
down one square each
across two squares to right

1 2 3

l' 4

7 6
9 10'---'

8 5

Stage 2
layout.

2nd Stage:
7 up one square and across to

left
2 down two squares
x across one square to right
7 up two squares
9 up two squares
8 across one square to left
2 down one square
1 down one square
7 across one square to right
9 up one square
8 up two squares
2 across one square to left
i down two squares
8 across one square to right
9 down one square
7 across x square to left
8 up two squares

2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

18

7Y8
r- 3

4

2 1 10

5

The space should
now be in the middle.

The blocks should then appear as above:

3rd Stage:
1 up two squares 1

I 0 across 1 square to left 1

6 across 1 square to left and
down one square

4 down one square
3 down one square
8 across two squares to right
7 across two squares to right
1 up one square
9 up one square
2 up one square

xo up one square
6 across two squares to left
5 across two squares to left
4 down one square
3 down one square
7 down one square
7 across one square to right
1 across one square to right

To up two squares

Layout for the 4th
stage.

2

I
I

I

I

I

20

9

)

10 1

e
,

7
,

2 2

/4
6 5 4

The blocks should then appear as above:
4th Stage:

3 across one square to left I

7 down two squares 1

8 down two squares 1

1 across one square to right I

so across one square to right 1

9 across one square to right 1

2 up two squares I

3 across one square to left 1

8 across one square to left i

7 up one square I

4 up one square I
6 across two squares to right 1

5 across two squares to right 1

3 down one square z

8 across two squares to left I

7 across two squares to left I

4 up one square 1

5 up one square i

6 across one square to right I

3 across one square to right 1

Total 81 moves.

2 9 10 1

-,
6'

o
7 4

---.."--'.--k' 54
3 r I

6
--

20

The solved puzzle.
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A COMPOUND ASTRONOMICAL

Design Formulae and a description
of an Instrument for the Advanced

Telescope Maker

By C. G. Shuttlewood, A.M.I.E.D.
ASTRONOMICAL telescopes for the

amateur astronomer are generally of
the Newtonian or simple reflector type,

the optical train consisting of a paraboloidal
primary mirror, a diagonal mirror or 90 deg.
prism, and the eyepiece (Fig. s).

The writer has made several of this type,
ranging in size from 4in. to gin. with focal
ratios increasing with each new mirror up to
fir', or 99in. focal length, with the 9in.
mirror.

Each of these instruments was more satis-
factory than the one before, but the larger
the mirror for a given focal ratio, the longer is
the telescope. Eventually the user of the
Newtonian reflector finds himself perched on
a large pair of steps when observing any
object with an angular height of more than
approximately 35 deg. above the horizon, and
a major balancing feat is required to view
objects at or near the zenith.

With this in mind, and the need for an
instrument of greater aperture for Lunar
and Planetary work, various designs of reflect-
ing telescopes were examined by the writer,
until it became increasingly clear that the
Cassegrain reflector (Fig. a) would be the

ideal instrument,
but the figuring
and testing of the
convex aspheri-
cal (Hyperbolic)
secondary mir-
ror would pre-
sent a difficulty.

Principle of Cassegrain Telescope
As will be seen from Fig. a, the Cassegrain

is a compound instrument, in which light
enters the primary and is then reflected back
to a focus, as in the Newtonian, but in the
Cassegrain the cone of rays is then intercepted,
not by a diagonal or prism, but by a convex
hyperbolic secondary mirror. This, by the
normal laws of reflection, causes the rays to
diverge (Figs. 3 and 4) thus altering the angle
of the cone of rays and hence the focal ratio of
the instrument. The new or " Effective "
focal ratio of the instrument is the number
obtained by dividing the diameter of the
primary into the length of the new angular
cone produced to the diameter of the primary
(Fig. 5). More simply, the convex hyperbolic
secondary mirror has an amplifying effect on

Fig. r. Optical train of Newtonian reflector.

Fig. 2.-Optical train of Cassegrain reflector.

Norma/

Parallel li ht

Parallel light

Norrnal. -

the focal ratio of the primary mirror, so that
it is possible to build, as the writer has, an
instrument of f/3o in the space required by an
f/6 Newtonian.

Dall-Kirkham System
The difficulty of figuring and testing the

hyperbolic secondary mirror has already been
mentioned, but research by Horace Dall in
England and Alan Kirkham in America has
resulted in an ingenious method of over-
coming this, and their formulae have been
used in the construction of the telescope to
be described, and are set out in these pages.

The Dall-Kirkham Cassegrain reflector
differs from the normal Cassegrain only in the
figures of its primary and secondary mirrors,
the modified figures being such that they may
be accurately made and tested by the average,
experienced amateur.

The secondary mirror is deliberately left
spherical, this condition being the same as an

Norma/

Normal -
light

Fig. 3.-Convex mirror
changing parallel rays to

divergent rays.

0
mad

of(''
0

Fig. 4.-Change o/
angle from B to 0
by cons,ex mirror.
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A Fig. 5.-Focus of primary and effective focal
length of primary -secondary combination.

I

L - - -

X

Primary

P1

Formulae

Y

F

Light in
(

Secondary

F bP - _ a
A +
2 X P, x P

Pi -P
Fraction of Correction (Primary)

F = 1 [ (4 x
132 p

R R x r P,

b

Y=E.FL

A = amplification, e.g.,
with 6oin. focus primary,
and A = 3, effective focal
length of telescope is
8oin.

R = radius of curvature
of primary.

r = radius of curvature
of secondary.

A, F, b, are set by the
designer.

Min. dia. of secondary.
D(primary)d - F(primary) x P

Example
primary, A = 3, F = a8in., b = 6in.

18 + 6P - - 6in.
3+xr
2 x 18 x 6 18in.

18 - 6

F [
(4x6x6\ (18+6\21R-1 36x18J /

say o-61.

= o -6o6

overcorrected hyperboloid and introducing
negative spherical aberration into the system.
To correct this, the primary mirror is under -
corrected, giving it positive spherical aberra-
tion, thus cancelling out the negative spherical
aberration introduced by the use of a spherical
secondary. The net result is a Cassegrain
optical system without the arduous work of
producing a hyperbolic secondary mirror.

The primary mirror is ground and polished
out to a truly spherical surface in the normal
manner, and the corrections to be applied in
the figuring of the mirror are calculated from
formula "c," for clarity these should be set
out as shown in the Table of Corrections.

Firstly, the corrections for each radius zone
of the primary are calculated using the normal
formula :

(Radius of Zone)'
2 X Radius of Curvature

It should here be mentioned that the Foucault
shadow test apparatus used by the writer has
both knife edge and light source moving.

When only the knife edge is capable of
movement along the cone of rays, the formula
becomes :

(Radius of Zone)'
Radius of Curvature

Having calculated these corrections, their
differences should be set down in the next
column, as it is to these differences that the
fraction of parabolisation, calculated from
formula " c must be applied, and, if set
down in the last column, will show the actual

corrections to make between each radius zone
on the mirror, using the centre zone as the
zero datum. When fully satisfied that the
primary mirror measures up to these require-
ments, it should be carefully covered and
stored away.

Secondary Mirror
Two discs of glass, equal in diameter and

thickness, are required for the making of the
secondary mirror, their diameters may be
calculated using formula " d," and their
thickness should be approximately one -sixth
of their diameters in each case.

Grinding is carried out in the normal way,
remembering that in this case the mirror is to
be convex, therefore grinding is carried out
with the mirror disc fixed down face upper-
most and the tool disc on top, the tool disc
being moved in the normal grinding strokes.
Care should be taken to ensure that grits do
not get to the back of the mirror disc during
grinding, as it is necessary to see through this
when testing the figure of the secondary.

Testing the Secondary
After fine grinding, the polishing of the

convex spherical secondary presents no
problems, but the testing does. The follow-
ing method is the simplest and easiest to use,
requiring, as it does, no elaborate equipment,
merely a few moments extra work being
necessary.

The idea is that, in the fine ground surfaces
of the mirror and tool, we have two absolutely
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matching spherical surfaces, and if these
matching surfaces were polished, then it would
be possible to check the truth or otherwise
of the spherical surfaces by reading the inter-
ference fringes or " Newton's Rings "
formed by the two surfaces in contact.

To accomplish this, it is necessary to polish
the concave tool, and this is best done in the
normal way by building a polishing lap on the
convex surface of, in this case, the mirror.

The writer has found that the making of
laps is much easier if H.C.F., or " Honey
Comb Foundation " beeswax is used. This
may be bought quite cheaply from the local
Apiarists supplier (approximately is. 6d. per
sheet, rain. x 8in.). It is a sheet of beeswax
about *in. thick embossed all over with a
regular pattern of small hollow hexagonal
cells, the walls of which do the actual polish-
ing. The hollow cells act as reservoirs for the
rouge/water polishing agent.

Making the Lap
The surface on which the lap is to be built

is cleaned, warmed, and swabbed with
turpentine. A hot 60/40 mixture of melted
pitch and turpentine is then painted over the
surface, and a piece of H.C.F., a little larger
than the mirror, is placed on this sticky pitch
glued and pressed into form and contact by the
previously rouged concave tool.

Polishing of the concave tool can commence
after trimming the edge of the lap to a diameter
slightly less than that of the tool, and the

Fig. 6.-Exploded view of mirror cell.
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quicker the polishing is done, the more likely
it is that the curve will remain truly spherical.
By this is meant that the shorter the period of
time spent polishing, the less likely is the
chance of the surface becoming oblate.

When a polish has been attained, the surface
can be tested in the normal manner for a
concave mirror, by the Foucault shadow test
or the Ronchi grid test, its radius of curvature
being checked by direct measurement.

The polishing need only be carried to the
stage where it is possible to see clearly
through the fine ground surface. The grey-
ness left by a few tiny grinding pits will not
interfere to any great extent with the inter-
ference fringe test of the fully -polished convex
secondary mirror.

The concave tool, when polished and truly
spherical, can now be regarded as the " master
plate " against which the convex secondary
mirror must be tested, and it should, like the
finished primary, be stored away in a place of
safety until required.

Having used the glass tool to make the
master plate, a tool must be made on which
can be built the lap for polishing the convex
mirror. A metal tool with the radius of
curvature rough turned on one surface is to
be preferred but where this is not possible,
a tool of plaster of paris will do the job
admirably.

Making and Using the Plaster Tool
The pitch and beeswax are carefully

stripped from the mirror, turpentine removing
the most stubborn pitch. It is then well
washed, dried and the convex surface lightly
greased to prevent the plaster mix adhering to
it.

The mirror is then placed convex side up
on a flat plate and a piece of thin card wrapped

Fig. 7.-The equatorial head of the izin.
telescope.

around its edge to form a cylindrical retaining
wall. Into this, on to the greased surface of
the mirror, is poured a thin mix of plaster of
paris, to a depth of about twice the thickness
of the mirror.

When the plaster has hardened, the band
of card is stripped off, the mirror carefully
slid out of contact. The plaster tool, after
edge trimming where necessary, is pitch
coated on its concave surface and a layer of
H.C.F. pressed into form and contact by the
convex surface of the secondary mirror, said
surface having been cleaned, warmed, and
wet rouge coated.

Polishing is carried out normally, using a
short stroke. Immediately a polish is attained,
the mirror is cleaned and dried. After a short
interval (15 minutes) for cooling to ambient
temperature, the convex surface of the mirror
is carefully placed in contact with the concave
surface of the master plate, making sure that
no dust lies between the two surfaces.

If the two discs in contact are now laid
flat on a dark background, and viewed by
reflected light, a series of faint coloured rings
will be seen. The number and concentricity
of these immediately show the accuracy or
otherwise of the figure of the mirror.
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Should there be only three or less rings, and
these be concentric with each other and the
centre of the mirror, then the mirror is
accurate to the test plate and polishing may be
completed, with, of course, frequent reference
to the test plate to ensure that the figure is
being maintained.

Four to six concentric rings shows that the
mirror is spherical but the radii of curvature
of the mirror and the test plate differ very
slightly, this is not serious, and may be
corrected by suitable modification of the
polishing lap, polishing then being completed
with, again, frequent testing.

Six to ten or more rings show that fine
grinding was not properly controlled, as does
badly distorted or eccentric rings, and the
writer would advise (from bitter experience!)
that polishing be abandoned and the mirror
and tool be returned to fine grinding.

The completed mirrors are now ready for
aluminising or silvering, but this should not
be done until the telescope is completed and
ready to receive them.

The Telescope
The building of the telescope and its

equatorial mounting is best left to the
individual, but a description of the writer's
instrument will give some idea of the work
involved (see heading photograph).

The primary mirror is rzin. in diameter,
with a focal length of 7zin., and is o8r
parabolised. The secondary mirror has a
diameter of 2fin., and is truly spherical at a
radius of curvature of 3oin. The equivalent
focal length of the combination is 36oin.
(f/3o)

The base for the instrument is of skeleton
form, being built of angle iron, triangulated
for rigidity, and with the frame angle as near
as possible to the angle of latitude of the site.
It is an extremely rigid structure and is
securely bolted down to a circular concrete
base set deep into the ground.

The Polar axis and its bearings are carried
on a length of channel iron, the bearing
housings being bolted centrally on the web.
A 7o -tooth wormwheel is mounted on the

f in. dia. Polar shaft, fixed bearing collars
on each side of the wormwheel retain it in
position when it is unclamped from Polar
shaft to allow speedy changes in Right
Ascension setting.

The worm shaft bearings are built into the
flanges of the channel, so that the worm is
housed in and beneath the channel, a slot in
the web allowing the worm and wormwheel
to engage. Adjustment of centre distance, to
eliminate backlash, is facilitated by shims
under the Polar shaft bearing housings. The
centre distance is set o o min. minus when
boring the worm shaft bearing bores.

The bearings are, a plain phosphor -bronze
sleeve at the front and a fin. combined journal
and thrust ball race at the rear, the shaft
being shouldered to take this.

The complete assembly is mounted on the
base frame by pivot bolts at its centre of
length, and, by adjusting on push bolts set to
bear on the front and rear of the channel
piece, the angle of the Polar Axis may be very
finely set (Fig. 7).

The Polar Axis carries a large cast iron
plate at its upper end, and to this is affixed
the Declination shaft bearing assembly.
These bearings are similar to those of the
Polar Axis, with the addition of a thrust race
to allow thrust in either direction along the
Declination Axis. The direction of thrust
depends on the position of the telescope about
the Polar Axis.

The if in. dia. Declination Axis shaft has
an extension at one end to carry the large
counterpoise weight (approximately 6olb.)
and at the telescope end the shaft carries a
rectangular framework of angle iron to which
the telescope itself is firmly attached when in
use.
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The Telescope Tube

This is a square framework construction,
sin. x tsin. x 5ft. 6in. long, The square

frames of angle iron were first notched and
bent and the longerons and bracing pieces
were then bolted or riveted to them. The
base of the tube carries three steel plates
which are the mounting points for the primary
mirror cell.

Primary Mirror Cell and Mount
The cell is an aluminium casting, and the

patterning and casting made this a fairly
expensive object. The expense was justified,
however, as a properly designed cell assists
greatly in the circulation of air around the
mirror, which means that the figure of the
mirror will remain reasonably constant
throughout a night's observing.

The method of mounting the primary
mirror, as it is rather thin (i jin.) for its t2in.
dia., required some thought, and a nine -point
support system was eventually chosen. In
this system, the back of the cell is tapped to
receive three ball ended adjusting screws
and, inside the cell, each of these carries a
triangular plate. The size of the base triangles
of these plates is dependent on the diameter
of the primary mirror.

The.plates are dimpled on the underside to
receive the ball ends of the adjusting screws
and have three dimples on the upper surface
to locate small steel balls on which the mirror
rests.

The mirror is edge insulated by a fin. thick
soft leather band, around which is the steel
support ring, which has a soft aluminium
ring fitted internally at its upper edge to
retain the mirror and three equally spaced
bushed lugs affixed to its outer surface.

These lugs slide over threaded rods tapped
into the front of the cell and thus locate the

Fig. 8.-Rear view of the primary mirror cell,
showing the mirror adjusting screws.

mirror laterally. The lugs have compression
springs above them, also sliding on, the
threaded rods, and these are held in place by
knurled nuts, thus allowing for adjustment of
the loading on the mirror retaining ring. The
loading is just enough to keep the mirror on
its support system with the telescope in any
position normally used (Fig. 6).

The primary mirror in its cell is thus a
complete unit which may be mounted on, or
dismounted from, the telescope without
disturbing the optical alignment of the
instrument (Fig. 8).

The secondary mirror mounting is a similar
but simpler cell on a much smaller scale, with
the addition of a spigot on its rear face to
allow it to be pushed and locked into the
cruciform mounted tubular carrier or spider.

(Concluded on page 562)
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IT is intended in this series to show how
a little ingenuity can produce apparatus
which will enable the practical experi-

menter to carry out the experiments listed
in any standard chemistry book, for a cost
of only a few shillings. Qualitative work
will hardly be affected in the accuracy, but
naturally quantitative work is bound to have
some small error introduced.

Basic Requirements
Very little will be required in the first

instance, except a supply of 3, 4 or 5mm.
soda glass tubing. It is obtainable from a
large chain chemist's store, most chemists
if ordered, and any laboratory supplier such
as Messrs. Griffin and George, London,
W.C.2, or Messrs. Laboratory Glass Indus-
try, 85 Clifton Road, London, E.S. One
pound of each of the above would furnish
approximately zoo, too and soft. of tubing.
This would be enough to last for years.
The approximate cost is 5s .,per lb.

Oxygen mixture

Hard
glass tube

Bunsen burner

Clamp

Bung

Glass delivery
tube
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with greater ease. One running on paraffin
is safer than the petrol type, and in any
case it should be made with a brass reservoir
or rust might make it unsafe. Calor gas
and a bunsen burner is suitable should no
domestic gas be available. A spirit lamp
will also do most jobs and the newer " vapour"
type spirit blowlamps will probably be far
superior. Details will be given later in the
series of a suitable spirit lamp and bunsen
burner. A camper's primus stove is also
useful.

Preparation of Oxygen
Let us consider the basic apparatus

required for the standard laboratory method
of preparing oxygen from potassium chlorate
with the catalyst manganese dioxide. The
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experiment is completed disconnect the bung
before removing the heat. Impure chemicals
can cause an explosion so keep them clean, and
if in doubt throw them away. Soot and carbon
in any form are particularly dangerous. Bake
the manganese dioxide on a tin lid for added
safety: a red heat will do no harm.

It is now proposed to show how every
part of this apparatus may be produced at
home.

The Hard Glass Tube
In lieu of this you may use a small golden

syrup tin fitted with a push -on type lid and
which has been very thoroughly washed free
of sugar, washed again and doubly checked
for cleanliness particularly under the lid
holding rim. A small copper pipe of about

September, 1960

The Delivery Tube
Conventionally of glass, this can be rubber,

polythene or even some types of draught
excluder rubber may be used. Do not try to
use cycle valve rubber. A small piece of
copper pipe on the free end will stop it floating
in the trough.

The Trough
This is best made of glass as it enables

clear vision of the complete experiment and
is corrosion free (important in some other
experiments). A good strong general purpose
trough may be made using the bottom of an
old oil drum. A line is scribed round it 4in.
to 5in. from the bottom and a fine-toothed
hacksaw used to cut round the line. The
trough is finished by cleaning up with a file,
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HOME MADE CHEMICAL LABORATORY APPARATUS
Oxygen

Glass jar

Pneumatic trough Beehive shelf
Fig. 1.-Standard text -book arrangement for

the preparation of oxygen.

It is not worthwhile to try and make test
tubes, especially the larger ones, and these Wires not
can be purchased from any chemist for a actually
few pence. Soda glass tubes are cheapest, touching
but are the more expensive in the long run
as they are very easily cracked and broken.
Readers should specify one of the following
types of glass when ordering: Pyrex, Monax,
Hysil or B.R.G. (British Resistance Glass).
A few tubes of sin. dia. and a dozen of lin.
should be all that is required. Details will
be given later showing how to make test tubes
suitable for low temperature work.

For the supply of heat the would-be
experimenter can use a builder's I -pint
blowlamp. One of these will do all that a
bunsen burner will and can be moved about

Copper pipe

Oxygen
mixture

Bricks
Or

tripod

Caution. Push
on lid must

be used

Held in pliers -4'

Held in pliers

Fig. 3.-Basic method of bottle cutting.

Constructional details supplemented by details of experiments
apparatus, typical:of many a
text book, is shown set up in
Fig. 1. About half a tea-
spoonful of each chemical is
mixed in the tube and gentle
heat applied, care being
taken that the mixture does
not slide down and block the
tube. The tube is tilted to
stop water running back and
cracking it. When the

Switch

Resistance
wire 26 gauge

Adapted bottle

Rubber tube

Adapted
jam jar

Copper tube ----

Old gas or water pipe

Cap

Alternative arrangement
Fig. 2.-Home-made apparatus for the preparation of oxygen.

Oil drum
bottom

Rubber tube

Bark cork

Copper wire),

Tapper arm made of
brass strip 21/2 long,

wide, with holes
drilled -3e from each end

End pieces.
x 114

21(

To battery

tin. bore (obtainable from Messrs. Whiston's
Ltd., or from model engineering shops) is
soldered into a hole in the lid (Fig. z). A
rubber tube (obtainable from motor cycle
stores, ironmongers or laboratory suppliers)
is slipped over the copper one and acts as a
delivery tube. To obviate a kink it is best to
soft anneal the copper tube, and bend it as
shown. To soft anneal, heat the tube to
redness and then plunge into cold water. It
will then be very soft and may be bent with
ease. During the experiment you cannot see
the reaction taking place. Therefore heat very
carefully and do not continue with a large
flame so as to melt the colder. No harm
would be done, however, should you do so.

It is also possible to use a piece of gas or
water pipe which has been cleaned out and
fitted with a " Cap " which can be obtained
from any builder's merchants. A bark cork
is necessary and the tube should be at least
8in. long. A copper or glass tube may be
inserted into the cork. When put together
test for air tightness by plunging under water
and blowing down the tube. When heating
the tube remember that the bulk of iron is
rather large and you cannot easily slow down
the reaction should you overheat. On the
other hand it is more difficult to overheat as
the iron heats up much more slowly than
glass.

dia hole
in plywood top

Foot control knob

resistance
wire

Y2".6
side pieces

Contacts screwed to
base, 1I from each end

Fig. 4.-Cutaway perspective view,
giving details of the foot switch.

By
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washing with detergent and testing for leaks
from the tap plug (solder if necessary). A
coat of white lead paint or cellulose enamel
makes it rust proof and gives it a professional
appearance. Note that the flatter the bottom
of the drum the more suitable it is. The other
half of the drum, with the old cap soldered on,
when it is painted, makes an admirable waste
bin for broken glass.

A more professional trough may be made
from the bottom part of a large bottle. The
type of s gallon jar restaurants buy their lemon
squash in is best. Winchester quarts also make
nice troughs, but they are rather on the small
side. The operation involves cutting the
bottle and grinding the crude cuts flat with
carborundum.

Cutting Bottles
This operation is easily done with a red-hot

electric resistance wire, and after an initial
practice period only about 5 per cent. failures
will result. Power is preferably obtained from
a I z V. car battery, although with six volts
all but the largest bottles may be cut. If a
transformer is used for power it must be able
to supply 12 V. at 6 A. (Messrs. Radio
Supply Co., of Leeds can supply a charger
type rated at 15 V., 6 A., this costs 23s.
and is quite suitable). The wire is 26g.
Eureka or Constantin and is available from
laboratory suppliers or Post Radio Supplies,

33 Bourne Gardens,
E. t 4. An ounce is
all that is required
for a start.

The basic opera-
tion is shown in Fig.
3. The car battery,
which may be left
in the vehicle if
necessary, is wired
through heavy t o A.
cable with an op-
tional switch to
between 'ft. 8 in.
and 'ft. loin. of
resistance wire. Half
this is used for 6 V.
operation. The joins
are held in pliers
and the wire wrap-
ped once round the
bottle. The wire
must be held taut and must not quite touch
where it crosses. When all is well the switch
is put on or the battery plug connected. After
about 3o sec. if the bottle has not cracked
completely round, remove it and hold it under
the cold tap. In most cases a neat crack will
form, and if you are not ready one half of the
bottle will break in the sink. The lower the
ambient air temperature the more likely the
bottle is to crack without the water treatment.

Resistance wire

Lead joined to resistance
wire through hole in

asbestos Wires
may
touch

Wires may be joined here-)

Car battery-a,
W-14111111111

-.-Foot switch

Fig. 6.-Permanent bottle cutter details, showing wiring.

The above operations are carried out much
more easily and quickly if a foot -operated
switch is used.

Foot -operated Switch
Details of a switch are given in Fig. 4.

Although readers can obtain a motor -car foot -
operated dip switch from Messrs. Halfords
for a few shillings. The one shown is basically
a brass strip bent so that when it is pressed it

Fig. 5.-The completed foot switch with cover removed. Fig. 7.-The permanent bottle cutter in use.
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with greater ease. One running on paraffin
is safer than the petrol type, and in any
case it should be made with a brass reservoir
or rust might make it unsafe. Calor gas
and a bunsen burner is suitable should no
domestic gas be available. A spirit lamp
will also do most jobs and the newer " vapour"
type spirit blowlamps will probably be far
superior. Details will be given later in the
series of a suitable spirit lamp and bunsen
burner. A camper's primus stove is also
useful.

Preparation of Oxygen
Let us consider the basic apparatus

required for the standard laboratory method
of preparing oxygen from potassium chlorate
with the catalyst manganese dioxide. The
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experiment is completed disconnect the bung
before removing the heat. Impure chemicals
can cause an explosion so keep them clean, and
if in doubt throw them away. Soot and carbon
in any form are particularly dangerous. Bake
the manganese dioxide on a tin lid for added
safety: a red heat will do no harm.

It is now proposed to show how every
part of this apparatus may be produced at
home.

The Hard Glass Tube
In lieu of this you may use a small golden

syrup tin fitted with a push -on type lid and
which has been very thoroughly washed free
of sugar, washed again and doubly checked
for cleanliness particularly under the lid
holding rim. A small copper pipe of about
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The Delivery Tube
Conventionally of glass, this can be rubber,

polythene or even some types of draught
excluder rubber may be used. Do not try to
use cycle valve rubber. A small piece of
copper pipe on the free end will stop it floating
in the trough.

The Trough
This is best made of glass as it enables

clear vision of the complete experiment and
is corrosion free (important in some other
experiments). A good strong general purpose
trough may be made using the bottom of an
old oil drum. A line is scribed round it 4in.
to 5in. from the bottom and a fine-toothed
hacksaw used to cut round the line. The
trough is finished by cleaning up with a file,
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It is not worthwhile to try and make test
tubes, especially the larger ones, and these Wires not
can be purchased from any chemist for a actually
few pence. Soda glass tubes are cheapest, touching
but are the more expensive in the long run
as they are very easily cracked and broken.
Readers should specify one of the following
types of glass when ordering: Pyrex, Monax,
Hysil or B.R.G. (British Resistance Glass).
A few tubes of sin. dia. and a dozen of lin.
should be all that is required. Details will
be given later showing how to make test tubes
suitable for low temperature work.

For the supply of heat the would-be
experimenter can use a builder's I -pint
blowlamp. One of these will do all that a
bunsen burner will and can be moved about
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tin. bore (obtainable from Messrs. Whiston's
Ltd., or from model engineering shops) is
soldered into a hole in the lid (Fig. z). A
rubber tube (obtainable from motor cycle
stores, ironmongers or laboratory suppliers)
is slipped over the copper one and acts as a
delivery tube. To obviate a kink it is best to
soft anneal the copper tube, and bend it as
shown. To soft anneal, heat the tube to
redness and then plunge into cold water. It
will then be very soft and may be bent with
ease. During the experiment you cannot see
the reaction taking place. Therefore heat very
carefully and do not continue with a large
flame so as to melt the colder. No harm
would be done, however, should you do so.

It is also possible to use a piece of gas or
water pipe which has been cleaned out and
fitted with a " Cap " which can be obtained
from any builder's merchants. A bark cork
is necessary and the tube should be at least
8in. long. A copper or glass tube may be
inserted into the cork. When put together
test for air tightness by plunging under water
and blowing down the tube. When heating
the tube remember that the bulk of iron is
rather large and you cannot easily slow down
the reaction should you overheat. On the
other hand it is more difficult to overheat as
the iron heats up much more slowly than
glass.
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washing with detergent and testing for leaks
from the tap plug (solder if necessary). A
coat of white lead paint or cellulose enamel
makes it rust proof and gives it a professional
appearance. Note that the flatter the bottom
of the drum the more suitable it is. The other
half of the drum, with the old cap soldered on,
when it is painted, makes an admirable waste
bin for broken glass.

A more professional trough may be made
from the bottom part of a large bottle. The
type of s gallon jar restaurants buy their lemon
squash in is best. Winchester quarts also make
nice troughs, but they are rather on the small
side. The operation involves cutting the
bottle and grinding the crude cuts flat with
carborundum.

Cutting Bottles
This operation is easily done with a red-hot

electric resistance wire, and after an initial
practice period only about 5 per cent. failures
will result. Power is preferably obtained from
a I z V. car battery, although with six volts
all but the largest bottles may be cut. If a
transformer is used for power it must be able
to supply 12 V. at 6 A. (Messrs. Radio
Supply Co., of Leeds can supply a charger
type rated at 15 V., 6 A., this costs 23s.
and is quite suitable). The wire is 26g.
Eureka or Constantin and is available from
laboratory suppliers or Post Radio Supplies,

33 Bourne Gardens,
E. t 4. An ounce is
all that is required
for a start.

The basic opera-
tion is shown in Fig.
3. The car battery,
which may be left
in the vehicle if
necessary, is wired
through heavy t o A.
cable with an op-
tional switch to
between 'ft. 8 in.
and 'ft. loin. of
resistance wire. Half
this is used for 6 V.
operation. The joins
are held in pliers
and the wire wrap-
ped once round the
bottle. The wire
must be held taut and must not quite touch
where it crosses. When all is well the switch
is put on or the battery plug connected. After
about 3o sec. if the bottle has not cracked
completely round, remove it and hold it under
the cold tap. In most cases a neat crack will
form, and if you are not ready one half of the
bottle will break in the sink. The lower the
ambient air temperature the more likely the
bottle is to crack without the water treatment.

Resistance wire

Lead joined to resistance
wire through hole in

asbestos Wires
may
touch

Wires may be joined here-)

Car battery-a,
W-14111111111

-.-Foot switch

Fig. 6.-Permanent bottle cutter details, showing wiring.

The above operations are carried out much
more easily and quickly if a foot -operated
switch is used.

Foot -operated Switch
Details of a switch are given in Fig. 4.

Although readers can obtain a motor -car foot -
operated dip switch from Messrs. Halfords
for a few shillings. The one shown is basically
a brass strip bent so that when it is pressed it

Fig. 5.-The completed foot switch with cover removed. Fig. 7.-The permanent bottle cutter in use.
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contacts on to a largish brass screw. A small
kitchen cabinet type plastic knob is fitted and
the whole is enclosed in a wooden case. The
knob should be larger at the top than at the
bottom and the hole in the top cover just large
enough to allow free travel. No grit, etc., can
then get in and stop contact being made. The
knob will have to be " threaded " through the
cover hole before being fixed to the brass strip.

Wiring must be in heavy gauge insulated

Fig. 8.-An improved version of the permanent
bottle cutter.

cable, capable of taking about so A. or
there will be too much voltage drop along the
length of the circuit and the length of available
resistance wire would have to be shortened in
order to keep the heat output at a suitable
value. With six -volt operation this would
mean having a rather useless length for bottle
cracking.

The completed switch is shown in Fig. 5.

A " Parallel Wired " Bottle Cutter
Two devices of this paricular type were evol-

ved. The principle behind them is that instead
of having one hot wire, two are used and that
the connection to one side of the battery -is to
the join of the two resistance wires (see Fig. 6).
The other ends are joined by a long length of
copper wire and led to the other side of the
battery. Each wire will get hot on its own and
when on together they may be wrapped round
a bottle as shown and it will not matter if the
wires touch, as they are at equal potential all
the way along.

To avoid having to hold the hot wires in
pliers, file handles may be used with wood
screws and washers at the ends to hold the
" hot " wires. The copper wire leads may
be taken through holes drilled through the
handles, they are then less likely to get tan-
gled up in the hot wires and have their
insulation ruined.

A base of fin. softwood is fitted with two
small wooden strips and a small sheet of
asbestos sheet or cloth (an ironing pad will
do) fitted in the centre. The asbestos is not
fixed down. In the centre is a small Yr in.
hole for the two resistance wires which are
anchored below with a countersunk wood or
metal screw with a countersunk nut. A lead
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to the fixing point of the wires is taken by
drilling the base along its length or taking
out a groove from one side to the centre.
Good so A. cable is again essential.
Readers who are not conversant with electrical
wiring should make sure the connection to the
resistance wires is absolutely perfect or over-
heating will fuse the wires. Note also in
Fig. 6 that the leads from the two file handles
do not go to either side of the foot switch but

are both connected to one side.
The apparatus thus made will

quickly and accurately cut
bottles, jam jars, etc., at a speed
of about one a minute with very
few failures. If the initial
3o sec. does not crack the bottle
do not heat any longer, use the
cold water tap as stated. If
heat is applied for a long time
and then the bottle is water
treated a nasty serrated crack will
result, whereas it should be per-
fectly clean, but sharp.

The resistance wire will give
about an hour's use before it
fuses, this could be overcome by
using nickel chrome wire, but the
expense would be considerably
greater and a slight adjustment
in length of the heater wires
might be necessary. The com-
pleted device is shown in use in
Fig. 7.

Bottles without a smooth
clean outside are not suitable for
this method of cutting and
should not be used unless
readers are satisfied with about
5o per cent. success.

Fig. 9.-Grinding the cut sur-
face smooth using carborundum
powder and water on a piece of

plate glass.

An Improved " Parallel
Wired " Bottle Cutter
Single-handed accurate work-

ing of the above apparatus can
be a little tricky and it was to
avoid a lot of glass having to be
ground off in a tedious opera-
tion that the improved model
was made.

From Fig. 8 it can be seen
that two pairs of threaded rods
(fin. Whit.) are fixed into the end pieces of the
base. These lengths can be obtained from
Messrs. Whistons, but should also be obtain-
able from good general ironmongers. Long
bolts with threads along most of the length or
coach bolts with the threads extended would
also suit. The actual thread does notmatter as
long as nuts are obtained to suit. The rods may
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be bolted into the base strips with two nuts on
each or they may be a very tight screw fit into
the wood. Four wing nuts are fitted to each.

Two clamps of fin. X fin. mild steel strip
are drilled and bent to a small radius as in
Fig. 8. The holes in these strips should be
-Pc in. and smooth or the strips will bind
in the threads.

In operation the bottle may be clamped
exactly where the operator requires. The
crack will occur, of course, on a line passing
through the centre hole in the asbestos sheet.
This can be seen through clear bottles. An
ink line across the asbestos sheet and end
pieces may also be used as a guide. When
clamped, operation is as before. It is an
advantage to screw the whole arrangement
to the bench and to chamfer off the end pieces
so that large (gallon) bottles may fit easily
(see Fig. 8).

Throughout this series much use will be
made of this apparatus in producing gas jars,
bee -hive shelves, Kipp's Apparatus, flasks,
troughs, etc.

Grinding the Sharp Cut Surfaces
After experiment the method shown in

Fig. 9 was found to be very successful. A
sheet of plate glass is wetted and sprinkled
with medium carborundum powder. A tea-
spoonful is made into a paste with water and
is placed in the centre of the plate. The bottle
which has been cut is placed over the centre
pile of paste and is very gently moved round
in circles in a spiral " rotary " movement.
Not until the glass is touching all over its
surface must greater pressure be applied or a
crack may start. Keep the surplus paste in the
centre and dampen if necessary. About three
minutes will grind most cleanly cut surfaces

Bad cuts, say, fin. out, may take
20 minutes or longer to grind
flat and if plenty of bottles, etc.,
are available it is often best to
discard " poor cuts."

Carborundum powder is ob-
tainable from ironmongers and
probably medium grade valve
paste sold by garages and
Halfords will suit. Pure tur-
pentine may be used as the
lubricant, but the author found
water rather easier to use as it
does not dry off so quickly by
evaporation. Since carborun-
dum powder is so cheap it is
best to use another spoonful for
each operation as its cutting
ability deteriorates with use.

For very fine work such as is
necessary on Bell and gas jars
three sheets of plate glass should
be used. The first for rough
grinding, the second for the

Fig. so. A selection
one on the left is

of completed troughs. The large
a commercially produced type.

bulk of the grin ding and the third for the final
smoothing. The third one should be replaced
now and again and the second one moved over
to first place.

The author found a square foot of glass
suitable for most jobs.

A selection of completed troughs and a
commercial type are shown in Fig. so.
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DESPITE advertised
claims to the contrary,
few battery portable

radios work well in a car. The
screening effect of the steel
body, reduced signal strength
on long journeys between
transmitters, fading under
bridges, and from the turning
of the vehicle, all this, plus
the heavy electrical inter-
ference from the parent car
and surrounding traffic have
compelled manufacturers to
fit sockets for an external car
aerial.

Source of Trouble
This is a great improve-

ment, but still falls short of
the noise -free performance of the permanently
fitted automobile radio. The trouble is due
mainly to the frame or ferrite rod aerials
fitted inside the radio. These are still in
circuit. Their efficiency, ideal for house and
beach use, is now unfortunately picking up
much of the vehicle noise missed by the
external aerial, and passing it on to the set.
The situation is aggravated when the user
places it in the dash compartment-only
a few inches from some engines, and doubly
screened from the transmission.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Coax plug

x

Aerial coupling
connection

Outer to chassis
Inner to aerial

Fig. 2.-Connect the coil
to a coaxial lead.

lowing pair of simple inexpensive alterations
cover nearly all cases, including:

(a) Valve and transistor radios where the
medium wave tuned circuit connects directly
to the grid or base respectively.

(b) Receivers where a coupling coil exists
between the tuned MW circuit and the first
transistor (used for impedance matching).
Also for receivers with more complex input
circuits.

Method (a) requires only a small pressel
switch to be added to the set. The extra

Radio aerial socket

Miniature
M.W.

screened
COI L

Break connection
Condenser clip
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Internal/external
presse/ switch
To tuning capacitor

anti Vi
Ferrite or frame

aerial

Earthy
Fig. 3.-The pressel switch-keep the connec-

tions short.

of checking this is merely to connect it in
place of the MW coil of the radio, using short
leads, and tune the core, or alter the number
of turns until the sensitivity reaches a peak.
Loosely couple the aerial to the grid circuit as
shown in Fig. r.

Most purchased coils have a coupling aerial
coil or tapping fitted. And if you are winding
your own, then copy the type of circuit used
by the maker. Where no external provision
exists, an overwind of 25 per cent. of the
main coil will do. Connect this coil to a

USING A PORTABLE IN
YOUR CAR

Some hints for improving reception
By L. E. Higgs

The Solution
The logical solution then is to disconnect

the internal aerial when the car aerial is
plugged in. This means we must replace it
with a lumped, screened inductance, of the
same value as the removed loop. Simple
enough. If however the radio is a miniature,
with no room for a normal sized switch, let
alone an extra screened coil; if the transition
from external to internal is to be quick, and
the modification easy, with no disruption of
the radio circuit or defacing of the case; if

long and medium
wave results are
to be preserved,
and the modifica-
tion to apply to all

I Existing car portable circuits,
I aerial,cable plug then the problem
I and socket

is far from simple.

\....._______.,......

Two Methods
By keeping to

medium wave
only, classifying
most receivers
into two cate-
gories, the

LW

Medium wave miniature
screened coil assembled
on plug

Fig. 1.-Coupling the aerial on the grid circuit as in method (a).

tuned coil is fitted on the input plug to the
external aerial. This is automatically con-
nected across the switched out internal coil,
just by plugging in.

Method (b) is more versatile but requires
the fitting of a double pole changeover switch,
and the adding of an extra screened coil
inside the radio. The wiring is a little more
involved than method (a). (That only requires
one cut connection in most cases.)

Constructional Details of Method (a)
The safest procedure is to experiment first

with the loose lead circuit to be described.
After satisfactory results have been obtained,
the final fixing can be made into the set. This
way, should any unforeseen complications
arise then the radio can be reconnected as
found and not disfigured in any way.

The substitute MW screened coil must be
small in size, screened, and with an adjustable
dust core. Several types are available in the
lists of components makers. The particular coil
with which these tests were made was a tran-
sistor miniature 465 kc/s. IF transformer with a
few turns stripped off until it resonated at
1-5 Mc/s. on its own self capacity. If there is
no test equipment handy, then an easy way

Altered wire
and added switch ,

V

coaxial lead long enough to reach the intended
position of the car aerial (Fig. 2). Leave two
flex leads of 6in. each, from the earth end of
the main coil, and the grid or top end.

Open the radio and identify the MW
coil aerial. This can be on the ferrite rod, or a
few loops of wire forming a frame aerial in
the lid or cabinet. It is important that this
coil is correctly recognised. Use the circuit
diagram if available. Otherwise it is the -
smaller of the LW and MW pair, usually
single layer wound, and not to be confused
with coupling windings and tappings. A
helpful clue is the effect on the MW results
when the " top " end of the coil is touched.
This considerably increases the signals, and
noise, when tuned to a weak station. Once the
grid end is found the bottom end can be
traced.

Cut only the top end of the MW coil
connection, leaving any other leads to the
tuning ganged capacitor and switch intact.
Solder the flex lead marked x, to the point y,
just isolated from the MW coil top end.
Connect the remaining lead from the made up
substitute coil to the earthy end of the MW
coil in the radio. There is no need to dis-
connect the bottom end.

Testing
The radio can now be tested, using the car

aerial or a dummy aerial made from 4 ft. of
thick cable, connected to the inner of the
coax. end, and hung out of the car window.
Tuning the substitute coil until maximum
sensitivity is obtained throughout the MW
band is next, but some may prefer to peak
the tuning at a point where the most popular
station is heard at best strength.

Testing being satisfactory, during a run in
the car, with wipers, high revs., and starter
tried, the fixing can begin. The only cut
connection in the set (MW top of coil to
point y) has to be replaced by a small
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pressel switch. This was chosen for its small
size and easy fixing-one small drilled hole as
close to the broken connection as practical,
keeping the connections short, as in Fig. 3.
The car aerial input socket is usually a coaxial
type, making both inner and outer connec-
tion. If it is not, or should none exist, then a
coaxial chassis type socket will need to be
fitted at some convenient point, close to the
MW coil and easy led off for the aerial where
ever the radio is normally placed. The inner
of the coax, socket is taken direct to point y,
and any filters or DC bleeds removed. The
coax. outer is connected straight to the

Input
II

.)1-1 II

II

Aerial
Lot ,g

ll

II
L II

'- c
3;

II

Med

earthy end of the MW coil (point z).
That concludes the radio work. The

practical details of the substitute coil are
best understood by studying Fig. a. The
test coil when disconnected from the set,
has a coax. plug fitted. Do not mix
inner and outer. Short leads are
used and the plug clamped to the coil
with a condenser clip. Cleat the coax.
cable to the clip as shown to stop
accidental pulling at the connections,
and after satisfactory final test, cement
the points where the plug and coil press
together to make a solid weld. So, when

the radio is taken out of the car,

Coupling
windings

A

_

r-

c:r

IC>

I Oscillator
t

a touch of the switch restores
the internal aerial. And when
used in the car, a touch of

the switch again and
just plug in the car
aerial.

OC,

T
Fig. 4.--A typical transistor

input circuit.

n t

1,
, ,

4

I III-III'
I I I

Aeriat output
transferred

Int

Ext

F E D A

Ext

New coupling New tuned coil

Method (b)
Because of the variance

of the many input circuits
used in portables, the
principles only can be
given here and the experi-
menter must refer to the
circuit of his own set for

exact details and circuit points.
Generally, there must be room inside
the radio for a screened coil, and the
fitting of a double pole changeover
switch (quite a large item) of the
chassis type, toggle action. All these
are close to the MW coil connec-
tions. In some cases the external
aerial socket will have to be re-routed
permanently to the extra MW coil
which is generally acceptable in most
cases where only vehicle use on MW is
required. If other wavebands are to
be used on the external aerial, how-
ever, then some other way of coupling

Fig. 5.-How the extra
coil and switch are
connected to the lettered

ends.

B

the aerial to both coils must
be devised.

A D Fig. 4 shows a typical
transistor input circuit with downmatch
coupling windings, and separate aerial
coupling winding. First find the two points
where circuit breaks are to be made. Cut
them and connect short flex leads to the
lettered ends shown. Make up the screened
MW coil as shown in Fig. 5; wiring to the
change over switch with the shortest possible
leads. Divert the aerial input socket wiring to
the new coil, and then connect the change-
over switch to the leads from the lettered end
breaks. The car. aerial plug is normal and
untouched. When satisfactory results are
obtained, after tuning up the new coil on the
car aerial, the whole assembly can be fixed
into the radio wherever most practical, and
the leads shortened even more if possible.
No further modifications are necessary and the
set should now work well.

Buffet Table Accessory
This simple holder for paper serviettes and cocktail sticks

can be easily made in an evening
THIS attractive and useful little article

holds folded paper serviettes in the
centre and cocktail sticks in the small

holes on each side.

Drill 44holes
before shaping

Green baize on base

Constructional details of the holder and also the
finished accessory.

Materials Used
Half -inch wood or lin. ply can be used for

the sides and construction is extremely

simple, veneer pins and glue being the media
used. The two end pieces are prepared from
approximately ruin. cubes, and note to bore
the fin. holes for the cocktail sticks before
shaping the cubes-the bit will tend to
wander down the slciped surface if done after
the blocks are shaped. Almost any shape and
design may be chosen, and measurements are
not given as paper serviettes of the fancy type
vary considerably in size.

Finishing Off
The charm of this little gadget appearing

casually on the sideboard lies in its finish.
The proto-type was enamelled very light blue
with the decorative motifs bright red.

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
Principal Contents

Retread Information
Knowing Your Hillman Minx
A Parking Lamp -Inspection Socket
Test Your Electrics
Wheel Disc Finishing with Brushing Cellulose
A Back Seat for Your Van
Overhaul of the Singer Gazelle Series 1
Overhauling the Triumph Renovin
Thief -proofing your Car
Construction of the P.M. Family Four Saloon
Motor Vehicle Mechanics
Choosing the Right Second-hand Car
Legal Notes
and many more interesting features.
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A Rod Grinding and Shouldering Jig
Details for making this useful

addition to your workshop

By Jameson Erroll

ATHOUGH primarily intended for use
with  the Multi -Purpose Grinding Rest
described in the January r 960 issue, this

jig is easily adaptable for use with any grinding
wheel furnished with a feed table. It is
extremely useful for reducing diameters of
rods since it cuts a square shoulder at the
same time, and is also invaluable for turning
the ends of square metals to accommodate
wheels as, for example, trolley and cart axles.

Method of Use
Fig. I shows the jig fitted to the table with

the work in position and it will be seen that
the rod to be reduced in diameter and
shouldered, is run into two suitably sized
holes in which it can be freely rotated. A
collar is grub -screwed to the farther end of
the rod in order to regulate width of grinding,
and the jig is slowly advanced to the fast -
revolving wheel. As it makes contact it, too,
revolves, and a slight pressure on the collar
keeps the rod in position. If the rod tends
to slip, its rotation can be assisted by turning
the collar. The jig is advanced until the
required diameter has been obtained and,
if desired, the wheel may now be changed for
a much finer one-or even one of honing
grit-to obtain a perfectly smooth finish.

Materials Required
A glance at Fig. I will give an idea of the

finished article and, in conjunction with the
illustrations, should make construction quite
clear. A list of materials required is hardly
necessary since the unit is comparatively small,
but about 4ft. of fin. x fin. oak will be
needed together with a few small pieces of
lin. and fin. plywood of good quality. An
8in. length of lin. Whitworth rodding plus
a collar and flange of the same diameter, and
a piece of mild steel for the handle are also
needed.

Construction
Begin with construction of the base (Fig.

z), and note that no projecting screws or
bolts are permissible. The best method is to
use -kin. or 4 B.A. counter -sunk bolts with
square nuts which are sunk into the plywood
by means of a small chisel; this not only brings
the nuts level with or slightly below the

-k3"Whil,vorth
rod

Flange

surface of the wood but also prevents them
turning and thus allows them to be thoroughly
tightened up. The plywood front, 4 x r x
fin. is drilled with a fin. hole in the centre and
near the top to accommodate the Whitworth
rodding which, at this stage may be tem-
porarily placed in position while the flange
is screwed to the front of the ply. See that
this is kept absolutely central so that it does
not bind on the rod nor cause it to cant out
of square.

Sliding Platform
The sliding platform may next be made and

Fig. 3 gives all essential measurements. It
should be noted, however, that a check
should be kept while constructing to ensure
that the platform is just a sliding fit and no
more-it can well be on the tight side; any
tendency to free play in any direction must
be avoided. For example, if the fin. X fin.
oak used is nominal it will be slightly under
size and the width apart of the rebated oak
strips must be adjusted accordingly. Simi-
larly, the size of the rebate must be regulated,

3,./8xPly

x VOak

Handle

Col ar

Fig. 2.-Perspective and end views of the base.

121"

Fig. 1.-A perspective
view of the completed jig

in use.

particularly as to depth, so -that a reasonably
tight fit is obtained. The oak block is set
across the two rebated strips about uin. back
from the front edge; this will carry the
threaded rod which moves the platform
backwards and forwards, but note not to drill
the hole at this stage; this has to be done
very accurately when the base and platform
are assembled.

Drilling Holes
The two top 7in. lengths of fin. x fin.

oak must be accurately bored as a pair, and
a good plan is to cramp them together and
bore the necessary number of holes but only
with a kin. drill so that they act as centres
for later enlargement. The jig being des-
cribed has eight varying sized holes and their
centres are about uin. apart. Note that the
holes are not necessarily bored in order of
size; it is, in fact, better to stagger them-one
large hole and one much smaller adjacent-
for in this way too much wood is not cut
away at any one point. The largest hole was
made to accommodate rods, and the
smallest fin. rods. This is entirely a matter
of choice and depends largely upon the type
of work likely to be undertaken. If it is
thought desirable to allow for possible
working on lin. or fin. rods, then it would
be as well to increase the size of the oak to
sin. X sin.

When all the holes have been bored, one
piece of oak may be screwed to the fin.
ply top of the platform taking care that it is
kept square. Now thread two suitably sized
rods through the holes at each end of the
oak and cramp the second strip in position.
The rods should rotate freely but without
undue play; if they do not, readjust until
they do and then screw down the second
strip before removing the cramp.

The Handle
Before assembling the base and platform

the handle should be made, and Fig. 4 gives
all necessary details. The s x kin. bolt
which forms the handle is threaded into the
mild steel lever and a square half -nut locks
it; the loose sleeve should be just short
enough to allow it to revolve freely. The other
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Threaded hole for
Whitworth thread rod,
made through Oak block.

4 //2.

Fig. 3.-Perspective and front views of the sliding platform.

end of the lever -.is force -fitted over one end
of the lin. rod and also pinned to prevent it
working loose.

Loose sleeve

3/BWhitworth
rodding

Collar

Fig. 4.-Section of front of base showing fitting
of handle and Whitworth rod for engaging oak

block in sliding platform.

Base and Platform
Assemble the base and platform having

first smeared the end of the rod with ink or
paint so that when it comes in contact with
the oak block it will mark it. With the sliding
platform about 5in. from the front of the
base, bring the rod into contact with the oak
block but be sure that it is perfectly square
at all angles. Now withdraw the rod, bring
the platform well forward, replace the rod,
and see that it aligns with the mark on the oak
block, which it should do. The hole in the
block may now be drilled and it will un-
doubtedly be best to remove it for this
purpose since it must be accurately done. If
you have a lin. Whitworth tap in your kit,
the hole in the block should be made with
a Ain. drill; if, however, you have to rely on
the rodding itself cutting its own thread, then
it would be better to use an bin. drill.
Alternatively, a lin. nut could be secured at
the back of the oak block, but this entails
a lot of fiddling and unnecessary work and
does not, in the author's opinion, make for
so satisfactory a job as cutting the thread in
the oak block itself.
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Finishing Off
Fig. 5 shows a back view of the assembled

jig and, if care has been taken during con-
struction and assembly, there is no reason
why a rather tight but nevertheless smooth
action should not result. The collar is, of
course, grub -screwed to the rod immediately
behind the back of the ply front of the base.
The author used a piece of fin. x lin. oak
and a length of flat steel running at right -
angles to it, and fitted with a central thumb
screw, to set the jig squarely on the grinding
table and to lock it in position. Its construc-
tion is quite simple and has not been described
since the jig can be fitted to any class of table
with which the reader's machine happens
to be furnished.

Precautions
It is hardly necessary to give any instruc-

tions on manipulation apart from those
already mentioned except, perhaps, to stress-
as with all grinding jobs-do not try to take
off too much material at one go I It invariably
results in such heat being generated as will
destroy the temper of the metal being ground.
Turn the handle slowly and be sure the work
is completely rounded before advancing
further. It may also be well to mention that
since the action of the machine is to force
the work in an upward direction, care should
be taken to ensure that, in the case of an
adjustable table, it is immovably fixed in
position before grinding is commenced.

Fig. 5.-Back view of base and
sliding platform assembled.

Contest Model Glider
(Concluded from page 523)

The outer panels of the wing can now be made. Glue the ribs in the
same manner as the rest of the wing and check that the inner ribs are
at xol deg. with the appropriate template. Spars should be fitted as
for the rest of the wing.

The wing tips each consist of two laminations of lin. balsa, shaped
to the same contour as the wing ribs, glued in place and rounded off.
Cap the centre section with fin. wide strips of Ain. sheet balsa, with
the grain running across the wing. Sand the whole wing to a smooth
finish. This stage is shown in Fig. 13.

Tailplane
This consists of lin. x lin. leading edge and main spar and a fin.

x lin. trailing edge. Cut all the ribs from Ain. sheet balsa. The
shape of these is shown in Fig. so and this will have to be scaled up to
twice the size shown. Glue the ribs to the main spar and trailing edge,
which have been pinned to the building board, and insert the leading
edge and glue. Cap the centre with Ain. sheet balsa top and bottom.
Sand the whole tailplane smooth, tapering the trailing edge and
rounding the leading edge as shown in Fig. x 2.

Covering the Wings
Start with the two inner panels. Cover the top of one panel first,

using one piece of tissue. Turn the wing over and repeat. Next cover
the other inner panel both sides, then the two outer panels. Allow the
paste to set, then spray with water and leave to dry in a fairly warm
atmosphere. Finally apply two coats of clear dope or banana oil.

Covering the Tailplane
Two pieces of tissue are used for this. Cover the top first then the

bottom. Spray with water, allow to dry and then apply two coats of
dope or banana oil.

Cut the fins from Ain. sheet balsa, cover both sides with tissue,
dope and then glue in place on the tailplane.

When covering is completed, the skid is glued on in the position
shown in Fig. so. The tow hooks are formed from 22 s.w.g. model
wire and fixed in position as shown.

1,111,1,1)1e 11'.1111('Zt'ill-k.

Fig. 3.-The completed wing ready for covering.

THE MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK
By F. J. Cam m

312 pages 303 illustrations

An important work dealing with all types of model aircraft.
invaluable to the model aeronautical designer and experimenter.

I 2s. 6d. or 13s. 9d. by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower Hose, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2
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LVING on an island as we do, many of
the British people are directly con-
cerned with the sea. The rest of us,

while not depending on the sea for our living,
are affected by its fascination to a lesser
degree. While watching the waves over the
pier rail or contemplating the tide as it creeps
towards your deck chair, your interest will be
heightened if you know what makes the sea
behave as it does.

Let us consider first the mechanics of ocean
waves.

Length of Waves
The length of deep-sea waves, i.e., the

horizontal distance between each crest, varies
to a considerable extent. The longest ever
recorded appears to have been one of 2,600ft.
in the Pacific Ocean, and waves between goo
and 600ft. long have been met in the Atlantic.
Usually, however, " long " waves vary
between zoo and 400ft. The actual height of
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Fig. .-The elevation of a wave crest increased with...';l11e descent of the vessel into the trough.

waves has been difficult to determine but is
Ibelieved to lie in the ratio

Len
Heightgth from to

3oso

in the case of long waves, and from ! to 3! in
5 6

the case of waves in shallow water. Travelleri'
4 tales of gigantic waves are not always to be

relied upon, for the simple reason that the
apparent elevation of a wave crest increases
with the descent of a vessel into the trough
(Fig. i).

Measuring the Length of Waves
One method is to measure the distance

apart of each crest from positions on the deck
of a ship. If the vessel is steering obliquely
across the line of advance of the waves, the
length thus obtained is multiplied by the
cosine of the angle between the line of ad-
vance and the ship's course. The length
" L " having been established, the " period,"
or the time elapsing between the passage of
successive crests, is measured with a stop-
watch and, the forward velocity readily

T
determined (Fig. 2).

The Trochoid
Before going on to a brief analysis of wave -

motion, it is suggested that the reader might
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Fig. 3.-Drawing a trochoidal curve and the
completed curve.
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Read this and you will

understand why the sea

behaves as it does

by E. Rolfe Hunter

care to make the following experiment with a
cardboard disc, in which a hole big enough to
admit the point of a pencil has been pierced
somewhere within Ahe circumference. If the
disc is rotated along the bottom edge of a ruler
firmly held against a sheet of paper, the pencil
point describes a curve similar to that shown
in Fig. 3. This curve is called a "trochoid "
and is, incidentally, one of a rather remarkable
family of curves which can be produced by
altering the position of the rolling point in
relation to the centre of the circle.

The Shape and Motion of Deep -Sea Waves
The resemblance between the trochoid and

a wave cross-section gives rise to the trochoid
theory of waves. This theory states that the
form of an ocean wave is in fact a curve traced
out by a point inside a circle which rolls along
a straight line. In this case, the circle rolls
with its circumference moving along the

\ Circle described by

\.iff tip of stick as each

1

wave passes

Weighted stick
floating vertically

Direction of
waves

segiiiigWAPS

Fig. 4.-As each wave passes, the tip of the
stick describes a circle in the air.
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underside of the line and in making one com-
plete revolution moves through a distance
equal to " L," i.e. the distance between per-
pendiculars drawn through each successive
wave crest. " L " having been determined by
observation, the radius of the rolling circle is
evidently -L, and the distance of the tracing

2 7T

point, as will be seen from Fig. 3, is -H, or half
2

the wave -height from the centre.

Orbital Motion
With the passage of each wave crest, every

particle of water affected by the wave moves
in a circular orbit with a uniform velocity
equal to " T," the wave -period, reaching
the highest point in the circle with the passage
of the crest, and the lowest with the arrival of
the trough. This circular motion can be
shown to be present if a stick, about equal in
length to the wave height, and weighted at
one end, is dropped over the side of a boat.

At high tide at Dover
in position "A" tidal
bulge has passed and
tide has begun to ebb.

Tidal 'bulge
or wave'

NW / Slack

, .

Direction of approach of tidal bulge or wave
SW X (about 4 hrs before high tide, Scilly Is)

Fig. 5.-Direction of tidal streams around the British Isles at
the time of high tide at Dover.
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Fig. 6.-Combined gravitational " pull " at A
is equalled by increased centrifugal force at B.

As each wave passes, the tip of the stick
describes a circle in the air whilst retaining its
position relative to the sea bed (Fig. 4).

Weight and Centrifugal Force
An interesting conclusion arising from the

trochoid theory is that the weight of a floating
object is less at the crest of a wave than at the
trough. This is because the centrifugal force
of each water -particle acts upwards at the
crest, and the weight, always acting vertically
downwards, is therefore less. In the trough,
however, the centrifugal force acts in the
same direction as the weight and therefore
increases it.

Shallow -Water Waves
In shallow water, due to friction with the

sea bed, the circular orbits referred to become
ellipses and the forward velocity decreases.
As the depth decreases even more, the motion
of the particles through the bottom of the
ellipse is retarded to such an extent that the
equilibrium of the mass of water forming the
wave is destroyed and the wave collapses to
form what is called " surf " or " breakers."

Accidents which sometimes happen to life-
boats (which frequently are called to operate
in this kind of shallow -water wave) are caused
by the actual momentum of these moving
masses of water, coupled with the fact that
steering becomes almost impossible when
boat and sea are moving with the same
velocity. Similar conditions occur amongst
deep-sea waves when the crest acts under the
acceleration of strong winds and is thrown
forward into the trough.

Formation of Tides
Most people are

vaguely aware that the
moon has something to
do with the tides, but
few notice that high (or
low) tide at Oozington-
on-Sea-or anywhere
else along our coastline
-occurs at more or less
the same time on those
days when the moon
is either " new " or
" full," and on each
subsequent day a mean
of 5o minutes later.

Seamen are usually
concerned with the in-
cidental behaviour of
tides, i.e., with the
direction in which tidal
currents are moving
and with the times of
high and low tide.
These vary from place
to place because of the
intrusion of the various
land masses irregularly
distributed on the
earth's surface, which
have the effect of
diverting or retarding

1-1W at
Dover

(slack)

Direction of moon's orbit
around common centre
of mass (CM)

Direction of earth's orbit
around C.M. (common

centre of mass)

Slight ellipses
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the movement of water between one region
and another (Fig. 5).

The Moon as a Tide -Causing Agent
Newton's law of gravitation states that the

attraction between two masses is directly
proportional to their mass and inversely pro-
portional to the square of the distance between
them. This attraction is therefore mutual; all
bodies attract one another. Furthermore, an
orbiting body remains in orbit around a parent
body because gravity, acting inwards, is
balanced by centrifugal force, acting outwards.
Thus gravity is least in that part of the satellite
farthest from the parent body. Centrifugal
force, on the other hand, /is here greater
because of the greater velocity, in orbit, of
this part. But gravitational attraction by the
parent body is greater on that side of the
satellite nearest to it, and least on the most
distant side. Since the gravitational and
centrifugal forces are equal, and opposite in
" sense," a heaping -up of the oceans occurs
on each side of the earth. These masses of
water may be regarded as remaining in the
same position relative to the moon, with the
earth performing its daily revolution under
them (Fig. 7).

The Sun as a Tide -Causing Agent
Although the moon has the greater effect

because of its comparative nearness to the
earth, the sun, some 40o times farther away,
has an immensely greater mass and exercises
about one-half the tide -raising force of the
moon. It is interesting to note, that if the
earth were covered with water to a uniform
depth, the combined effect of sun and moon
would cause a rise of only 2ft. at the highest
fortnightly (spring) tide. Of this, the moon
would be responsible for i6in. and the sun
8in.

C.M.

Sea

Earth

rotation under
the tidal bulges

7
Gravitational force causes a high tide at '4'
Centrifugal force causes a high tide at
Both forces result in low tides at'C'and'D'

N
Fig. 7.-The moon's influence considered singly.
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(B)
Tide due to gravitational
pull' of 'noon

Centrifugal tide
balancing (A)

C

ID

Spring Tides
Once in the course of every lunar month,

at the time of the new moon, the sun and
moon are in line on the same side of the
earth (in Conjunction). In this case the tide -
raising force due to gravity is equal to their
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(A)
Tide due to gravitational

'pull ' of sun

Fig. 8.-Spring tide, sun
and moon in opposition.

Fig. 9.-(i) Sun causes a high tide
at ' A'. At B ' a centrifugal tide
balances it. (2) Moon causes a high
id ''t e at 'D' . A t 'C a centrifugal
tide balances it. (3) Moon causes a moon are on opposite sides
low tide at ' B' of the earth, and in line.
and at ' A'. (4) (In opposition.) In this
Sun causes a low case, a solar high tide is formed on the side
tide at ' C' and nearest the sun and a balancing centrifugal
at ' D'. tide on the opposite side. See Fig. 8. Simi-

larly, on the side of the earth immediately
under the moon, a lunar high tide occurs, with
a balancing centrifugal tide on the side oppo-
site. Fig. 7 shows that the heights of these
tides are equal to those caused when sun and
moon are in conjunction as described in the
preceding paragraph. Spring tides therefore
occur twice in every lunar month.

Centrifugal tide
balancing (B)

combined " pull." But,
from what has already been
said, centrifugal force on
the other side of the earth
increases with the gravita-
tional pull, since the earth
and moon remain in orbit
about a common centre of
mass, and a similar tide
occurs on the side opposite
to the sun and moon.
See Fig. 6.

Again, once in every
lunar month the sun and
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Neap Tides

" Neap " is derived from the Anglo-Saxon
" nep," meaning " scanty." Neap tides are
those tides which, twice in every lunar month,
rise least at high tide and fall least at low tide.
In this case sun and moon are each causing
their own high tides in separate areas inde-
pendently of the other (Fig. 9). Thus a " low "
tide at the time of the moon's " quadrature "
(the moon's first and last quarter) is virtually
a solar high tide (one half the height of a lunar
" high ") added to a lunar low tide, and a high
tide is a lunar high tide added to a solar
" low."

Other Factors Affecting Tides
Since the orbit of the moon is an ellipse, it

is nearer to the earth (perigee) at one time than
another. (Apogee.) Gravitational attraction
therefore varies. The earth also moves in an
elliptical path around the sun, being nearest
to it at the time of the equinoxes. Declina-
tion, or angular distance north or south of the
equator, also varies and causes a variation in
the times of tides. All these factors vastly
complicate tidal -prediction in the preparation
of tide -tables.

The Common Centre of Mass
Reference to this was made in an earlier

paragraph. Tide -raising centrifugal forces on
earth are caused not by the earth's axial
rotation, but by its orbiting motion in com-
pany with the moon round a point which is
their common centre of mass. See Fig 7.
The earth's axial rotation causes currents of a
non -tidal nature between the poles and the
equator in both hemispheres and a permanent
equatorial " bulge " of about 25 ft.

A Spray Gun
(concluded from page 526)

swing without stickiness. Braze the parts
together.

'I he centre sliding member " K " is best
turned from a piece of round bar-admittedly
there is a considerable amount to file or
machine away to create the fin. dia. boss,
but it is not really worth while to braze
these two pieces. Tap right through the boss
and then again run the reamer through to
clear off any burrs that the tapping operation
throws up. Once this detail is made a trial
with the trigger " U " piece is an obvious
course and for this reason a slight amount
left on the length of the boss on " K " is
preferable as this allows an adjustment with
a fine file until all parts fit without undue
shake.

Assembling
Before attempting the assembly of this gun,

a few minutes spent in checking to see whether
the fitting bolts slide into their particular
holes without a suspicion of slackness, is
essential. Clean off all the sharp edges.

It is suggested that a reader concentrates
on obtaining a good sliding action of the pin
" G " when the trigger is operated before
attempting to fit the handle to the body as
this is a vital factor in the successful working
of the gun. Once this has been achieved then
sub -assembly of the handle details is possible.
Operate the trigger mechanism back and
forth a few dozen times before attempting to
fill the container with paint to ensure an easy
action is forthcoming. A complicated
assembly of this type usually manages to
produce one or two sticky places which
present problems in finding out exactly where
they are and how to cure them, and one of
the best cures is to work the mechanism about
until the tightness is gradually eased off. The
using of a lapping compound is not advised.

MAKE THIS ACROBATIC MONKEY FOR YOUR CHILD
THIS is an old but ever popular toy and

causes endless fun and laughter. Its
action depends on compression of the two
sticks against the base support; this causes the
string at the top to tighten and, in so doing, it
uncrosses and thus causes the monkey to turn
a somersault. Relaxing the pressure results
in another acrobatic movement when the
string re -crosses.

Method of Construction
The illustration gives all the necessary

4

Y4-0.

-116

astancepiece

10"

1/2

1"

Holes1/Zapart

measurements and explains method of
construction. The joints must work loosely;
they are made of wire slipped through the
small holes in the arms, legs and body of the
monkey, and turned over at each end. The
insertion of small spacing washers will assist
easy movement.

Finishing
Finish the toy in bright high -gloss colours,

painting the monkey as realistically as
possible.

X

String

,:c:.::::;:A..;:s;:'-r

Details of the monkey toy.
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RADIO LINK WITH
OTHER WORLDS

This controversial subject is discussed

by D. A. Watt

TWO American scientists are making
preparations for what may well make
1960 one of the greatest and most

exciting years in modern civilisation, and
could have a profound effect on the lives of us
all.

These scientists plan to use a radio tele-
scope to monitor radio signals coming from
interstellar space in the hope of detecting
signals transmitted by intelligent beings for
the purpose of establishing interstellar com-
munication. They have called the plan
" Ozma," after the fairy-tale queen of the far-
off land of Oz.

The scientists reason that as there is life on
Earth, and possibly some form of life on
Mars, it is highly probable that near one of the
many stars similar to our Sun there could be
civilisations similar to our own. Further, it is
very likely that one or more of these civilisa-
tions is more advanced scientifically than we
are and may even have been watching for
many years for signs of scientific development
near our Sun.

Assuming this were the case, the beings of
such a society might well have sought and
established a channel of communication and
are now waiting patiently for answering
signals which would tell them that intelligent
life exists near our Sun.

Radio Waves
This leads to the question how would this

channel of communication be established?
The only way we know is by radio waves, and
since we are assuming that those who are
operating the source are looking for a newly
developed society we can assume that their
signal will be beamed directly at us, and the

1 2 3 4

Time ----111".
2 4. 3es....

direction of the
radio signal all
that would be
left would be
to determine
what signal to
transmit. The
most logical
would seem to
be either a
series of prime
numbers in se-
quence, or
perhaps in the
form of simple
sums. Doubt-
less it will be
some sort of
pattern readily
recognisable
as an artificial
signal; some
possible pat-
terns are shown in Fig. T.

The scientists will first examine the nearest
likely stars, that is those within 15 light-years
of the Earth. (A light-year is a measure of
distance and equals the distance that light
waves travelling at t86,000 miles per second
cover in a year.) Among these stars there are
two very much like our Sun and are called
Tau Ceti and Epsilon Eridani. These two are
I1 light-years away and lie in the direction of
least background.

Radio Telescopes
Initially the Green Bank telescope will be

used. This telescope has a diameter of 85 ft.
and is really only suitable for signals up to

8  5 light-
years away,
but near it a
600ft. tele-
scope will
soon be built
in WestVirginia
which should
be capable of
picking up
signals from
6o light-years
away.

These radio telescopes are very similar to
the one at Jodrell Bank in this country which
was the first of its kind ever to be built. The
Jodrell Bank telescope has a diameter of
250 ft, and is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The principle on which a radio telescope
Paraboloid works is veryreflector simple as it is

really just a
special kind of

Incoming radio
waves /

Time --Pm"
*

Time
Fig. 1.-Possible signal patterns. Peaks indicate duration of signal.

frequency will be selected so that it can be
detected with the minimum of effort.

Fortunately in the most favourable radio
frequency region there is a unique frequency
called the hydrogen line and is 1420 mega-
cycles (wavelength 21 ems.). This is the
wavelength of radio waves emitted by neutral
hydrogen and since most of the matter in
space is neutral hydrogen, any observer in the
universe will be familiar with this frequency.

The power of the signal will have to be such
that it will overcome the background due to
the emission of its own star and also the
galactic emission. Although sending such a
signal with our present equipment would
require excessive power and would tax our
facilities to the limit, it is reasonable to
assume that a more advanced society would
have more highly developed equipment and
could easily maintain say too different beams
each aimed at a likely star.

Having established the frequency and

'C. X,/,1

Aerial

/.1(X Fig. 3.-A giant
parabola as used
at Jodrell Bank.

Fig. 2. - The
Jodrell Bank
radio telescope.

aerial for collecting radio waves. A radio
telescope capable of detecting signals from
stars must have a high gain and also be capable
of determining the accurate position of an
object; also for weak signals a large collecting
area is required. These requirements are
best achieved by the use of a giant parabola
which focuses incoming waves at a central
point at which the receiving aerial is placed as
shown in Fig. 3.

Jodrell Bank Telescope
The construction of the Jodrell Bank radio

telescope was in itself quite a considerable
feat. The reflector bowl and bowl framework
alone weighs 700 tons, and the total weight of
the steel structure is 2,000 tons. The para-
boloidal bowl is mounted on a central pivot
which is mounted on a cross girder carried by
two towers each 170 ft. high. It is rotated to
achieve elevation by four 25 h.p. electric
motors situated in the laboratories at the top
of the towers. The drive is transmitted to the
central pivot through 25ft. racks taken from
the gun turrets of the battleship " Royal
Sovereign." The towers are mounted on
bogies which run on a rift. gauge double
railway track, the inner bogies being driven
by 25 h.p. motors.

A complete electrical control system has
been developed so that the telescope can
automatically follow the path of the object
under observation. This uses magslips to
give signals proportional to the sine and co-
sine of an angle, in servo loops to solve the
fundamental equations of spherical geometry.
The range of speeds required varies from
about so deg. per hour for a star near the
southern horizon to infinity for a star passing
through the zenith.

To some readers the idea of seeking inter-
stellar signals will sound like " Science
Fiction." Nevertheless there is a strong
argument that if our star, the Sun, was able to
produce the Earth, which can support life,
then why should not other stars of similar
lifetime have produced other planets able to
support life? If there is the possibility that
such planets exist then there is also the
possibility that civilisations more advanced
than our own exist on one or more of them.
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HANDLING SHEET
GLASS

In this second article, S. M. Charlett deals
with bevel grinding and the permanent and

temporary marking of glass, etc.

Drilling Sheet Glass
NUMEROUS devices and techniques

have been described for the drilling of
holes in glass, including copper tubes,

spec'al drills, slow moving bits and many other
devices, but the writer has yet to find anything
more effective than the ordinary high speed
steel'drill, lubricated with a suitable abrasive
agent. Essential points of the technique are
not to hurry, and to regulate the speed or
rotation of the drill in accordance with the size
of the hole being drilled. The smaller the hole
the faster the drill may be turned, the larger
the hole the slower must be the drill. The
prime reason for this ruling is that the opera-
tion of drilling will generate a fair amount of
heat which cannot be dissipated entirely by the
method given below, if a large drill is used at
high speed. The result will be that the glass
will get hot, and either crack during drilling or
upon cooling.

Maintain a constant supply of abrasive
agent to the operational area. Attempting to

Fig. 8.-Grinding, using a piece of flat plate glass.

drill without the abrasive
supply is a waste of energy, and
may result in excessive heating
with subsequent damage.

Finally, the area of operation
must be kept as cool as possible
to avoid setting up undue
strains in the glass which will
cause splitting.

The first of these factors is
dependent upon the operator
for its reduction to minimum
of damage. The drill should rest upon the
point at which drilling is being performed, and
the weight of the brace should be the only
pressure upon it, no excess pressure being
exerted by the operator. The speed of rotation
of the drill itself, in relation to the driving wheel
of the brace, may easily be ascertained. This
should be regulated during
the heating effect noted above, and the writer
has found that the best speeds for drilling
range between 12o r.p.m. for holes of about

in. dia. to 4o to 5o r.p.m. for holes of
about fin. dia. Holes larger than fin.
but less than about ain. dia. are too
big for cutting and too small for
direct drilling, and these may be cut
by the method described in the next
column under " Drilling out larger
holes."

The technique of drilling is similar
to that with metal, with one or two
points of note. The points to be drilled
should be marked, and then well
roughened by lightly scratching with
the tip of a marking diamond. This
breaks the outer skin of the glass and
allows the drill to commence biting as
soon as it turns, thus avoiding the
annoying tendency of the drill to
" wander " before biting. The drill
may now be turned at a constant speed,
in accordance with the size of the hole,
until penetration is almost complete,
when speed should be reduced to about
a quarter of that suggested above until
penetration is made. During this
operation it is necessary to ensure that
the other two factors in the earlier list
are duly considered, i.e., that a con-
stant supply of abrasive is maintained,
and the area of drilling is kept cool.
Many workers have suggested a solu-
tion of camphor in turpentine as a
cooling agent and the writer has found
that a mixture of two parts coarse
carborundum paste and one part
camphor in turpentine will serve as a
combined abrasive and cooling agent.
This mixture should be liberally
applied to the drilling area, and should
be continually heaped up around
the drill itself as it is rotating. (See
Fig. 7.)

Fig. 7.-A combined abrasive and cooling agent being used
whilst drilling plate glass.

The Drilling Out of Larger Holes
The term " drilling out " is quite distinct

from " drilling " and its application to the
making of larger holes in glass is quite simple.
The actual hole is marked out on the surface
of the glass with a diamond. Inside the circle
a number of points are marked in such a way

outer circle. Such holes are drilled with a
small drill, about tin. is a suitable size, around
the inside of the circle, all touching the circle
itself and almost touching each other. When
they have all been drilled it is a simple matter
to tap the centre of the circle out, and to grind
the edge smooth and free from irregularities
by one of the following methods.

Flush Grinding and Edge Polishing
After cutting, a sheet of glass has a very

sharp edge which can prove dangerous on
handling. In addition, some irregularities may
be left in the edge due to bad cutting, or the
drilling out of holes as mentioned earlier. It
is possible to bind edges by the method known
as passe-partout but this is not always con-
venient and it is far better to render the edge
smooth by grinding or polishing. This oper-
ation is quite easily carried out with the aid of
an abrasive agent similar to that used for
drilling. In the case of a straight edge or the
edge of a disc the grinding is best carried out
by obtaining a piece of flat plate glass, pre-
ferably about tin. thick. The surface of this is
liberally coated with a coarse carborundum
paste and the edge to be polished is simply
rubbed to and fro on the plate until any
irregularities have been removed (see Fig. 8).
The piece of glass being polished should be
kept at right angles to the polishing plate
until the edge is perfectly flat, it should then
be held at an angle of about 75 deg. to the
grinding plate and the very sharp edge should
be removed with a few strokes to and fro. All
sharp edges should be smoothed and rendered
harmless in this way, taking care not to grind
a bevel on the edge, but merely to smooth it.
In the case of a disc, of course, care must be
taken not to produce an erratic curve in the
course of polishing the edge, and practice will
be needed to ensure this.

Where the edge to be polished is on a sheet
of glass too large to handle as above, a differ-
ent technique must be adopted. The follow-
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ing method can be used. A small piece of plate glass about
3m. x i4 in. x 4in. thick is stuck to a block of wood of
similar dimensions and about 21.11. thick, by means of Bostik
or a similar adhesive. This is then liberally coated with the
grinding agent and used to polish the edge of the glass
concerned (see Fig. 9). A little practice will enable the
reader to produce an evenly polished and smoothed edge,
at right angles to the plate.

Bevel Grinding
Where it is desired a bevel may be quite simply put on

a sheet of glass. The method is similar to that for polishing
edges with the difference that the edge, after being ground
flat and straight, is then finished at a chosen angle to the
surface of the glass. The two most common bevel angles are
6o deg. and 45 deg. to the plate surface. The glass to be
ground should be held at the chosen angle and the edge then
ground down as far as is required. It is sometimes useful to
support the work by means of wooden blocks, the sides of
which have been cut to the required angle.

Where the work is too large to handle as above then
the glass plate mounted on a wooden block may be used,

Fig. 9.-Polishing an edge by using a piece of glass stuck to a
block of wood.

and the writer has found it possible to
produce very good edges by this method.

The Marking of Glass
Glass may be marked for various reasons,

and upon the reason will, to some degree,
depend the method of marking to be used.
For permanent markings, methods which
actually penetrate the glass and leave a
mark are used. For non -permanent mark-
ings agents are used which stick to the
surface but are easily removed without
trace afterwards. These methods will be
considered separately.

Permanent Marking of Glass
The most usual way of marking per-

manent marks on the surface of sheet glass
is to use a diamond mounted in a wooden
pen -type holder. This instrument makes
only comparatively shallow markings, and
can be used to write, draw or paint on
glass surfaces.

Where drawings or writing of a deeper
nature than that of the diamond are required
the following glass marking ink may be
used, either with a sharp pointed stick or

Fig. To.-Method of temporarily marking glass.

with an ordinary steel pen
nib. The latter will rapidly
corrode.

Formula:
Glycerine ..  40 g.
Barium sulphate .. 15 g.
Ammonium bifluoride 20 g.
Ammonium sulphate x5 g.
Oxalic acid 8 g.
Distilled water ioo ml.

Dissolve all the solids in
water, then add the glycerine.
Use waxed or gutta percha
containers for mixing and
storage.

For very deep etching of
glass, for example, with grad-
uations or scales, it is possible
to use the formula given
below. It must be stressed,
that this is an extremely
corrosive reagent, and that
great care must be taken to
avoid splashing skin or cloth-
ing. Any splashes on the skin

should be dealt with immediately by
thoroughly washing under running water and
then dressing with a thick paste of sodium
bicarbonate until medical attention is obtained.

Formula:
Potassium bifluoride
Concentrated hydrochloric acid
Potassium sulphate ..
Distilled water

25o g.
25o ml.
15o g.
75o ml.

The salts are dissolved separately in some
of the water, and the solutions then mixed
together, the remainder of the water then
being added. The container is stood in a
bowl of cold water, and the hydrochloric acid
added very gradually with constant stirring.

All mixing and storage should be carried
out in waxed or gutta percha containers.

With both reagents similar techniques are
employed. The plate of glass to be etched is
first thoroughly cleaned with a detergent such
as Teepol, and finally well washed with dis-
tilled water. It should be allowed to air dry,
and the surface to be etched, well coated with
paraffin wax. The graduations or other design
to be etched are marked into the wax with a
sharp pointed tool (see Fig. so), taking care

that the glass is exposed and free from wax.
The chosen reagent should then be run on to
the surface, taking care not to get any on any
exposed surface other than the etch marks.
The reagent should be allowed to act until
the markings are of the required depth, the
time required being a matter of experience.
After the estimated time has elapsed the
reagent should be well washed away with
water and the markings examined. If they
are not deep enough the process should be
repeated; if they are deep enough the wax
should be removed and the plate cleaned with
hot water and a detergent.

Temporary Marking of Glass
For general purposes glass may be marked

by the normal grease pencil obtainable from
most stationers. For the best results the
pencil should be well sharpened and the
surface to be marked should be thoroughly
cleaned and free of grease.

For more accurate purposes the following
simple temporary marking ink may be used
with an ordinary steel pen nib.

Formula:
x o per cent. solution of gum arabic x o ml.
Indian drawing ink .. 90 ml.
Mix well together. This, when used to

write 'or draw on glass and allowed to dry,
forms a tough, durable, temporary mark
which is easily removed with hot water. It
will withstand normal handling which does
not involve excessive rubbing.

Where it is desired to use a stencil to pro-
duce a pattern on sheet glass the following
formula provides a suitable stencil wax.

Formula:
Paraffin wax (high melting point) 98 g.
Stearic acid .. .. 2 g.

Melt on a water bath and mix well together.
If desired a small proportion of an oil

soluble colour, or of carbon black may be
added to the molten mix and well dispersed
by stirring.

This should be applied to the stencil with a
soft brush while still molten, and then allow-
ed to become almost set before removing the
stencil from the glass surface. The wax is
easily removed with hot water and a detergent.

Next month's instalment will deal with the
making of mirrors.

1
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TRANS -CANADA Air Lines' pilots are " flying " sleek, 550 -mile -an -hour Douglas DC -8
jetliners without becoming airborne.

It's being done in a DC -8 flight -simulator, a million -dollar electronic mock-up of the
DC -8 cockpit, complete in every detail and capable of doing anything the aircraft can do-
except to leave the ground.

Built by Link Aviation Company, of Link Trainer fame, the simulator has been installed at
TCA's new $20,000,000 maintenance and overhaul base at Montreal Airport in an air-condi-
tioned and temperature controlled training building where it will soon be joined by " Viscount"
and " Vanguard " simulators.

It costs close to $1,200 an hour to fly the DC -8 jet; approximately a quarter of that to fly the
simulator.

Simulator Details
The DC -8 simulator is fully electronic, employing many of the same principles used to

guide moon rockets into outer space, including a magic brain of multiple computers, digesting
information and resolving it into the form of instrument readings and machine reactions. It has
been called the largest analogue computer in the world.

The DC -8 machine simulates any aircraft action down to the last perfect detail, even to
random passenger movement; while in " flight," simulator trim alters as hypothetical pas-
sengers walk up and down the aisles. This action automatically ceases when the seat -belt
warning lights are turned on.

Control Cabinets
The simulator receives its life from 21 control cabinets containing fantastically complicated

electronic and hydraulic equipment.
There are ten electronic cabinets, each with four racks, containing more than 4,000 vacuum

tubes, 500 amplifiers and 25o servo -motors; two power cabinets; four radio -aid cabinets;
three air-conditioning and blower cabinets to cool the simulator and ancillary electrical
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Instructor (seated) and pilot trainees' test flight
deck mock-up of DC -8 which is used for cockpit
familiarisation and class -room instruction.
Veteran pilots undergoing conversion course to
" jet flying " also train on a million -dollar
electronic " simulator " capable of doing evcry-
thing the aircraft can do-except leave the

ground.

Flight Simulator
This and some of the ground handling
and servicing equipment for Canada's
new jet service are described by

Donald S. Fraser

equipment; a dual -refrigeration and air-conditioning cabinet for the flight deck of the machine
and a 3,000 p.s.i. hydraulic package.

Power Supply
Most of the power for the machine comes from five generators driven by three 15 h.p.

electric motors, each generator supplying a different current. There is a plus Soo -V. generator,
a minus 3oo-V. generator, a plus 28-V. generator, a minus 28-V. generator, all direct
current, and a t so -V., 40o -cycle alternating current generator. Together, they supply enough
power to satisfy the electrical needs of 5o average -sized homes.

The hydraulic system actuates the simulator, nosing it up on take -off and climb, down on
descent, and banking it on turns.

Electronic noise generators duplicate the engine noise inside the cockpit, altering the roar of
the engines with the movement of the throttles.

Operation of the simulator is monitored on two control panels, one a long-range panel for
complete point-to-point flights, the other a local panel for airport operations.

The instructor can simulate in-flight incidents, such as loss of an engine in flight, failure of
an electrical system and the like, and can monitor the flight crews' corrective action.

The flight -deck instruments, duplicated on the control panels, respond to every action of
the simulator.

Ground Equipment
Flight crews and ground crews have other things to learn besides " flying " the DC -8

simulator. Mobile -ramp equipment for Trans -Canada Air Lines' new Douglas DC -8 jets will
cost more than did a " Super Constellation " to the pre -turbine era.

TCA has ordered more than $2,000,000 worth of self-propelled machinery for between -
flights servicing of the giant aircraft.

A single DC -8 requires 26 pieces of major ramp equipment of a dozen different types just
for handling on the ramp and for movement in and out of maintenance and overhaul hangars.
One " set " of 26 units cost over $21o,000.

First, there's the ground power unit, which supplies electricity to the immobile aircraft.
Twenty-two of these self-propelled units have been ordered at a cost of $14.,000 apiece. In
addition, six trailer -type ground -power units, costing $10,00o apiece, and four tractor -mounted
units, costing $5,500 apiece, are scheduled for delivery to the airline.

Fifteen self-propelled air starters, each worth $20,500, and three $12,000 " fly -a -way "
starters have been purchased.

Each of the 23 mobile staircases ordered by TCA costs $10,000. And each DC -8 requires
two of these units for loading and off-loading passengers.

Three combination heaters/air conditioners have been bought by the airline for $23,000
apiece, as well as 21 mobile heaters, each coating $6,000.

Nineteen baggage handlers are on order at $12,000 each. The big jets will require two
of these .units each, along with two $i6,000 food trucks, of which so have been ordered.

Then there are six $s r,000 lavatory trucks; five $9,000 water trucks, and four new baggage

Looking faintly like a ship from outer space,
this nose -up view of the giant DC -8 shows the
air liner with air starter connected prior to

starting up the four powerful engines.

tractors, each worth $4,500. A DC -8 on the
ramp will be serviced by three baggage trac-
tors and up cargo carts, but these units are
interchangeable for all types of aircraft.

In addition, four giant towing tractors,
costing $3o,000 apiece, have been purchased,
while orders have not yet been placed for
cabin trucks that will cost about $14,000 each.

All these highly mobile machines are able
to move quickly from one aircraft to another
as required, servicing one, then moving on to
the next.

This is the type of electronic instruction
and modern equipment that will aid com-
mercial jet pilots of the future, and enable
Canada to run a jet service throughout the air
lanes of the world.
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.'PRINT DRYER
by E.W. SUMMERS, B.Sc.

September, 1960

Fig. L.-The completed dryer with the apron turned back.

This unit costing approximately 10s. will
ensure that your prints do not curl.

THE drying of prints after they have been
thoroughly washed is often neglected
by the amateur photographer. They

are either allowed to dry overnight on a flat
surface or force -dried in front of a fire. Both
methods result in a badly cockled print
which is difficult to flatten.

The use of a print dryer will obviate this
trouble and also speed up the drying so that
a flat dry print may be had within a short
time after removal from the wash. To the
amateur who does not turn out many prints
the expenditure of several pounds on a
commercially produced dryer may seem un-
justified, but the unit described here is con-
structed from easily obtainable materials and
will cost little more than ros. It is shown in
Fig. I.
Materials Used

The main part of the assembly is a wooden
box in which is contained the heating ele-
ment. The curved lid is of aluminium sheet
and the apron is a piece of stout canvas.
The finished size of the dryer is immaterial
and can be made to suit individual require-
ments, although it is a wise plan to adhere
to the standard sizes of commercially
available models. A glazing sheet can then
be added at a later date if required or desired.
The author's own equipment is I sin. x
r sin., which will accommodate a standard
coin. x rq.in. glazing plate.

The box is made from /in. planed wood
and, as can be seen from the illustrations, the
shorter side -pieces are curved to ensure a
slight tension on the apron when in position.
The exact amount of curvature is not criti-
cal, but both ends should be the same to
prevent buckling of the aluminium sheet and
so they should be shaped with a spoke-
shave or plane whilst clamped together in the
vice. The upper edges of the longer sides of
the box are bevelled to follow this curve.
Wooden battens-or, better, tin. angles-
are screwed to the inside of the curved end -
pieces and these act as a support for a piece
of /in. plywood. This holds a sheet of
asbestos on which the heater is arranged.
The latter is a 200 watt coiled element cost-
ing about Is. 3d. which is intended for
winding on to the ceramic former of an elet-
tric bowl fire; it can be stretched to any
length.

This is arranged on the asbestos in a pat-
tern which will give a uniform distribution
of heat, and the " gridiron " design is best
as it allows the terminal points to come to-
gether. (See Fig. 2.)

Making -up
The design can be sketched on the asbestos

sheet with pencil and then pairs of holes are

made along it at suitable intervals with a
sharp -pointed instrument. The element is
stretched to the required length and held
in position with 28 g. wire pushed through
the holes in the asbestos and the ends twisted
together underneath. The asbestos is pinned
down-drawing pins or large -headed tacks
will do-and the ends of the element are
brought to a terminal block. A three -core
cable is attached to the other side of this
block, entry being made through a lin. hole
drilled for the purpose in one of the side
pieces.

The Top
The top of the box is of 20 g. aluminium,

the actual size being slightly larger than that
required to allow for finishing off. The
aluminium sheet is secured with c'sk. screws
along the top of one of the long sides, but it
is essential to earth this before finally screwing
down: as wet prints will be placed on it by
hand it is imperative to eliminate any possible
danger from electric shock. The aluminium
is next screwed down at either side on the
highest point of the curved side pieces and
finally along the other long side. No attempt
should be made to actually bend the alu-
minium or else deformation will occur; it will
readily assume a satisfactory curve when hot.
The overlapping edges of metal can now be
trimmed off and smoothed down with a file.

A hardboard base and rubber feet complete
the box.

The Apron
This is made from porous canvas-old

raincoat material will do, but if buying

Fig. 2.-Arrangement for laying the element on the asbestos.

deck -chair canvas it is important to ensure
that it is not of the waterproof variety. One
end should have at least a fin. hollow hem
sewn on it and both edges should be hemmed
to prevent fraying and to keep the canvas
taut when under tension. A piece of brass
valance rail is passed through the hollow
hem and two strong extension springs bolted
on as shown. To the other ends of these
springs is fixed a length of &in. brass rod,
notched to prevent the springs slipping.
The apron is stretched over the top of the
dryer and the free end pinned to the back
with drawing pins.

When in use, the Ain. rod clips under two

Fig. 3.-One of the brake blocks under which the
rod clips.

cycle brake blocks screwed to the front of the
box and grooved along their length on the
underside for this purpose. (See Fig. 3.) Two
small ventilation holes bored at each end of
the box complete the job, no painting or
varnishing being required or even desirable.
How to Use

In use, the unit is plugged into the mains
for about ten minutes before drying is to
commence, and the prints-after being washed
and then drained for a moment-are placed

face -upwards on the
aluminium cover. The
apron is pulled over and
tensioned by placing the
rod under the brake
blocks. Drying takes
about four minutes for
double -weight paper
and about ten minutes
when using a glazing
sheet. A dryer of this
size will accommodate
six 1 -plate prints, five
postcards or two whole -
plates. The prints are
dried with a very slight
convex curl due to the
curvature of the dryer
but on laying on a cool
surface soon flatten
themselves out. They
are then immediately
ready for mounting and
finishing.
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Each Metalide drill is packed
with an instruction leaflet in
a strong plastic wallet with
transparent window.

Basik

When you use a Screw,
use a Rawlplug too

With Rawlplugs you get a stronghold for every size of
screw in any masonry-brick, concrete, stone, slate,
tile, etc., etc. It is so simple to drill the hole with the
appropriate Rawltool or Metalide drill, insert the Rawlplug
and drive home the screw, that you will soon become an
enthusiastic Rawlplug user-and all your fixtures will be
safe. You can start with the simple POPULAR OUTFIT
which costs only 3s. Od. and when you become proficient
the larger outfits are available for your skill.

50 RAWLPLUGS FOR 213
This divided window box holds 50
Rawlplugs assorted over Nos. 8, 10 and 12
gauges in three different lengths of each size.
Incorporated in the lid of the box is a useful
gauge to help you to select the right size
screw for the Rawlplug.

rg..1,k1kk.FRE

HANDY BOXES
Handy shilling boxes

of Rawlplugs.
Assorted sizes of
Nos. 8,10,12 and
14 are packed for
easy storage
and selection.

for masonry drilling the easy way

Here is a cheap reliable masonry drill for the house-
hold handyman. Four sizes are made for use in a
hand brace or suitable electric drill. Just what you
need for that occasional domestic fixing job.

No.8 (3/16")
Green
Wallet

5/6

11-

10r

No. 10 (7/321
Blue

Wallet

6/ -

No. 12 (1/41
Brown
Wallet

6/6

No. 14 (9/32")
Grey

Wallet

7/ -

FREE RE -SHARPENING

The most efficient, precision
made, long lasting masonry drill
is the Rawlplug DURIUM (with
the free re -sharpening service).
We strongly advise this drill for
continuous drilling (such as
industrial operation) 17 Sizes from

No. 6 (/i) to No. 30 (1") and a long series for drilling right through walls.
Prices are from 9/6 each. For drilling glass use the special DURIUM
GLASS DRILL. Made in nine sizes from r to i" at 6/6 to 10/6 each.
Free Re -sharpening Voucher with each drill.

All Purpose Adhesive. Clear. Waterproof. Heat-
proof. Insulating. Handy tube 1/-, Large tubes
1/6d. DUROFIX is undoubtedly the finest value
for money today. It has such a wide range of
applications from simple woodwork repairs to
fine china, porcelain and glassware that no home
should be without a tube. Commercial tubes 51-;
k -lb. tins 2/9; 1 -lb. tins 10/6.

Real Wood in Putty Form. In dexterous fingers surprising
things can be done with Rawlplug PLASTIC WOOD.
Models can be made and coloured, intricate mouldings
rebuilt, splits in wood made good and, what is more it will
stick firmly to any non greasy surface-metal, glass,
vulcanite, plastic, earthenware, etc. Can be cut, planed
and sanded to glass smooth finish. Colours:-Natural,
Oak, Mahogany, Walnut. k -lb. tins 2/3; k -lb. tins 3/9;
1 -lb. tins 6/6.

Animal glue of tremendous strength. This popular
ready to use DUROGLUE is the handyman's friend. It
can be used for that immediate need and replaced in the
toolbox for another day. It is strong, reliable and for
woodwork an ever ready aid to fixing and repairs. It is
also suitable for many other materials but not for those
washed in hot water. f -lb. tins 2/6; 1 -lb. tins 4/9.

For quick easy repairs to Metalware. This scientific
preparation in paste form can be applied in a few seconds
and dries in a few minutes. Metal utensils in the house,
garage or garden can be put into good condition again by
the intelligent use of Rawlplug PLASTIC METAL
without heat or soldering iron. Not suitable for wireless
or electrical connections.

RAWLPLUG

110.8 KUM FIX11166IT

METALIDE

No. 8
FIXING KIT

Contents;-One No. 8 Met-
alide Masonry Drill, Six
each No. 8 x r and No. 8 x
I f" Rawlplugs and six each
No. 8 x 1" and No. 8
x countersunk steel
screws. Full instructions
for use are printed on the
back of the card.

The Rawlplugs and Screws are housed in a transparent
bubble which can be turned to release the contents as
required from the reverse side. This kit will simplify all
household fixing jobs. Ask to see one at your local dealer.

Durofast is the new contact adhesive by

DU RO FAST Rawlplug. It has absolutely amazing
strength yet is so flexible you can even fix
rubber soles to shoes with it. Durofast is
ideal for fixing laminated plastics to cabinet
tops and can also be used for fixing metal
to metal or glass to metal, rubber and felt
to wood, etc.

1f9
THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
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FACE THE FACTS . . .

Ask yourself these questions : Could I be
making fuller use of my abilities ? Holding down
a better job ? Earning better money ? If the
answers are yes,' then face the position
squarely. And do something about it-before
it's too late !

MAKE YOUR DECISION I

Once you are determined to succeed-and
have decided to take action-nothing can

stop you. But you need guidance. With the
help of I.C.S. training you can reach the top
faster and stay there longer.

TRAIN WITH I.C.S.
I.C.S. tuition is expert yet simple to follow,
covers hundreds of Courses yet is completely
Individual. You work at home, as a ' class of
one,' in your own spare -time. And you set
your own pace. This is the way I.C.S. have
coached many hundreds of thousands to
success. They can do the same for YOU !

The many subjects which I.C.S. teach are listed on
the right. Complete the coupon below and post it
off to us today. In return, we will send you a FREE
BOOK with full details - without obligation.

FILL /N TINS COUPON TODAY

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 169), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11.

Please send me FREE BOOK on

NAME AGE
(Block letters please)

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
Examination Students are coached until successful

I CS

9.60...

r
ADVERTISING

General Advertising, Copywriting, Retail & Departmental
Store, Layout & Typography, Market Research.
EXAMS. Joint Inter., A.A. & I.P.A. Finals.

ART
Oil & Water Colour, Commercial Illustrating, Figure
Drawing, Lettering.

BUILDING
Architecture, Clerk of Works, Building Construction,
Bricklaying, Quantity Surveying, Specifications, Heating &
Ventilation, Woodworking.
EXAMS. R.I.B.A., R.I.C.S., I.Q.S., L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk. of Wks.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering, Structural Engineering, Concrete
Engineering.
EXAMS. I.C.E., I.Struct.E.

COMMERCE
Book-keeping, Accountancy, Office Training, Costing,
Secretaryship, Shorthand & Typewriting, Computer
Programming, Storekeeping.
EXAMS. I.C.W.A., C.I.S., C.C.S., A.C.C.A., Inst. Bkkeepers.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
Architectural, Mechanical, Maths. & Machine Drawing,
Drawing Office Practice, Structural Drawing.

ELECTRONICS
Industrial Electronics, Computers & Maintenance.

FARMING
Arable & Livestock, Farm Machinery Maintenance, Pig &
Poultry Keeping, Market Gardening.

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS. Instn. of Fire Engrs., Fire Service Promotion.

GENERAL EDUCATION
Good English, Foreign Languages.
EXAMS. G.C.E., Subjects at Ordinary or Advanced Level.

HORTICULTURE
Complete Gardening, Flower & Vegetable Growing,
Fruit Growing.
EXAMS. R.H.S. General.

MANAGEMENT
Business Management, Hotel Management, Office Manage-
ment, Industrial Management, Personnel Management,
Work Study, Foremanship.
EXAMS. Br. Inst. of Mangmt. Inter., Final & Cert. in
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL & MOTOR ENGINEERING
Engineering Mathematics, Diesel Engines and Locomotives,
Production Engineering, Maintenance Engineering, Inspec-
tion, Workshop Practice, Welding, Refrigeration, Motor
Mechanics, Running & Maintenance (many other subjects).
EXAMS. I.Mech.E., Soc. of Engrs., Cert in Foremanship,
C. & G. Cert. in Machine Shop Eng.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Practical Photography.
EXAM. Photographic Dealers Association.

POLICE
EXAM Police Entrance.

RADIO, T.V. & ELECTRICAL
Radio Servicing & Engineering, T.V. Servicing & Engineering,
Radio Construction (with kits), Electricians, Illumination
Engineering, Basic Electrical Work.
EXAMS. Brit.I.R.E., Soc. of Engrs., C. & G. Certs. for
Telecom. Technicians, Radio Amateurs, Radio & TV Ser-
vicing (RTEB), Elec. Engrg. Practice, Electrical Installtns.

SELLING
Commercial Travellers, Sales Management, Retail Selling.
EXAMS. I.S.M.A., U.C.T.A.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Short Story Writing, Free -Lance Journalism.

MANY OTHER SUBJECTS INCLUDING
Industrial Instrumentation, Petroleum Production,
Textiles, Dressmaking, etc.

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE.
Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet radio receiver
Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.

PERSONAL CALLERS welcome at the I.C.S. Information
Bureau, 73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

the wor/ds largest correspondence school
over
6 million

Students
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II LETTERS 11
11 to the 11

III

EDITOR
The Editor does not
necessarily agree with
the views of his Correspondents

Life Spheres
SIR,-Twice during the second world war

while serving aboard merchant ships, I
was torpedoed and forced to take to a life-
boat. On one of these occasions, it was several
days before we were picked up and the
privations endured while exposed to all the
vagaries of sun and weather I will never
forget. Some of my shipmates were doubly
unfortunate in that they were injured and
shocked and we had no means of preparing
hot food for them or of providing the warm
beds and shelter which they needed. My
story is not unique and hundreds of others
endured similar and in many cases much
worse privations in open lifeboats. My own
experience and the knowledge of many others
prompts me to heartily endorse Mr. Karl
Albert's statement in the July issue to the
effect that the lifeboat as we know it is
obsolete and that something more efficient
must be found to replace it.

I am not an engineer and have no way of
knowing whether the life spheres he proposes
are a practical proposition, but I do know that,
looking at the protection and facilities offered
and comparing them with what is available in
a present day lifeboat, the life sphere, by
comparison, looks very attractive indeed.-
W. J. Toms (Liverpool). ,

Why More Speed?
SIR,-I read recently that it is visualised

that aircraft will be travelling across the
Atlantic at speeds in the region of 2,000
m.p.h. in the relatively near future. I notice
too that Donald Campbell is preparing for
another attempt on the World's Land Speed
Record in his new Li,000,000 " Bluebird."
Ocean travel, I hear, is about to be revolu-
tionised by a new type of liner in which the
hull is raised above the water on stilts-the
main advantage being again an increase in

Thermometer Modification

SIR,-One of the most irritating
things that happen in the

darkroom is the sliding of the ther-
mometer, resting on the edge of the
dish, into the developing or fixing
solution necessitating the washing
of the hands after its retrieval,
before paper or film can be handled.

To eliminate this trouble, the
rubber top of a disused eye dropper
was pressed on to the top of the
thermometer (right). The ridge
formed at the base of the rubber
grip effectively prevents the instru-
ment from slithering down into the
bath and the top makes a con-
venient and clean grip to handle.
It can be left in position perman-
ently.-W. A. Agnew (Glasgow).

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

speed. Is all this striving to travel around the
world faster, I wonder, really worth while?
Would there be any real advantage in being
able to cross the Atlantic a few hours quicker
and would not a return to the old more
leisurely methods of travel be of benefit to
everyone? At one time the prospect of a
journey was looked forward to as a relaxation,
but now so much rush is involved and it is
over so quickly that its only effect is to
quicken the already too fast tempo of living.

I mention speed particularly, but this is
only one facet of progress, the whole of which
is, in my opinion going too far too quickly.
Scientists are already discussing inter-
planetary travel. Why travel to other planets,
when we are making such a poor job of
managing our affairs on this one? Why don't
we all slow down and take a good look at
ourselves and then use the money now being
squandered on extravagant and far fetched
research to ensure that all the peoples of the
world are properly fed, housed and educated
and enjoy a reasonable standard of living.
When this has been achieved is the time to
start looking into space.-S. D. J. (Bristol).

Bering Dam Scheme
SIR,-The article in the May issue of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS on the Bering
Dam Scheme seems to me nothing short of
madness. Has any consideration been given
to the rise in the sea level due to the melting
of a vast amount of ice? I doubt very much if
the Gulf Stream would continue to heat
Europe and Britain and, further, the scheme
might well have a very unbalanced effect on
the rotating earth and quite easily cause an
alteration in tilt and rotational position. I
hope I will not be present when, if ever, it
eventuates.-R. F. MACDONALD (Johannes-
burg).
Author's Comments :

I think that Mr. MacDonald's objections to
the Bering Dam scheme are quite valid, and if
it were ever decided to go ahead with the project
very careful consideration would have to be
given to all the possible side effects.

The article described the Russian proposals
only and no attempt was made to investigate the
possible undesirable side effects. For myself I am
inclined to think that the scheme might cause
some very drastic upheavals in the world's
climate, but this does not imply that it is not
worthy of the very closest consideration by all
the countries concerned.

Leclanche Cell
SIR,-As a regular reader of this journal

and a keen amateur in chemistry and
electricity, I was very interested in Mr.
Sutton's article on " The Evolution of the
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P.M. BINDING OFFER
AS a service to our readers we have

arranged for self -binders to be
supplied in which they may preserve the
copies of this journal. Copies can be
inserted as received, and you do not
therefore have to wait for the completion
of the volume. You secure the same all-
time protection as with ordinary binding.
The self -binders are in black waterproof
and greaseproof cloth, attractively lettered
in gold. This system avoids copies
becoming damaged or mislaid. The Easi-
binder opens flat at any page of any
separate edition and gives quick reference

facilities. When the volume is complete
our annual index, published at is. 3d.,
should be inserted.

Binders cost r is. 6d., post free. Orders
should be sent to the Publisher (Binding
Dept.), Geo. Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

Fuel Cell," which appeared in the July issue.
While reading it, I was very surprised to find
a mistake in the diagram of a Leclanche Cell:
The carbon being the positive electrode, not
the zinc. When zinc is employed in a
primary cell, it will be nearly always the
negative electrode, as aluminium and mag-
nesium are the only metals more electro-
negative than zinc that are likely to be used in
a cell.-D. C. LONG (Harrow).
Mr. Sutton's Reply:

Your observations regarding the marking of
the electrodes in the illustration is perfectly
correct. Of course the carbon electrode is the
positive one and the zinc the negative electrode.
This error should have been noted when passing
the proofs but we regret that it was over-
looked.
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TRADE NOTES
II REVIEW OF NEW TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, ETC.

STANLEY " SENIOR " TOOL CHEST
THIS latest Stanley tool chest contains a complete 52 piece outfit

of craftsman -quality woodworking tools, including combination
and rebate planes. The chest is finished black on the outside with a
pale blue interior and bronzed hardware has been used for the hinges,
handles, and catches. There is an upper storage tray with hinged flap,
two sliding trays and spare storage space at the bottom for electric
tools or any additional items. The dimensions are 2.7in. x x6 in. x
rain. and the total weight is 721b. The price is L43 16s. and the
manufacturers are: Stanley Works (G.B.) Limited, Rutland Road,
Sheffield, 3.

Additional news from Stanley's is that three new lightweight models
have been added to their range of hammers. They are a 6oz. Warring-
ton pattern hammer (No. W.00, price 7s. 3d.), a 31oz. Warrington pin
hammer, sometimes known as a telephone hammer (No. CP/31,
price 6s. 9d.) and a 4oz. ball pein pin hammer (No. B.P./4, price
6s. 6d.).

BRIDGES HOME DECORATING SET
PREPARED specially for the home decorator, this kit is designed to

eliminate much of the hard work involved and to help obtain a
professional finish. A 6in. sander polisher is included for use on wood-
work, floors, walls, and windows, a 31in. wire cup brush for treating
metal window frames, etc., and the Nu -sander attachment for finishing
flat surfaces. Also part of the kit is the Bridges paint spraying attach-
ment for use with paint, distemper and varnish; a handy paint stirring
attachment is also included. The price of the kit is Liz 18s. 2d.,
including the wall panel, but the drill is extra.

THE KITHART
THIS kart has live axle driving both rear wheels giving maximum

traction and complete control at all speeds. The " Build It
Yourself " component parts of the Kitkart are made and designed
by Hayters Limited, of Spellbrook, Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire.
There is a choice of two engines: The Clinton A.490, 98 c.c. with
centrifugal clutch and rewind starter, or the JLO 98 c.c. with direct
drive. The Kitkart is on view at the above address, from where also
can be obtained full details regarding prices, etc.

GLASS FIBRE REPAIR KIT
ANEW plastic repair kit now on the market makes it quicker and

easier than ever before to repair damage to cars and caravans
with glass fibre bodies. The instructions on the box are simple to
understand and easy to carry out. The kit includes a tin of laminating
resin, a tube of hardener paste, a packet of inert filler powder and
supplies of glass fibre mat, tissue and ribbon. This can also be used
for carrying out all kinds of glass fibre repairs, including furniture,
kitchen equipment, etc. The retail price of the kit is 8s. 6d. and it is
available from most motor accessories stores and caravan suppliers.
The manufacturers are Holt Products Limited, New Addington,
Surrey.

COLLETT SOLDERLESS KIT
ACLEAN fast economical method for joining terminals to wire is

obtained by using the Collett de Luxe S-17 solderless terminal
crimping kit. This contains a general purpose assortment of two gross
of solderless terminals together with lengths of special sleeving and a
Collett crimping tool. This is a 3 -way tool and enables wire cutting to
be carried out with a special blade in the shank, wire stripping by using
one of the six positions and crimping by placing the terminal in the
correct crimp channel in the nose of the tool. The kit is housed in a
very strong steel box with a hinged lid and costs L5 x 8s. complete. The
manufacturers are Collett Manufacturing Co. Ltd., of 347 and 349
Goswell Road, London, E.C. x

SPOT LIGHT SCREWDRIVER
THE problem of trying to screw (or unscrew) a screw in a dark

corner has been solved by the introduction of a screwdriver with
a light in its handle. A chuck in the centre of the reinforced plastic
base of the chromium plated handle securely holds any one of the four
sizes of screwdrivers that are supplied with the light -driver. You
simply switch on the light and use as an ordinary screwdriver. The
" Sunrise " comes in a plastic case that houses the light -driver and
four different sizes of screwdrivers and costs tos. complete (excluding
battery). It is marketed by G.B.C. Electronics Limited, 121 Edgware
Road, London, W.x, and is available from most electrical stores and
car accessory shops.

The Stanley
" Senior "
tool chest.

(Above)Bridges space saving
wall panel.

(Right) Solderless terminal
crimping set.

(Below) The " Sunrise "
light -driver.
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FOR SALE
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment; available from
stock. -Universal Electrical, 221 City
Road, London, E.C.1.

COMPRESSORS
Twin Cylinder 21 cu. ft. per min. 150
lbs. pressure, base mounting complete
with vee driving wheel, £2 C.F.
S.A.E. for list of Motors, gauges.
Safety Valves, Air Line, etc.

Dept. P.M.3,
WHEELHOUSE

13 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW
Phone: HOU. 350

ASTRO TELESCOPE MAKING. -
Standard Ramsden Push -in Eye-

pieces, tin., lin., sin., focus, 35s., with
R.A.S. thread, 42s. 6d. ea. S.A.E. list,
Object Glasses, Newtonian Mirrors,
Diagonal Mounts, Focusing Mounts,
Tripods, Mountings and Terrestrial
Telescopes. -W. Burnet, Grand Sluice,
Boston, Lincs.
TELESCOPES and Accessories. S.a.e.

for catalogue.-Woodthorpe Instru-
ments, 12 Revesby Road, Woodthorpe,
Nottingham.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS' CLEARANCE

BALL RACES, r x I' bore, r x 3/16'
bore, r a t- bore, 1/6 ea., I' x r bore
2/- ea., 25' x 1" bore, 8/6 ea.
HYDROMETERS. Acid 3/- ea.
MIN. MOTORS. 45v., reversible, permanent
magnet, totally enclosed, 5/. ea.
NIFE CELLS. 1.2 v. 8 amp., x 1'
unused. 5/- ea., 48/- doz.
PRISMS. Magraying 14/16' eq., 2/6, on adj.
frame, 2 filters, 5/- ea.
MORSE KEYS. Small, 2/-. Medium IV-,
Larger, 8/6. Large Cow.. 10/,
KEY SWITULES.D.P.O.O., 2/6 ea., 25/. dozen.
GERM. DIODES. 1/- ea., 10!- doz., ;medals 2/ -
Extra sensitive 3/-.
OCTOPUS GALL RACE REMOVERS, 213.,list 212
VAR SLIDERS. 10 ohm. 80 w. for chargers.
train controls, etc., 8/- ea.
5' A.C. AMP. METERS. 0-50 51. Iron, 22/C ca.
NIX. B.S. BULBS. Suitable model rlyo., etc.,
1/- each, 10/- doz.
MAINS EXTRACTOR FAN OR BLOWER. 6'
dia. 2,800 r.p.m., 75/- ea.
HOURS RUN METER. Mains 22/6 ea.
V.H.F. CHASSIS. Parts useful model control,
etc., confab. over 50 components, coils, con-
densers, resistors, valve holders, etc. 5/6 ea.
TOGGLE SWITCHES, 1/-. PANEL FUSE
HOLDERS, 1/6. 12 -WAY CONN. BLOCKS 1/6
8.5 BULBS. 2/6 doz.
METERS. 500-0.-500 Microarap. dia.
17/6 ea. Dual range 0-5v. 0-100 v. POD 1m/a.,
20/- ea. 200 Deroamn., 25' 30/. ea.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. wave 5/- ee.
Medium and long 6/8 ea.
I.T.A. AERIALS. New. 8 -element, 22/6;
5 -element, 27/6; Co -on cable 6d. per yd.: air
spaced, Dd. per yd.
HEADPHONES. Moving Iron low impedance
5/..; balanced armature, low 10/-; high, 15/-;
moving coil, low only, 10/- pr. pair.
SOB TIME CLOCK Elev. 06.10.0 ea.
SELEN. RECS. 12 v. 1 amp., 5/-; 2 amp.,
11/6; 9 amp., 12i6; 4 amp., 15/-. 500 v. lamp.
cont. 80/8t mm. disc,. 10/- ea.
DESK TELEPHONES. 1_ (1) -,with dial, 70/-.
METAL BOXES. Well ventilated. Ideal
chargers, power packs. etc 11' x 11' x 7'
high, 8/6 ea.
12-24 V.D.C. MOTORS GEARED. Small and
powerful, 4-8 r.p.m., ea-
MICROSWITCHES. 2/- ea., 20/- per doz.
PRESSURE GAUGES. 250 12/6 ea.
MULTI -WAY CABLE. P.V.L. 12 WAY
SCREENED. 2/- yd. 12 yds. 20/-.
VENDER SILVER -ZINC ACCUMULATORS.
11.105. I5/- ea. New. 6 for ;NW-.
STELLITE 100 Tool bite, square, 6' long; 5'
12/8; 5/16' 15/-; I" 25/-.
KLAXON 115 volts, cap. start motors 23 es.,
with gear boa 84 r.p.m. 58.10.0. en.

Enquiries S.A.E. please.
HUGGETT'S LIMITED

2/4 PAWSON'S ROAD. WEST
CROYDON SURREY.

FOR SALE (Continued)
PRACTICAL MECHANICS " 1933-

1960, volumes, parts, indexes. -32
Broughton Road, Skipton, Yorks.

2 OM COMPONENT BOXES each
I.".° with 10 adjustable compart-

ments, 2 x 11 x 11 and press on lid.
Ideal for nuts, screws, etc. 3/11 each, 6 for
£1, post free. -Jervis, 16 Manor Road,
Brampton, Chesterfield.

RECTIFIERS 2/9. 250v. 100m.a. Full or
Half wave. Salvages Gntd. P. & P. 1/3.
gin. P.M. SPEAKER 9/6. Highest quality.
Fitted with O.P. Transformer. P. & P. 2/6.
TELEPHONE SETS 7/9. Ex-W.D. Wire-
less remote control unit E Mk 11 (ZA
11954) Morse Telmer, Switched, Jack
Plugs. Less Phone. Ins., Carr. 3/6.
P.P. COMPONENTS LTD. 219 Ilford Lane,
Ilford, Essex. Stamp for FREE Catalogue.

MODERN STEAM CAR'S 120+
m.p.h.-steam at turn of switch,

two pedal control, amazing performance,
silence and economy. Illustrated descrip-
tion in magazine, also steam launches and
stationary power units. Lists of drawings,
castings, etc., 5/- post free.-" Light
Steam Power," P.M., Kirk Michael, Isle
of Man, U.K.
AIR COMPRESSORS, single cylinder,

two stage, 21 cu. ft. mm. at up to
450 p.s.i.; suitable for spraying, etc.;
condition as new but slightly store soiled;
cost over £10; bargain at £2 Os. Od. each.
Air Lines, 40ft., new, 30s. -Cooper, 10
Fowler Street, Nechells. Birmingham, 8.
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HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES 5/1

WITH 2 SPARE NEEDLES
excellent for precision oiling, etc.

SIMA Serum Glass 2 c.c.
Wonderful value. Each 5/1.

Per doz. 54/-.
SIMA Needles, Stainless Steel.

Sizes 12, 17 or 18. Per doz. 4/-.
All Orders Post Free.

G. ROGER -SMITH
(Dept. 7), Syringe Supplies,

38 OLD FARM RD., LIVERPOOL, 23

PATENTS
PATENTING SERVICES. - Advice.
2- Qualified agent. -C. L. Browne, 114
Greenhayes Ave., Banstead, Surrey.

PHOTOGRAPHY

BELLOWS,
Camera, Enlarger, Process.

Industrial Collapsible Machine
Guards. -Beers, 4 St. Cuthbert's Road,
Derby. (Tel. 41263.)
PROJECTORS. Home Assembly Kits

from £5 17s. 6d. Fan Base Kit
£3 7s. 6d. Opticals: Screens. S.a.e.
Marshall Smith Ltd., 64 Norwich Avenue,
Bournemouth.
EXPOSURE METERS. -Build your

own universal double -range incident
light exposure meter with 50 x 37 mm.
photocell, f/1.4 to f/32. 1/1,000th to 60
sec. film speed 19 to 37 deg. B.S. complete
component kit, 50/-; all size selenium
photocells in stock. S.a.e. details. -G. R.
Products, 22 Runnymead Avenue, Bristol,
4.

STEEL SHELVING
RIGID AND SELF-SUPPORTING

50/ 72" high x 24' wide
x 12' deep

SOP_72" hxiglit2i.< deep34c wide

GROSVENOR INDUSTRIES LTD.
77 GROSVENOR ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1. Victoria 4375

HOBBIES
NEWTONIAN Telescope Making.-

6in. Mirror Blank and Tool (cut
plate glass, as cut) 35s. per pair; Grinding
Polishing Kit (powder, pitch, rouge),
27s. 6d.; Rectangular Aluminised Opticals
Flats, 15s. each; all post free. S.A.E. for
lists including Ramsden Eyepieces. -L. J.
Mays & Co., 20 Clover Rd., Timperley,
Altrincham, Cheshire.
CATALOGUE NO. 14 Government
"-' Surplus and Model Radio Control,
over 500 illustrated items. 2s. (refunded
on purchase). P/P. 6d. -Arthur Sallis
Radio Control Ltd., 93(B), North Road,
Brighton.

GILMOUR-VALE
GAS TORCHES
for CALOR GAS.
We offer a powerful torch to all
Calor Gas users, 33/6, and a Safety my
Coupling Valve, 15/6. Complete fal
outfit: Torch, Valve, 6 ft. H.P. Hose 1/80
with Hose Clips, assembled ready for
use, 58/-. Ask for illustrated list of
torches for town and bottled gas,
with prices of all the materials for metal
iointing. 3d. stamp please.

G. M. VALE & Co., 55 Park Road
Wellingborough, Northants

SEREN

ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES
Warehouse Road

Stebbing, Dummow, Essex
EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
spiders, etc. Do -It -Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

HANDICRAFTS
TROPICAL SHELLS. All sizes for

handicrafts, jewellery, aquariums,
ornament. Catalogue, 6d. Mixture,
6s. 11d. lb. Post free. -Chapman, 14
Moreton Close, Tottenham, N.15.

JEWELLERY
JEWELLERY Simply Made. Catalogue

Free. Brooches, Earclips, Rings,
Marcassite. - Webbs Handicrafts, 46
Burnway, Hornchurch, Essex.

MISCELLANEOUS 
AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment, Ballraces and Miscellaneous
items. Lists 3d.-Pryce, 157 Malden
Road, Cheam.

0 -KART Repairs, Engines tuned,,
repaired, R.A.C. repairers. Cars,

m/cycles, scooters, overhauled; reboring;
sleeving; crankshafts re -ground; line -
boring; turning; welding, etc. Spares,
accessories, engine reclaim. -47 Hesling-
ton Road, York. (55481.)

TOOLS

BLACK & DECKER
D.500 in.

ELECTRIC DRILL
Plus 10 attachments, everything new.

full maker's guarantee.
BARGAIN C7 8s. 6d. LOT.

DRYSDALE
58 Commerce Road, London, N.22

Telephone BOWES PARK 7221

GENUINE DISPOSAL. -Black and
Decker D 500 Drill plus 10 attach-

ments; everything new; full maker's
guarantee; bargain, £7 lot. Details from
Box 9.

6' Supa Ezered Gauge

trIdealravimmerifor7h/e6eHaacnhdymp.a4np,7E9nd:
En-

gineers, Storekeepers. In, Out
and Depth in 1/32" and M/M. Plated.
Buy direct from makers. S. 3. PARKER
& CO., 140/1 Longden Coleham,
SHREWSBURY.

SELECTA 2 Speed Drill
plus 13 attachments

Everything new. Full maker's guarantee.

LI2 10s. the lot. Carriage 3s. 6d.

DRYSDALE
58 Commerce Road, London, N.22.

Bowes Park 7221

WOODWORKING
QAWBENCHES, 6in. to 30in. from £7.

Motorised, £16. Petrol Portable, £29.
Handsaws, £14. Lathes, £10. Saw
spindle and planer assemblies. Chain
Saws. Logging and Firewood Machines.
Motors, Engines. Deferred terms. Send
Is. 9d. for Handbook -Catalogue. List free.
-Beverley Products, South Thoresby, 18,
Alford, Lincs.
QAWBENCHES.-Cast Iron. Rise and
LI Fall. 6 in., £6/19/6. 8 in., £10/10/-.
Carriage extra. -Drysdale, 58 Commerce
Road, Wood Green, London, N.22.

RADIO
LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTI-

CAL RADIO COURSE. Home
study teaches you basic radio, electronics
and electrical theory with practical train-
ing. Build your own 4 -valve TRF and
5 -valve superhet radio receiver; Signal
Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.
Moderate fees include all books and
equipment. -Write for FREE Prospectus
to I.C.S., Intertext House, Parkgate
Road (Dept. szrA), London, S.W.IS.

99 if you use a PARKING LIGHT you need..6 6Liton AUTOMATIC
PARKING LIGHT SWITCH
Controlled by a photoelectric cell sensitive to day -light.
Turns lights on at dusk, off at dawn, AUTOMATICALLY ! !
A MUST for the MOTORIST without a garage. 6 or 12 volts.

Easy to build and install

KIT OF PARTS 52/6

READY BUILT 57/6

PHOTOCELLS ONLY
unmounted: 12/6, mounted: 25/ -

also PHOTOELECTRIC BURGLAR ALARM -GARAGE
DOOR OPENER -LIGHT SAVER. Kit of parts £4 12 6.
Built: £5 10 0. Full details and circuit of any project -6d. stamp please.

" ST. JOHN'S RADIO," 156 St. John's Hill, LONDON, S.W.I1
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CLASSIFIED (continued)

ELECTRICAL
QELF starting synchronous num., 200/
" 250 v. 50 cycles complete with
detachable geared mechanisms. 10s. each.
-James S. Graham, 73 Acre Road,
Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase,1 h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. £10. 2.6

H.P. TERMS I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. £10. 2.6
AVAILABLE. h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. £11.11.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. £1 1.11.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval against
cash. Carriage paid mainland. State voltage.

P. BLOOD & CO.
ARCH STREET. RUGELEY. STAFFS.

I

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS at extremely competitive

prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable, 35s. 100
yards; Lampholders, 7s. doz.; 5ft.
Battens, 49s.; quality and immediate
despatch guaranteed. Request list.-
Jaylow Supplies, 93 Fairholt Road,
London. N.16. (Telephone: Stamford
Hill 4384.)

LET US INTRODUCE YOU
to an old thrill revived. Early experi-
menters derived much pleasure from
simple radio circuits. Transistors enable
you to recapture the old thrill. Radios
can be made simply and cheaply using
these devices. The only power is a
small flashlamp battery lasting weeks.
Our "Notes on Transistors" show you
how. Send 8d. stamps to

MORCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
(MOORES (SHEFFIELD) LTD.)

8-10 Granville Street, Sheffield, 2

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for reliability and speed,
coupled with reasonable charges. Part
jobs welcomed. Material supplied. -
Hereford Watch Co., 13 St. Owen Street,
Hereford.
T EARN to be a Watch and Clock
-11-i Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at unbeatable
prices, including instructional books.
Swiss watchmakers' tools, watches, watch
and clock movements, lathes, cleaning
machines, all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine selection
of musical box movements and kits. Send
9d. P.O. for bumper bargain catalogue. -
The Watchmakers Supply Company
(Dept. P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRS. --

Through or part jobs. -Price list
from W. W. Allondale, 81 Teviot Avenue,
Aveley, Purdeet, Essex.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send 6d. for " Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. B.),
Watchmakers Mail Order Service,
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford.

EDUCATIONAL
" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and

Electronics made easy by a new,
non -maths. practical way. Postal instruc-
tions based on hosts of experiments and
equipment building carried out at home.
New courses bring enjoyment as well as
knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free
brochure from: Dept. 12.P.M., Radio-
structor, 40 Russell Street, Reading, Berks.

AV W
LEARN

RADIO & T/V
SERVICING and

ELECTRONICS
and how to make and build your own
equipment -using an exciting new
practical apparatus course. Ideal for
starting your own business or as a
fascinating hobby.
FREE Brochure, without obligation

FROM RADIOSTRUCTOR 0 80
READING BERKS

Britain's leading radio training organisation

SITUATIONS VACANT
AM.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City' and Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring
high pay and security. "No pass -no
fee " terms. Over 95% successes. For
details of exams and courses in all branches
of Engineering, Building, Electronics,
etc., Write for 148 -page handbook -free
-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 9G78), London, W.8.
ENGINEERING COURSES by post.

A.M.I.Mech.E., City & Guilds, etc.,
and many practical training courses in
Mechanical, Motor and Electrical work.
No books to buy. -Write for FREE
f,:i-cti:geLttusHosutastei,n$arskug'-'teect

Roadt 1(6eg,t'.
520, London, S.W.i t.
TOES ON SHIPS. -At last a book giving

details of jobs, opportunities and
en into sea -going employment. 4/-.-
P. . S. Dept. PM, 21 Warwick Street,
Oxford.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
IPASY TO FOLLOW KITS to build a
Jul Boat at home -for Cabin Cruisers,
Runabouts, Canoes, Prams, Dinghies and
Enterprise Sailing Dinghies. Brochure
from: Wyvern Boats (Wessex) Ltd., Mil -
borne Port, Sherbome.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Transistors, all leading makes, Red spot
(Audio) 5/-, White spot (RF) 7/, All
post free.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom., in
self-contained metal case; can be used to
make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, com-
plete with valves and Fitting Instructions,
20/-, post 3/-. Useful wooden box with
partitions to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
Amplifier, containing resistances, conden-
sers, transformers, switches, etc., but less
valves, 10/-, post 3/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/6. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar instruments,
moving coil, 8/6. All post, 1/6. Mask
type with switch, 3/6, post 6d. Throat
Mikes, 5/-, post 7d. Mike Buttons (car-
bon), 2/, Moving coil, 3/6, post 4d.
Accumulators, 2 volts, unspillable, 7" x 4"
x 2". Brand new 5/6 each, post 1/6.3 for
15/-, post 3/6. 6 for 28/6, post 5/-.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., m/c. 8/6; 25 v.
2in. m/c. 8/-; 3.5 amp., 2in. T.C., 6/-;
100 mA 2in., m/c. 7/6, all post extra.
Meter (L. & R.) containing 2,500 micro -
amp movements, 9/-, post 1/6.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc., 9/-, post
1/-. Similar Transformer but output of 4,
8 or 12 volts, 13/6, post 1/6. BUZZERS
for use with either the above or batteries,
4/3, post 5d. New Ding Doug Chimes.
Housed in a pleasing ivory case. Operates
on two 41 v. flat batteries, fitted within
the case, or by our 12 v. Transformer,
21/7. Also Big Ben Chimes, for use with
battery or transformer, 19/6, both post 1/6.
G.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets, 12/6,
post 1/6. Telephone Hand Generator, 8/6,
post 2/-. Telephone Bell, 3/6, post 9d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" side of switches, etc.
2/6, post 4d. Diodes, 1/6. .0005 Variable
Condensers, 2/6, post 9d. Fire or Burglar

Alarms, mains operated, with powerful twin
6" dome bells, 35/-, post 3/6, worth £10.
Headphones in Good Order, 6/-. Better
Quality. 7/6 and 10/-. Balanced Armature
Type (very sensitive), 13/6. All post 1/6.
New Single Earpieces, 3/6. Bal. armature
type, 4/6 (two of these will make an inter-
com. set). Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, 2/6, post 6d.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTF.AD, LONDON, E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
3d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

PLAY THE PIANO
REED ORGAN
or ACCORDION

in 3 months
New Home method.
Definitely the easiest
and quickest. Even
if you have never
played a note, you
will be able to read
music at a glance.

Writs today without
°Warta°. for

FREE LESSON
state instrument

KLAVARSKRIBO INSTITUTE (BZ.8)
67 HIGHBURY NEW PARK, LONDON, N.6

for your
Variable -Speed
drive !

-two, anzi4ilde

Hundreds of these famous VICKERS Precision
Transmission Units are now used by many
prominent U.K. firms for research and
production.
Light - reliable - positive - easily adapted.
Send to -day for leaflets and list of accessories.
Bargain prices while stocks last:
Unit tested - £15; overhauled and tested - £25
!usual price E41-10); Motorized (1 hp'3 phase/.
£45 {usually £61 - 18 - 0). amps

TOR VAC LHISTON
CAMBRIDGE

ARCMOBILE V

217.10.0 (inc. delivery). Cash with order.
A complete self-contained Arc Welder
using standard flux -coated electrodes of
14g. and 16g. 210/250 V. A.C. Mains
consumption 13 Amps. Welds sheet metal
down to 22g. and steel and iron section
up to 3/I6in. thick in a single run.
Heavier sections can be welded by multiple
tuns (building up). Infinitely variable
welding current by hand -wheel. Maximum
welding current 65 Amps. Minimum 15
Amps. Weight 85 lbs.
Dimensions: llin. high. 12in. wide, 13in.

long.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.
JORDAN STREET. KNOTT M'LL

MANCHESTER. IS

space
TELESCOPES

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Size 2" r 4" Diameter

Refracting and reflecting.
Magnification 50 to 240x. Moon Maps, Star

Chart, etc. World Wide Testimonials,
FROM

5/6 WEEKLY
(Stamp for lists)

J. K. M. HOLMES
& CO. LTD. (Dept P.M.

Sr4enc& tnstrurnerc Makef-5$
Martins Bank Chembers,North Shields

84)

Automatic (Time) Switches
New and reconditioned 15 day clockwork

and electric switches

from 35/ -
Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to:-

DONOHOE (TIMERS)
l& 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH

SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS. Low voltage,
with gearbox, 24 v. D.C., but good at 12 v.
or lower, Two shafts, 4 and 16 R.P.M. at
12 v., 6 and 24 R.P.M. at 24 v. Operate 8
sets of cams and also plunger giving powerful
lateral thrust. Takes under 1 amp. Wonder-
fully versatile motor. Each 25/-, post 2/-.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANSFORMERS,
11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for 6 and 12 v. Charging
at 11 amp.). Each 17/8, post 1/9.
RECTIFIERS to suit above. Each 7/8, poet
1/, (These transformers and rectifiers will run
above motors.)

TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two in series with
battery make intercom.). Each 17/6, post 1/6.
TRIPODS. 38in. long. Very rigid (not tele-
scopic). Easily adapt to camera, etc. Each
12/8. rust 2/6.
MOTORS 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed, tin, shaft.
(converted ex R.A.F. motor generator -power
about equal to sewing machine motor). Useful
addition to workshop. Each 10/, poet 2/9.
Dynamotors. Input 12 v. D.C. Output 240 v.
D.C. 20 watts, 15/- each, post 2/9.
Send 3d. damp for list of other motors, nano-
formera, pumps, lamps, switches. dr.

MILLIGANS
Mallard Street. Liverpool. 3

Money Back Guarantee.

ENE AL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life I What.
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
Exam., on " NO PASS -NO FEE " terms.
You choose your own subjects -Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain the General
Cert. are given in our 136 -page Guide -Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on

t.reques
Write today, School of Careers, Dept. id°
29-31, Weight's Lane, London, W.S.

90 School of Careers

ROGERS'stfit'Polt
thread agates. 28 arms .. .. 4/9
Whitworth !crews, 144 Asetd ..  5/9
Fibre Washers. 1.44 Assorted ..  8/6
Meter asctitbrs. A.C. to D.C. 3/9
Self Cap Screws. 100 Assorted 8/ -
Copper Rivets. 12 doe. Assorted 1/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race spindle,

pulley, etc., Lila. x 101.0. 63/8
Rectifiers. 6/12 v. at 6 amps. 18/ -
Air faits. 51a. stroke . 17/8
Winker Units. i or 12 volt
Mains Transformers. 18 v. 6 amp. .. 35/.
Motorise' Water ?amps 25/.

dairs. 6111, 11/6: 71n. 13/13, eto.
Instrument Cases. 12in x gin. x bin. New 7/8
Plats & 3oekets. 7 point
Telepaones. New. Modem .. t8/ -
Bevel 'tears. 310 & 21-1. Pair 4/8
Aircraft Lamps. Rel. Green or Amber, 4' WS

Races, Belts. Vetoes, Pulleys. Pumps. Braga
Steel. Aluminhun, etc.
May we seat our one list of hundreds of later.

eating items? Stamp, pi °vie.

NEW POCKET MANUAL

" PRACTICAL
STEAM

TRAPPING "
New unique guide to correct selection and
installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems, process steam
units of all kinds; including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham, Glos.

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions 1/6
TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.

206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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Resealing Kettles
WE have always been troubled in this

area with cooking vessels furring
over with scale. Please give a remedy.
-A. Walker (N. Ireland).

THE usual way of removing the " scale "
from kettles, etc., is to treat them with

fairly strong hydrochloric acid (known com-
mercially as " spirits of salt "). But this will
damage the vessel if used carelessly or
improperly.

Make up a solution of hydrochloric acid in
water in the proportions of one part acid to
three parts water. Most of the scale deposit
will be on the bottom of the kettle and around
the base of the spout and partly up the sides.
Pour your solution into the kettle and make
sure that the level of the acid solution is
well below the top line of " scale " that is
deposited upon the sides of the kettle; for
you must not have this solution in contact
with any part of the vessel that is not covered
with " scale." As soon as the acid solution
is poured in there will be a vigorous chemical
action as the acid dissolves away the " scale."
Carry out this process cautiously. Let the
reaction continue for a few minutes and then

- pour the solution out of the vessel into a glass
or earthenware jug. Immediately rinse out
the kettle with water and inspect. Repeat this
process until the " scale " flakes, or dissolves
away. If done carefully there will be no
damage to the kettle.

Renovating a Brass Plate
IWISH to renovate a brass plate which

has inscribed lettering. The lettering
has been cut into the brass to a depth of
about Ain. and then filled in flush with
the surface of the plate, with some com-
pound. Most of the letters are black, but
some are red. Please advise me what
compound may be used to repair or
renew the lettering?-J. T. Griffiths
(Cumberland).

AFTER scraping out the old filling use the
following mixture: Asphaltum, brown

japan and lampblack. Mix to a putty -like
consistency. Turps will help to clean out the
old material from the inset.

If red lettering is required, make a putty
of dry white lead with equal parts of coach
japan and rubbing varnish. After this is filled
in and hardened, apply a coat of flake white in
japan thinned with turps. This mixture
(white) can be tinted as desired by earth
colours ground in japan.

Hectograph Pad Paste
CAN you please tell me the composition

of paste used in the jelly hectograph.
-E. Blundell (Mon.).
THIS is a mixture of gelatine and glycerine:

a part glue
2 parts water
4 parts glycerine

all by weight. Skim off air -bubbles when
mixing gelatine pad.

Ink
Methyl violet 2 parts
Alcohol 2 parts
Sugar a part
Glycerine 4 parts
Water 24 parts

RULES
Our Panel of Experts will answer
your Query only if you comply

with the rules given below
A stamped addressed envelope, a sixpenny
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be.enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Dissolve the violet in the alcohol with
glycerine; 'dissolve sugar in water; then mix
both solutions and ink gelatine pad.

Diecasting Alloy
IAM building a model railway lay -out
1 and I wish to build most of the rolling
stock myself. Can you please tell me if I
can make up a suitable alloy for die-
casting bogies, etc., out of zinc and lead,
or zinc and antimony; also what would
be the proportions of each? Rare alloys
are hard to come by in this district and I
propose to make the dies out of stainless
steel. Would this be suitable? Also can
you give me details of a plastic that
could be moulded without heat. Some -

01

The P.M.
lueprint Service

12 FT. ALL WOOD CANOE. New Series,
No. 1: 4s.*

COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGI NE
New Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d.*

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series, No. 3a, Is. 6d.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,
5s. 6d.*

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM -PLANT. New
Series. No. 5, 5s. 6d.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss. 6d.5

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series,

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.
Magnification x 80

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s. 6d.5
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.*

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 4s.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13. 8s.*
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*

Blueprints (2 sheets), 4s.
Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d.

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
I Is. per set of three sheets.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.*
Complete set, I

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK. 2s. 6d.5
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE

Is. 6d.*

The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An * denotes constructional details are available free

with the blueprints.

thing that could be poured in a liquid
state into a metal mould and left to
harden.-J. McGill (East Lothian).
IT is no easier to get pure zinc or antimony

than to obtain alloys, so it would be
pointless to give alloy compositions when,
presumably, only scrap material of unknown
composition is available to you. Your best
plan would be to approach your local printer
and ask him to sell you a few pounds of
worn out founders' type. This is a rather hard
typemetal well suited to your needs.

Stainless steel dies should be quite satis-
factory if of fairly thick section, but aluminium
would do just as well.

There are several plastic materials of the
sort you specify: for details, write to I.C.I.
Ltd., Plastics Division, Black Fan Road,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

Liquid Washing-up
Products
IINTEND making a liquid washing-up

product, provided the various che-
micals are available. Could you supply
me with a formula?-G. T. Evans (Staffs).

ALL proprietory washing-up or detergent
fluids are a sulphonated product of

some organic base such as alcohol. There is
very little to choose between the lot.

A useful domestic washing-up compound
can be made as follows:

Sulphonated alcohol 5 parts
Trisodium phosphate 6o parts
Tetrasodium pyrophosphate 35 parts

A product for the hands:
Sodium alkylarylsulphonate 2 per cent.
Soap chips 8 per cent.
Water go per cent.

Experimental Balloons
HAVING in mind building an experi-

mental balloon for practical use I
would be greatly obliged for the follow-
ing information: How big (cubic feet),
should a balloon be, providing that the
most economical gas is used, to lift up to
5o1b.? What gas is generally used for
meteorological experimental balloons
and where could they be acquired? What
material is used for the sphere with
consideration for the durability, also
netting and cordage?-F. Buther (Herts).

HYDROGEN is the most economical gas
to use: and this can be obtained in

cylinders from any of the branches of the
British Oxygen Co. Ltd. Your nearest depot
would probably be North Circular Road,
Willesden, N.W.

The " lift " of hydrogen can be taken as
Kolb. per a t000cu.ft. at ground level and
5o1b. per a ,000cult. at x o,000ft.

Free meteorological balloons are spherical
in shape and may expand to Soft. dia. at
go,000ft. altitude. The weight of this
balloon is approximately 2 lb. and can be
inflated to lift say 701b. on the ground to
give the necessary ascentional lift. Its
diameter would then be about a 2ft., this would
increase to about 2a ft. at a o,000ft. altitude.
It has not yet been found possible to make a
balloon float at a constant altitude.

You can obtain information regarding
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where the envelope and cordage can be
purchased by writing to: The Director,
Ministry of Aviation, Research & Develop-
ment Establishment, Cardington, Bedford.

Siphon from Tap
COULD you please let me know how to

make a siphon, to work off a cold
water tap to empty a boiler. I made one
as per my diagram (see (b) below) but
unfortunately it did not work.-W. E.
Stamp (Purfleet).

WE presume you want to instal a permanent
siphon system to your tank. From the

diagram you show in your letter you have
clearly failed to obtain a partial vacuum and
so you were unable to start the siphon. This
can be accomplished in two ways:

You can adhere to your original design in
principle, but you must modify it so that the
bottom orifice is constricted; see diagram (a).
It may be possible, on the other hand, for
you to use your present installation by
bunging up the bottom orifice with a tight
cork (b) and, by turning on the cold water tap,
forcing the water up the standard pile
(which presumably your side tube is attached
to) you would fill the system. Upon shutting
the cold water tap and simultaneously re-
moving the cork from the bottom orifice of
your siphon we feel sure you would be able
to start off the siphoning action.

Col water tap.

From
boiler.

Vacuum created
here by venturi

principle.

Note: Querist's
sketch as below,
without cork.

Water
forced up

to fill long
arm of
siphon.

Cork

Two methods of starting a siphon (a) left and
(b) right.

Bending a Metal Bar
CAN you please tell me the best way, or

the safest way, to bend a Noral
75 ST extruded flat bar, used for bow
making. Is it safest to use heat or bend it
cold?-E. J. Martin (Sussex).

THIS material should bend satisfactorily
when in the cold condition and the

maximum stress imparted to it is unlikely to
cause it to fracture. Commercial bending
would be performed with the aid of a suitable
fixture-possibly a roll to give the necessary
degree of curvature before anchoring the
second end. It is feasible to make a simple
holding device of this type from two or three
thick pieces of wood. Cut one board to the
shape of the bow and provide an anchorage,
then make up a roller pivoting from the centre
of curvature and use this to pull the rod to the
desired shape.

m PRACTICAL MECHANICS
. HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAM M E--

8th EditionEdition
16/-, or by post 17/6

 Obtainable from booksellers, or by
post from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book 3_

Dept.), Tower House, Southampton s_
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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House Telephone Circuit
T WISH to construct a house telephone

circuit of five handsets for which I
have obtained several ex-G.P.O. handsets
of the carbon microphone type. I am
told that I will have to have a microphone
transformer for
each handset, but
as I have been un-
able to clear this
point up locally, I
would be pleased
if you could help
me in this matter.
Also I should like
a wiring diagram
if possible please.J. H. Morris
(Crewe).
TN our opinion
1 best results
would be obtained
by using a trans-
former for each
handset. Our dia-
gram shows the
connections which
could be used at
each station, the
terminal L being
connected to the
appropriate contact
stud for that station;

Receiver

Buzzer.

Steering by Radio
Control

(Concluded from page 528)

frequencies produced will depend on the
battery voltage, and types of valves and
chokes, and can be modified, if .necessary, by
changing the values of Cs, C2 and Ri. For
the modulator choke, a small mains type
smoothing choke will do.

To set up the equipment, the receiver is
adjusted to give the loudest possible signal,
the frequency obtained from the modulator
not being important at this stage. In order to
hear the signal, a speaker or phones can be
wired to the receiver. The three-way switch
is then set to one position, and the potentio-
meter adjusted until the note is such that one
tuned reed responds. The other potentio-
meters are similarly adjusted to allow either
of the other two tuned reeds to be set
vibrating.

The reed contacts circuits are wired to
small relays which relieve the reed contacts of
current, and which remain closed under the
interrupted reed current. It is then possible
to close any of these three relays by setting the
three-way switch to the correct position and
keying the transmitter. One relay may be
used for motor speed control and reversing,
and the others for steering. In large models,
one channel may be used for features such as
rotating guns, etc.

Magnets, etc.
The actual mechanisms used must work

freely, or very strong electro magnets will be
needed. Current consumption is then rather
high. With light, free -working mechanisms,
the magnets can usually be wound with 24 or
z6 s.w.g. wire, for 4i -V or 6V operation.
Several hundred turns should be used on each
magnet. Old bell magnets are often suitable.
With some circuits, current can be drawn
from the battery which also drives the
propulsion motor. The aim should be to
have the mechanism work very freely, and
then use as may turns, or as fine a gauge, of
wire as will give reliable working. This is
particularly important when only one small
dry battery powers the whole model.

i.e., at station 2 L should be connected to
No. 2 contact stud. A speaking battery is to be
used at each station, together with a common
ringing battery connected between lines
C and Z.

17

Switch Transformer

hook. 5

-1 0 00 \-11
Microphone.

2
3
4
5
C
z

Ring
0l',

Pinging
battery

Speaking
battery

The circuit.

A Compound
Astronomical Telescope

(Concluded from page 539)

Diagonal
is not perforated, a

diagonal mirror (flat) is fitted to bring the
cone of rays out to the eyepiece position at the
side of the telescope tube opposite to the
Declination axis. This gives a comfortable
observing position. The astronomer can be
comfortably seated whilst observing South
and up to the Zenith, and a normal standing
position, without acrobatics, gives access to
other portions of the night sky.

The diagonal and eyepiece drawtube are
fitted in the normal manner, but the writer
has a akin. dia. drawtube for wide field low
power eyepieces (low power on this instru-
ment is 12ox) and an adaptor tube to take
I fin. standard R.A.S. thread eyepieces.

The finder telescope is an ex -government
variable power gunsight, graticuled, and with
the power continuously variable between 5x
and 15x.

For objects beyond the grasp of the finder,
the Right Ascension and Declination setting
circles, fitted to the Polar and Declination
axes respectively, are used in conjunction with
a Sidereal clock.

The instrument has proved itself to have
been well worth the time and effort involved
in its construction. Powers of up to 96ox
have been successfully used for lunar work,
although naturally the field of view is very
small at this power. For planetary work,
powers of 12ox to 72ox give an adequate
field and plenty of detail.

Information Sought
Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.
Trampoline

I wish to make a trampoline on a small
scale to be used by children. Could you give
me sources of supply for the various materials
and details of construction ?-J. Crawford
(Yorks.).
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NEW CABLES
& FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Per yd. 25 yds. 50 yds. 100 yds.
1/044 Twin 61d. 12/6 22 /6 43 /4
1/044 3 -core 9d. 17/3 31/3 60/6
3/029 Twin 8d. 15/9 28/6 55/9
3/029 T.&E. 91(1. 18/3 34/3 66/9
7/029 Twin 1/- 24/3 47/6 93/10
7/029 T.&E. 1/4 31/6 59/9 118/2
7/044 Twin 1/11 46/- 87/6 171/ -
Twin Lead, 50 yds., 1/044, 48/6; 7/029.
89/9. VIR, 50 yds.. 3/029. 12/-; 7/029,
19/-. Earth Wire, 100ft., 7/029, 11/-;
7/029, 7/9. Twin PVC Transp. Flex. 50
yds., 10/-. Twin Twisted, 25 yds., 11/3;
50 yds., 21/-. TRS PVC, Lead Cables of
all sizes. Holders, C.O., 8/-. Batten. doz.
12/-. Roses, 2 -plate, 8/-; 3 -plate, doz.,
9/-. June. Boxes. Sml., 11/-; Lge., doz.,
13/-. Switches, 1 -way. 18/-; 2 -way, doz.,
24/-. White Switches, I -way, 24/-; 2 -
way, doz., 30/, Flush Switches, 1 -way,
18/-; 2 -way, doz., 24/-. Ceiling Cord,
do., 1 -way, 5/-: 2 -way, 6/-. 2 amp 2 -
pin Sw. plugs and tops, ea. 3/-. 5 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 5/6. 15

amp. 3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea. 9/-.
13 amp. 3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only, ca. 7/6.
Wood blocks, 3 x 5, 5/6: 31 x 1, 7/6;

x3 x 3 x f, 7/6; 51 35 x 1. doz., 9/-.
White, 3 x 6/-; 31 a} 7/-; 4 x 1,
9/-. Cable Clips, Sml., 2/9; Med., grs.,
3/3. 10 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse,
6/-. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A Spltr..
13/6. 30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse,
19/6. 60 amp. Metal D.P. Sw. fuse. 49/-.
Sw. gear, Fusebds., Spltrs., all types.
Lamp Bulbs, 15, 25, 40, 60 watt, 12/-;
75 watt, 15/-; 100 watt, 17/-; 150 watt,
24/-; 200 watt, doz., 30/-. Carbon Bulbs,
230 v. 16 C.P., doz., 20/, Immersion
Heaters, 3 Kw., 50/-. Single Car Cable,
10 yds., 3/-; 100 yds., 25/-. Conduit and
Fittings, fin. and fin. Industrial Reflec-
tors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent Fit-
tings, Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms: Cash with order; carriage paid if
over f5: orders of £20 or over less 5 per
cent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat., 9 to
1, 2 to 6: Thurs. 9 to 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
166 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15
Tel.: NEW Cross 7143 0890

LEARN A LANGUAGE
THIS WINTER

By the Pelman Method

THE
problem of learning a Foreign

Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Grammatical complexities are
eliminated. You pick up the gram-
mar almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages is explained in four little books,
one for each language:

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of

these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by sending
for it to -day. WELbeek 1411

--POST THIS FREE COUPON TODAY
Pelman Languages Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,
London, W.1.

Please send details of Pelman method
of learning:

French, German, Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address

Pelman (Overseen) Institutes:
Delhi, Melbourne, Durban, Paris, dimelerdant.

'ZYTO' DO -IT -YOU RSELFTOOL KIT
A Superb set of full size, fully
guaranteed tools specially selected
for the home craftsman. 47 tools
including Stanley adjustable Iron -
plane, Brace, Chisels Bits,
Hammers, Hand Drill, Screw
drivers, etc., and also a first-class
instruction book.
* Illustrated leaflet of " Zyto"
tool kits post free. *

34/6 FIhST PAYMENT
5. MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF 43/5. CASH PRICE E17/6/6.

S. TYZACK &

Illustrated catalogue of tools and
machinery for wood and metalwork.
2/6 refunded on first order of 40/-.

SON LTD Telephone
SHO. 8301
Ten lines.

341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON E.C.I

These _great minds were Rosicrucians

rancis Bacon Benjamin Franklin tsaac Newton

Why were these men great?

How does anyone -man or woman -achieve greatness? Is
it not by mastery of the powers within ourselves?

Know the mysterious world within you! Attune yourself
to the wisdom of the ages! Grasp the inner power of your
mind! Learn the secrets of a full and peaceful life!

Benjamin Franklin, statesman and inventor . . . Isaac
Newton, discoverer of the Law of Gravitation . .. Francis
Bacon, philosopher and scientist ... like many other learned
and great men and women . . . were Rosicrucians. The
Rosicrucians (NOT a religious organization) have been in
existence for centuries. Today, headquarters of the Rosi-
crucians send over seven million pieces of mail annually to
all parts of the world. Address: Scribe W.T.N.

ghe ROSICRUCIANS
25 Garrick St. (AMORC) London, W.C.2, England

Scribe W.T.N.
The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)
25 Garrick St., London, W.C.2, England
Please send me the free book, The Mastery of Life, which explains
how I may learn to use my faculties and powers of mind.

Name

Address
City State

Huge Purchase High Speed Steel
Tool Bits, hardened ready for use,
essential to any lathe user, secure
your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 1/4" square, 2 1/2"
long, 6/6 per doz. 5/16" sq., 3" long,
8/6 doz., 3/8" sq., 3" long, 12/-
doz.: 7/16" sq., 3 1/2" long, 15/-
doz. Six doz. lots less 10 per cent.

5,000 Taps, 1/8" to 3/8" dia.,
Assorted Threads, suit M.E. or experi-
menter, mostly fine threads, twenty
assorted, 3/9.

One Ton Ground Silver Steel, 13'
lengths, 1/16- to 15/32" dia., doz.
assorted lengths, 5/6.

5,000 Ball Races, standard o.c1.,
1/8' bore, 2/-; 3/16", 2/-; 1/4", 2/-;
3/8", 2/6; 1/2", 3/6; 5/8", 4/6 each.
6 or 9 mm., 1/- each.

2,000 Hand Reamers, sizes 5/16".
3/8", 7/16", 3/6 each. Also 5/8",
11/16", 4/9 each.

Extra Special Carb. Grinding
Wheels Offer. 6"-7" dia., 1/4", 1/2",
3/4" thick. 1/2" or 3/4" hole, 10/ -
the three, postage 2/-. Value over
30/-. Ass. grits for tool and cutter
grinding.o

Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1/32"-3/32", 4/- doz. Approx,
1/16"-1/4", 7/6 doz. Approx. 9/32"-
15/32", six for 10/-.

3,000 Circular Split Dies, 1" dia.
cutting 1/4", 5/16". 3/8", 7/16", 1/8"
Whit., B.S.F., also brass thread, 26
thread all sizes and American N.F.
12/- per set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 2.2;6,
4 sets 42/6. Taps to suit 12/6 per set,
either taper or second or plug. 1"
dia. stocks 6/- each.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", 7/32", 1/4",
5/16", 15/- set, also 3/8", 7/16". 1/2"
ditto, 12/6 set.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspection at Rear 36 Eitzwilliam St.,

Sheffield.

HUGHES MOTORS, 12v. 11 amp. rever-
sing, speed 5000 r.p.m., 10/-, post 1/6.
HELIOGRAPH MIRRORS, 5" dia.,
ground to 5 wavelength, 2 mirrors in metal
cases, 2/6, post 1/6. GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS, 200/250v. A.C., 5" long 5/32"
dia. shaft, speed 1350 r.p.m., 12/6, post
1/6. WESTON OIL TEMP. GAUGES,
basically a very fine moving coil milli -
ammeter movement, 3/6, post 1/6.
H.S. RELAYS, 145 ohm, s.p.c.o. plat.
contacts, in metal cases size 41" x 21" x
2", 5/-, post 1/6. CHARGING SETS,
lightweight 46 lb., 4 -stroke air-cooled, out-
put 12-18v. at 80 watts, exhaust, silencer.
starting cord and canvas cover, £8/10/0,
carriage 10/-. I.UCAS 12v. winking light
actuaters, consists of 2 electro-magnets in
metal case with snap -on cover, 7/6, post
6d. ROTAX TIME DELAY SWITCHES,
24v., impulse motor magnet wind. Time
cycle secs. 30/3-3. Very superior mechan-
ism. 7/6, post 2/-. CANADIAN KODAK
7 x 50 prismatic monocular telescopes.
Fitted binocular eyepiece with optional
filters. Lever focusing. In quality and
optical brilliance cannot be excelled. Sup-
pliel in superior wood transit cases fitted
lock with two keys. Original cost would
be at least £50, our price £5, carriage in-
land only 5/-. FLEXIBLE CONDUIT,
15ft. long, 5" dia., 5" bore, also two
lengths 15ft. 14/012 single auto cable
(Unicen. New in sealed cartons. 3/6, post
2/-. REMOTE SELECTORS, 12v. im-
pulses closes four single pole circuits in
sequence then repeats. Ideal for radio -
controlled boats, 10/-, post 2/-. LENSES,
finest quality achromats by famous makers.
2 types, 42mm. 3" fo,a1 length, or 40mm.
31" focal length, new and perfect. 7/6
each, post 6d. LEATHER CASES, superior
5" thick hide, box sewn with rounded
bottom, hinged overlap top lid fitted
buckle fastener and shoulder strap. Size
75" x 4" x 10"deep. Ideal for meters,
camera equipment, etc., new unused, 5/6.
post 2/-. VIBRATOR UNITS, 6v. input.
provides all L.T. and H.T. supplies for
the 18 and 38 sets. Complete with Mallory
vibrator and leads. Although new unused
the vibrator may require coaxing. 10/-,
post 3/6. CAMERA CONTROLS, con-
tains the popular small motor used for
model boats. This actuates the exposure
time mechanism. Variable setting knob,
red and green indicator lamps, also solen-
oid, start switch, etc., new unused. sup-
plied in wood transit cases, fraction of
original cost. 20/-, post 3/-.
Send stamped addressed envelope for lists.
MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM 17
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BASSETT-LOWKE finest quality
Water Gauges,

PRESSURE
GAUGE

These gauges are of the finest
quality ever produced. Every
gauge is individually tested before
leaving our works.

in. dia. reading to 80, 100, 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, {I. 10. 0

I in. dia. reading to 80, 100, 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, fl, 10.0

11 in. dia. reading to 100, 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, El. 13.7

2 in. dia. reading to 100, 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, fl. 17.6

Engine and Boiler Fittings
I. 3 Cock Pattern

3/16 dia. Glass, LI. 18. 6
dia. Glass, E2. 2. 6

3/8 dia. Glass, L5. 10. 6

2. Single Cock Type
with union drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, LI. I. 0

3 Single Cock Type
with drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, 15/6

4. Plain Pattern
without drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, 10/3
7/32 dia. Glass, 12/6

FULL -WAY
WHEEL VALVES

(Angle)
5/32 in. pipe

Length overall, 1-7/8 in.
Thread of attachment

3/16 in. 40
Price LI. I. 6

3/16 in. pipe
Length Overall

11- in.
Thread of attachment
L in. 32 Price £1. 3. 6

1 in. pipe
Length Overall 2-3/16 in.
Thread of attachment 516 in. Y 26

Price LI. 5. 3
5/16 in. pipe

Length Overall 2( in.
Thread of attachment 3/8 in. 26

Price CI, 7. 0

Everything for your choice at the

BASSETT-LOWKE model shops
LONDON: 112 High Holborn, W.C.I MANCHESTER: 28 Corporation St.

Head Office: 18 Kingwell St., NORTHAMPTON.

JUNIOR
 HACKSAW

and its only

/ 6 COMPLETE
Spare Blades 2/6 per dozen

-A/so available in
high-speed steel

 For all your hacksaw
 work the AVE N
 JUNIOR HACKSAW

is the inexpensive
answer.

 Yes ! it does first-rate
 work on steel, non-

ferrous metals, etc. It's
easy to carry, easy to

 use, and gets into those
awkward places.

HACK SAWS LIMITED
AVER WORKS CAPEL ST. SHEFFIELD 6

Telephone: 343022

a
first closz;

Sheffield
Product

W/r/i/rIlSOIPS
EST.
1921

PUMP Electrically driven by a 24v.
D.C. motor. Works efficiently on 12v.
Totally enclosed, self-lubricating, driven
through 4 to 1 reduction gearbox de-
livering 60 g.p.h. at 301b./sq. in. Inlet
and outlet unions B.S.P. 37/6, post 2/6.
MOTORISED PUMP. 24 v. D.C., 5
amps. 400 g.p.h. Works well on 12v.
"Pulsometer" impeller type. 55/-. post
3/6.
VACUUM PUMP AND COMPRESSOR
Many Uses in Workshop or Laboratory.
This is an Edwards type 4, with fin.
shaft, coupling, oil -filter and union for
tubing. £6.10.0., post 3/6

METERS GUARANTEED
50 Microamps 21in. MC/FR

100 " 2in. MC/FR
100 " 3fin. MC/FR
250 " 3fin. MC/FR
500 " 2in MC/FR

1 Milliamp 21in. MC/FR
5-0-5 " 21in. MC/FR
30 "

"
2in. MC/FR

100 2 in. MC/FR
200 .. 2 in. MC/FR

3 Amperes 21in. MC/FR
3 " 2in. MC/FS
5 " 2in MC/FS

15 " 2in. MC/FR
25 " D.C. 2fin. MI/FR

30-0-30 " 2m. MC/FR
50-0-50 " 2in. MC/FS

10 Volts, 2in. MCR/FS503fin. MC/FS
300 " A.C. 21in. MI/FR

(post 1/6 on all meters)

METER RECTIFIERS, 250 ptA., 1

M.A., 5 M.A., F.W. bridge, 8/6, post 6d.
CROSSPOINTER METER with 2 separate
100 microamp movements, 22/6, post 2/-.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 D.C.
Output 230 A.C., 50 cy. 135 w. In fitted
case with variable resistance. 0/300 volt-
meter. The ideal job for TV and tape
recorders where A.C. mains are not avail-
able, £10, carr. 15/-. Special connectors
one fitted with 6ft. heavy duty flex and
clips for D.C. side, 10/- set, post 1/-.
ROTARY CONVERTER input 12 v. or
24 v. D.C. output 230 v. A.C., 135 watts,
£8.10.0., carriage 7/6.
BATTERIES. Portable Lead Acid type 6
volts 125 amp. hours. In metal case 16in.
x 18in. x I lin. (Two will make an ideal
power supply for our 12 -volt Rotary Con-
verters.) Uncharged £6.10.0, carr. 15/-. 24
volt 85 ampere. £14.0.0, carriage 30/-.

MAGNETIC
COUNTERS.
Counting to 9999,
6 v. D.C. 15/- each,

70/- cost 1/6. HIGH SPEED
60/- TYPE No. 160C. 35/-. Post 1/6.
80/- VACUUM PUMP. Brand

New. 7 cu. ft. per min. 10
lbs. per sq. in. at 1,200
r.p.m. Rotary Vane type
35/-, post 3/-.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with a 31in. lever, very
powerful, 5/- each, post 1/6.
ELECTRIC BLOWERS 220/
250 v. A.C./D.C. 360 watts
complete with flex £5, post
3 / 6.
AIR BLOWER powered by
a 230 volt A.C. motor, 15"
tan. Volume of free air at

Hi,-" max. r.p.m. is 1,250 cu. ft. per min. At
maximum efficiency 900 cu. ft. per min.

"1" Brand New 25, carriage 20/-.
MAINS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 volts

BULKHEAD FIT- A.C. 1/40th h.p. 1,400 r.p.m.55/-, post 3/ 6.
TING. 9in. diam., flat GEARED MOTORS for the model
tripod type, suitable maker, small but powerful 12/24 volts
for lamps up to 100 D.C. 4/8 r.p.m., 35/-, post 2/6.
watt, complete with GEARED MOTORS. 220-240 volts A.C.
pushbar switch lamp- 175 r.p.m. Torque I5lbs. ins. Klaxon,
holder.Ideal for farm £10. carriage 15/-.
buildings, garages, GEARED CAPACITOR MOTORS,
greenhouses, etc. 220-240 v., 50 cy., 30 w., 300 r.p.m., also
Brand new, 17/6, post spindle for 1425 r.p.m. A very powerful
2 / 6. and useful motor for only 75/-, post 3/6.

55/-
22/6
35/-
20/-
12/6
15/-
15/-
35/.
27/6
27/6
17//26

6
15/6
12/6

GEARED KLAXON MOTORS. 230/250
volts AC/DC, 6 r.p.m. Torque 15 lbs.
ins. EK5 UBI-M21, 5/16" Spindle, I/
long. £10, post 3/-.
SWITCHES. I hole fixing, 3 amp., 250
volts. 1/6 each. 12/- doz.
TERMINAL BLOCKS 4/- doz., or box
of 50 for 15/-. 3 -way, 6/- doz., 50 for
22/6, post 1/6.
ENGLISH ELECTRIC A.C. MOTORS.
Capacitor Start, 230v. 50cy. I h.p. 1440
r.p.m. with 160 mfd. condenser and dis-
charge resistor. £25, post 20/-.
FANS, INDUSTRIAL TYPE, 230/240
volt A.C. Capacitor Motor, 16" blades
in housing with adjustable louvres and
filter. Made by Beanwy Electric Ltd.
BRAND NEW. £25, post 25/,
FLEXIBLE ALUMINIUM TUBING
11" 3/6 per foot I" 1/9 per foot
1" 2/3 per foot I" 1/2 per foot
TELEPHONE SET TYPE K. The most
compact telephone set available as the 4/
volt flat battery and buzzer is built-in to
the hand instrument. Ringing and speaking
both ways on twin wire, instrument is
complete with 5ft. flex. Hangs on wall.
Set of two instruments £5.10.0, post 3/6.
TELEPHONE SET "TELE-F". This is the
best-known portable telephone ever made.
it has a built-in generator for ringing the
other instrument and requires only twin
wire between the sets. The set of two
instruments and batteries in carrying case
17.10.0, post 7/6. Twin fiat PVC wire
available at 3d. per yard.

Telephone Set Type "A". Ringing and
speaking both ways on a 4 -core cable.
Carries the voice loudly and clearly
over any distance. Two hand -sets are
supplied as illustrated and the set is
complete with Pushes, Buzzers, Battery,
Plugs and Sockets. 4 -core PVC cable
10d. yd. 75/- set, post 3/6. Set Type
"D". Speaking only 38/9, post
3/6. Use twin wire 3d. yd.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE ROAD. CROYDON, SURREY

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

80 WAIT LIGHTWEIGHT CHARGING
SETS, as used to make a motor lawn
mower described in July Practical
Mechanics. Brand new models. Complete
with spares, £10.10.0. Slightly used models,
£7.0.0. Carr. 12/6.
"NI1FE" NICKEL ALKALINE STARTER
OR LIGHTING BATTERIES TYPE
L.R.7. 6v. 75 amp. hour. Comprising five
cells in hardwood crate. They are Ex.
Government Surplus and we believe
unused. They have been filled with elec-
trolyte for initial charge. Now offered at
£6.15.0. Carr. 15/-.
FIELD TELEPHONES, Type F. Very fine
self-contained units with range of up to
five miles. Ideal for all types of internal
and external communication. Each in
separate carrying case and complete with
batteries and 100 ft. cable. Price 69/6
each. Carr. 4/6. Extra wire 2/- per 100 ft.
GEAR PUMPS. Beautifully made units
approximately 5" x 5". 32/6 each. Post 37_,
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF EX. W.D.
PRISMATIC BINOCULARS by Kershaw,
6 x 30. Crystal clear magnification. In-
dependent eyepiece focusing gives a wide
range of vision. These are all in good
condition and are exceptional value. Price
£5.5.0. Post 2/6.
ELECTRIC TIMING CLOCKS. Preci-
sion made instruments with setting for
Hours and Days up to 26 weeks. Orig-
inally made tor detonating mines, etc.
Will operate from 3v. dry battery. Really
special value. Price 30/- each. Post 3/-.

Hundreds of other Bargains available.
Send 6d. stamp for Illustrated List.

EASTERN MOTORS
ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK. Phone 51



COLD &W,
TEMPERATE

WARM

HOT

MULTI -HEAT BLOWER UNIT
HERE'S SOMETHING REALLY EXCITING FOR THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC
A compact Mains Blower Unit all ready for fitting into your own casing or ducting
Enabling you to construct : Clothes Drying Cabinets, Forced Draught Convector
Heaters, Fan Cooling for Warm Weather. Greenhouse Heaters and Ventilators ;

all at a fraction of the cost of manufactured equivalents.
The unit comprises a top quality shaded pole motor of superb precision operating
at a speed of 2,600 r.p.m., with a consumption of 18 watts. The rotor is die cast
with a precision ground spindle in Oilite ' bearings which are self aligning.
The Heater Unit consists of dual spirals which enables loadings of 1 or 2 kW. to be
used. The 3 -bladed fan s of the very latest aero-dynamic design and displaces 280
cubic feet per minute. A small resistance is incorporated in the motor circuit which
allows the fan to run at half speed. This feature together with the dual elements
allows of six different temperatures. Send us a 4d. stamp for details or we will send
on 7 days' approval against remittance.

PRICE : £4/15/3. Carriage & Packing : 3/3.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., BANSTEAD, SURREY
For other items, Heater Cables, etc., send 6d. for Catalogue.

* Permanent Magnets in action *

R424fto sevaiti bletom
Gc dialeed ita-ee

just another of the countless

workshop uses for " Eclipse "

Magnets. A piece of mild steel
on one pole of a powerful magnet

is all you need. See other action
pictures of " Eclipse " Magnets

in "Small Magnets are so.

Versatile !", a new booklet avail-

able from your usual tool dealer.

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from all tool distributors

P.M.41

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW eizrrism INVENTION:
* Plays at

per. sec. or 3
other speeds

* Records direct
from radio or
microphone

* Erase and
fast rewind

Ready to record
Complete with
600ft. of twin -
track tape.

HGNS
Special moving -coil micro-
phone extra.
EASY TERMS

Instantly turns any gramophone
into a first-class Tape -Recorder
and back into a record-player in a moment !

You simply slip it on to your turn- "Real hi-fi results", "Better than many so -
table and you are ready to record tap ml e md ehni-tfi recorderstypical

technical journals. Thisdirect -from -radio or microphone wonderful new invention means that any gramo-
. . . the voices of your family... radio pro- phone owner can now add superbly good tape
grammes... your favourite music-and you can recording facilities to existing equipment, at a
instantly play it back through your own gramo- fraction of the usual cost. Full details, 'photos,
phone or radio with Lifelike Fidelity. specifications, Easy Terms, etc. are given in the
Made by the people who designed and manu- Gramdeck Book. Send for your copy today-
facture radar instruments for Viscounts and FREE and entirely without obligation:
Britannias, the amazing
Gramdeck now brings full
tape-recording and playing
facilities to every gramo-
phone owner, at little extra
cost.
"Ingenious-simple ... why
on earth did no one think of
it before ! " - THE TAPE

RECORDER.

FREE BOOK-POST NOW
11 To: GRAMDECK (Dept. PM/810)

29/31, WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.8.
Please send me Gramdeck took-FREE

NAME........

 ADDRESS

ramdec
GRAMOPHONE TAPE RECORDER

GRAMDECK TURNS A TURNTABLE INTO A TAPE -RECORDER

ttr7N7w)

Precision and Hand
Tools

MOORE & WRIGHT'S ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST
PRECISION AND HAND TOOL MANUFACTURERS IN
EUROPE AND CAN OFFER OVER 1,000 DIFFERENT TOOLS

TOOLS AVAILABLE FROM ANY GOOD TOOL STOCKIST

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE 133 PAGE CATALOGUE OF PRECISION AND HAND TOOLS

NAME

ADDRESS

MOORE & WRIGHT (SHEFFIELD) LTD
HANDSWORTH ROAD SHEFFIELD 13

M W. 18.

Published about the 3oth of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by The Garden City Press Limited, Letchworth,
Hertfordshire. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (Aisle), Ltd. Sole Agents for
South Africa and Rhodesia-Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage): For one

year, Inland ens., Overseas 18s. 6d., Canada 18s. 6d.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until Sept. 30th, ro6o, and must be
attached to all lettero.containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. September, Ig6e



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology
Diesel Engine Technology

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators & Motors
Generation & Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licencev
Aerodynamics
Electrical Design

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN - LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA: P.O. BOX NO.,4570, MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains:
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical quali-
fications through special RAPID FULLY -
GUARANTEED COURSES.

MANY INTERESTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,

A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,

London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS --OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination
for which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are
not satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your
Tuition Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is
surely the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

SEND OFF
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NOW AAT8E
T#15

NAME ;47LL5FTFOR
ADDRESS SI/GCE-SS

My general interest is in: (1) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already, have a special preference.
(2d. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


